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Abstract 

Silicate nanostructures can be broadly defined as any material primarily composed of 

silicon dioxide and having one or more dimensions smaller than 100 nm.  Silica is formed 

of SiO4 tetrahedra connected at their vertices, and the way in which these tetrahedra can be 

arranged leads to materials classified as amorphous or crystalline, depending on the degree 

of long-range order in the structure.  Due to the complexity of tetrahedral connectivity that 

is possible, pores can be formed in silicas with length scales ranging from a few angstroms 

to tens of nanometers.  Some microporous silicates exist in nature, but many other porous 

silicas of considerable importance to chemical engineering are synthetic.  One important 

class of these synthetic porous silicates is the zeolites, which contain pores on the size of 

angstroms and therefore can act as molecular sieves. 

In this dissertation, methods for the synthesis and characterization of “zero-dimensional” 

silica nanoparticles, “two-dimensional” zeolite nanosheets, and “three-dimensional” 

mesoporous silicas and zeolites are presented.  Applications for these materials in catalytic 

and adsorption processes are also explored.  Many of these nanostructured silicates contain 

hierarchical pore structure with different characteristic pore sizes existing in the materials.  

One particularly studied material, the self-pillared pentasil (SPP) zeolite, contains both the 

microporosity of traditional zeolites and mesoporosity resulting from its crystal growth 

mechanism.  Hierarchical pore networks can significantly improve intraparticle mass 

transfer for interacting chemical species, offering great performance gain in the considered 

applications.   
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Chapter 1: Introduction 

Silicon dioxide is one of the simplest chemical formulas to write – SiO2 – and yet the 

variety of molecules and structures resulting from the complex chemistry of the two most 

abundant elements in the Earth’s crust is a wonder to behold.  Silicon normally forms four 

bonds with oxygen in its natural form, and the silicon-oxygen bond is one of the strongest 

of all covalent bonds.  The coupling to four oxygen atoms occurs in a tetrahedral geometry, 

and it is the ability of the oxygen vertices of these tetrahedra to bond with other tetrahedra 

that makes silica chemistry so fascinating [1].  The variety of tetrahedral connectivity and 

Si-O-Si bond angles, both in crystalline structures with long range periodic order or 

amorphous ones without, leads to a cornucopia of possible macromolecular structures [2–

5].   

Amorphous silicas, which are analogous in their connectivity to highly branched polymeric 

systems, have been a backbone technology of civilization since ancient times, in the form 

of common glass.  More recently, interest in studying inorganic materials with nanoscale 

dimensions has led to a broad and deep research field in the area of silica nanoparticle 

colloids.  Nanoparticle suspensions combine the ease of processing of liquids with the 

desirable physical and chemical properties of heterogeneous chemistries.  They also often 

exceed the performance of other surface-active materials due to the considerably higher 

surface areas per unit mass that are achieved with nanoscale dimensions of the 

heterogeneous phase [6].  A myriad of synthesis techniques have been developed to prepare 

monodisperse silica particles with diameters spanning several orders of magnitude [4,7,8], 
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and these particles have found tremendous applicability in both new scientific endeavor 

[9–11] and industrial application [12,13].  Due to their ease of preparation, low inherent 

reactivity, and high thermal stability, silica nanoparticles have become a platform 

technology as a “model colloid.”  They have served as a robust template for further 

chemical or structural modification to create functional nanostructured materials [14–16] 

or additive to various systems to which the presence or increase of interfacial area lends 

desirable properties [4,17].  Various types of porous silica nanoparticles have also been 

prepared, with many exhibiting some of the highest specific surface areas and internal pore 

volumes of any known solids [5].  They have found a myriad of applications in unit 

processes important in the chemical industry, particularly as adsorbents [18] and as catalyst 

supports [19].  However, coatings of silica nanoparticles are also being investigated as 

permselective membranes for macromolecules, as pore size in the coating can be tuned by 

adjusting the nanoparticle size [20,21].   

Crystalline silica has only one thermodynamically-stable structure, quartz, but hundreds of 

metastable pure-silica crystal structures exist with a high diversity of space groups.  One 

of the most interesting classes of porous crystalline silicates are the zeolitic silicates [22].  

Zeolites, which are formally naturally-occurring crystalline aluminosilicates of the 

tectosilicate class, were first chemically synthesized by Richard Barrer at Imperial College 

in London and Robert Milton and Donald Breck at the Union Carbide Linde Group in 

Tonawanda, NY in the late 1950’s and early 1960’s.  These early synthetic zeolites, and 

many others discovered since, are crystallized using hydrothermal synthesis, in which silica 
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and alumina precursors and salts are heated in an aqueous solution for a period of hours to 

days [3].  Zeolites are of particular interest in industrial chemical processes due to their 

molecular sieving ability, which results from the micropores in zeolites with dimensions 

on the order of size of many organic and inorganic molecules.  Because some molecules 

are too large to enter the high-surface area pore structure of zeolites, these molecules can 

be preferentially separated [23].  Furthermore, the incorporation of aluminum in the 

framework results in a negative charge on the crystal structure which, when compensated 

by a proton, gives zeolites catalytic activity as solid acids [24].  Over 200 zeolite crystal 

structures have been identified and catalogued by the International Zeolite Association, 

which assigns each distinct crystal a framework code designated by three letters, such as 

FAU (faujasite), LTA (Linde type A), BEA (zeolite Beta), and CHA (chabazite) [3,23]. 

Subsequent advancements in the 1960’s and 1970’s led to the synthesis of “high-silica” 

zeolites, with Si/Al > 100, which were not naturally occurring [3].  The inclusion of 

structure-directing agents, such as quarternary ammonium salts, during hydrothermal 

synthesis also led to porous crystal structures which were not naturally occurring such as 

MFI, known also as ZSM-5 [25–27].  ZSM-5 demonstrated great applicability in a variety 

of catalytic and reaction-separation processes, such as xylene isomerization and fluid 

catalytic cracking [3].  In the decades since its first report [27], the MFI framework has 

become one of the most studied and applied zeolites.  However, the pore sizes on the 

dimensions of nanometers can be a hindrance to the application of zeolites as well, as 

considerable diffusion limitations are imposed on molecules within the micropore channels 
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[28,29].  The generation of mesopores within zeolites, either by etching or templating 

techniques, has been greatly explored to reduce the characteristic diffusion lengths for 

active species in the crystalline framework [30].  These zeolites containing both micro- and 

mesoporosity are known as hierarchical zeolites and show great promise for decreasing 

processing time in adsorption and reaction processes [31], as well as being candidate 

materials for nanothin zeolite membranes in some cases [32,33].   

In this dissertation, the synthesis, characterization, and applications of hierarchical silicate 

nanostructures is explored.  These nanostructures can be composed of many nanoparticles, 

in which case the tailored porosity is due to “interparticle” voids, or the hierarchical 

structure can exist within a single particle, in which case the porosity is “intraparticle.”  

The designed porosity in the system can be tuned through synthesis and assembly of the 

particles, and lends these materials specific mass transfer properties which are dependent 

on their hierarchical structure.  Many of these properties make the materials interesting 

candidates for application in adsorption, reaction, or membrane separation processes.  The 

self-assembly and cross-linking reaction of silica nanoparticles with tunable size can be 

used to deposit coatings on the surfaces of cells and other biological substrates, which may 

serve as permselective membranes for the screening of biological macromolecules 

(Chapter 2).  Hierarchically-structured amorphous silica nanoparticles, formed using a 

soft-templating strategy, can exhibit ultra-high mesopore volume and surface area.  Their 

mesopore structure is investigated with small-angle X-ray scattering (SAXS) in Chapter 3.  

SAXS is also a useful technique for investigating the nucleation and growth processes of 
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hierarchical zeolites.  The self-pillared pentasil (SPP) morphology, can be formed without 

mesopore templates by exploiting the crystal symmetry properties of MFI/MEL framework 

intergrowths.  How this zeolite forms in hydrothermal synthesis is investigated with a 

combination of sample-wide SAXS and crystal-level TEM characterization (Chapter 4).  

Synthesis strategies which lead to SPP materials composed of single-unit cell thick MFI 

nanosheets oriented at right angles throughout the nanoparticles, thus leading to an 

organized hierarchical pore structure, are explored in Chapter 5.  To explore applications 

for SPP, a stannosilicate version of SPP was then synthesized and assessed for activity as 

a Lewis acid catalysis in the isomerization of sugars, a reaction of pivotal importance in 

developing commodity chemicals from renewable feedstocks such as cellulosic biomass 

(Chapter 6).  The synthesis of multilamellar-MFI zeolite, templated by a dual-acting 

surfactant which forms microporous MFI nanosheets separated by layered mesopores, was 

explored for application in high-performance nanothin zeolite membranes (Chapter 7).  

However, the alternative route to zeolite crystallization employed in the synthesis resulted 

in a highly unexpected morphology for final particles, far different from the layered 

hierarchical structure that was expected.  Overall, the morphologies of silicates synthesized 

and explored herein span the range of possible structural dimensionality: zero-dimensional 

silica nanoparticles, one-dimensional microporous silicate nanorods/nanotubes, two-

dimensional layered zeolites and hollow mesoporous silica spheres, and three-dimensional 

“house of cards” zeolite nanosheet assemblies.  The direction of hierarchical structure 

formation by tuning hydrothermal synthesis conditions and composition provides a palette 
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of tools for the preparation of next-generation silicate nanoparticles with tailored 

morphologies for given applications. 
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Chapter 2: Cross-linking silica nanoparticles for permselective 

coatings 

2.1 Introduction 

In multicellular organisms, complex cellular responses to environmental stress triggers 

have evolved to protect the most favorable outcome of the organism as a whole, often at 

the expense of a cell.  Controlling, altering, or mediating these responses and cell-

environment interactions are formidable challenges – uphill battles against millions of 

years of evolutionary achievement.  In the arena of cell transplantation, engineering the 

complex biological interactions between the cell graft and transplant recipient is the front 

line in the march towards clinical implementation [34].  The natural function of the immune 

system and complications related to the stress of transplantation trigger evolved cellular 

responses which protect the host from a foreign biological intruder.  This normally results 

in the death of the graft and loss of desired functions designed to help the recipient [35].  

One major focus application in cellular transplantation is grafting functional Islets of 

Langerhans into Type 1 diabetic recipients with the goal of restoring endogenous insulin 

production, thereby reversing the complications of the autoimmune endocrine disorder 

[36].   

Coatings on biological substrates are of particular interest to mediate the interactions of the 

biological entity with its environment, or otherwise enhance a particular biological 

response [37].  The formation of a permselective coating on cells can allow the facile 

transport of nutrients and secretions while preventing cytokine diffusion, MHC-peptide 
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complex recognition, and antibody binding [38].  It is hoped that encapsulation can help 

deliver the immunoprotection necessary to deliver the first immunosuppression-free 

successful clinical xenotransplant, which has so far been unachieved [39].  Synthetic or 

biopolymer chemistries, including alginates [40–42], agarose or chitosan hydrogels [43–

45], poly-ethylene glycol (PEG) [46–48], polyelectrolytes [49], and hybrid systems [50,51] 

have demonstrated biocompatibility [40,52,53], and long-term stability in vivo in some 

cases [53].  These systems are also readily amenable to combination with other anti-

apoptotic cytoprotective or immuno-protective strategies [54,55].  However, hydrogel 

systems are limited by their inability to screen smaller immunogenic molecules and permit 

nutrient transport, including low-molecular weight proinflammatory cytokines and 

complement proteins [39].  The large size of polymer microcapsules also prevents 

engraftment in the portal vein [55–57] and limits nutrient and oxygen transport that can 

lead to necrosis [58]. Therefore, conformal encapsulation has been recently pursued, 

largely via layer-by-layer coating methods [50,57,59,60].   

To overcome the immunoprotection and stability shortfalls of hydrogel or polymer 

systems, inorganic conformal encapsulation methods have been explored.  Silica sol-gels 

have been used to encapsulate living cells [61] and islets [62,63].  In vivo, silica sol-gel 

encapsulated islets established normoglycaemia in 60% of allotransplanted rats up to 55 

days [63], and hybrid silica-alginate systems demonstrated ability to reverse diabetes 

without immunosuppression for up to 105 days in a rat-to-mouse xenograft [64].   
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Recent synthetic developments have widened the palette of available methods for 

synthesizing monodisperse populations of spherical silica nanoparticles beyond the Stober 

method [7,65,66].  These particles, formed using basic amino acids as a catalyst for TEOS 

hydrolysis, have found application in coatings [67] and colloidal crystal arrays for 

templating zeolite [68,69] and Ta3N5 photocatalyst [70] nanoparticle syntheses.  Atchison 

et al.  and others synthesized monodisperse, size-tunable silica nanoparticles [20,66] that 

have been used to form electrostatically-induced self-assembled coatings on the surface of 

HUVECs [71], INS-1 cells, and islets in a layer-by-layer fashion [72].  In the case of 

hexagonal close-packed sol coatings, porosity can be hypothetically fine-tuned at the 

nanoscale with the particle radius.  These silica nanoparticles have been synthesized 

containing non-leaching fluorescent dyes which permit observation of coating formation 

using optical microscopy.  With the modification of surface charge and concentration, a set 

of parameters were found in which ordered layer-by-layer coatings could be formed with 

lys-sil sols on the surfaces of single cells and cell clusters [72].  However, the application 

of these particles in cytoprotection and immunoprotection was limited due to the short 

duration over which coatings remained stable on these substrates.  Solutions can be 

developed to address these limitations, including surface chemistry modification of the 

particles and expanded fluorescent tools to permit the characterization of coatings via 

fluorescence microscopy.  Herein, we expand upon the lys-sil sol synthesis techniques used 

by Atchison and others to develop lys-sil nanoparticles with novel tailored surface 

chemistries.  These surface moieties can cross-link in biologically relevant conditions to 
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form longer-term stable coatings on the surfaces of cells.   Colloidal silica layer-by-layer 

encapsulation technologies that combine biocompatibility with highly specific size 

selectivity may confer protection to islets from cell-mediated immune responses, anti-

surface epitope antibody binding, and proinflammatory cytokines while permitting 

transport of nutrients and small hormones, such as insulin, to encapsulated cells.  The 

findings herein further establish lys-sil sols as a versatile platform for novel coating 

technologies and applications in biological systems in vitro. 

2.2 Experimental 

Synthesis of negatively-charged lys-sil sols seeds 

Lys-sil sol seed particles (12 nm) were synthesized as described in refs [20,66,72] by 

hydrolysis of TEOS (98%, Sigma Aldrich, St. Louis) in aqueous solutions of L-lysine in 

ultrapure water (Millipore Milli-Q, resistivity 18 MΩ).  L-lysine (>98%, Sigma Aldrich) 

aqueous solutions were pre-heated at 70C for 1 hr, followed by cooling to room 

temperature and syringe filtration (0.45 μm).  TEOS was then added drop-wise under 

magnetic stirring at 500 r.p.m., and the solution was immediately added to an oil bath at 

60°C and stirred at 500 r.p.m. for 24 hours until hydrolysis was complete.  Afterwards, the 

clear sol was filtered by 0.45 μm syringe filter.  The final composition of the synthesis 

mixture herein was 60 SiO2 : 1.28 L-lysine : 9400 water : 240 ethanol. 

Synthesis of fluorophore-containing lys-sil sols 

Rhodamine 6G or Nile Blue were incorporated into lys-sil sol nanoparticles via a seeded-

growth mechanism as described in ref [72].  160 μL of 0.005 M (aq) Rhodamine 6G 

chloride (95%, Sigma-Aldrich) or 800 μL of 0.005 M (aq) Nile Blue chloride (85%, Sigma-
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Aldrich) was added to 70 mL of lys-sil sol seed solution (0.03 wt. % SiO2).  Seeded growth 

was carried out by adding 0.29 g TEOS and then hydrolyzing at 50°C with 250 r.p.m. 

stirring for 24 hours.  Afterwards, the clear sol was filtered by 0.45 μm syringe filter. 

Synthesis of EDTA-functionalized lys-sil sols 

The Rhodamine 6G-doped sol was used as the base for a second seeded growth step to 

functionalize the surface of the nanoparticles with ethylenediamine triacetic acid (EDTA) 

anions.  243 μL of TEOS and 305 μL of N-(trimethoxysilylpropyl)ethylenediamine 

triacetic acid, trisodium salt (“TMS-EDTA,” 35% in water, Gelest) were added to 70 mL 

of fluorophore-containing lys-sil sol (0.03 wt. %, pH 10) synthesized as described above.  

The solution was hydrolyzed at 50°C with 250 r.p.m. stirring for 24 hours.  Afterwards, the 

clear sol was filtered by 0.45 μm syringe filter, then purified by centrifugation and stored 

at 4°C.  0.1 M 2-(N-morpholino)ethanesulfonic acid (“MES,” >99.5%, Sigma Aldrich) in 

water adjusted to pH 6.0 using sodium hydroxide (1.0 N) was used as the solution for re-

dispersion. 

Synthesis of SNHS-functionalized lys-sil sols 

The EDTA-functionalized lys-sil sol was used as the based for a surface modification step 

to functionalize the nanoparticles with sulfo-n-hydroxysuccinimide (SNHS) anions.  66.6 

mol 1-ethyl-3-(3-dimethylaminopropyl) carbodiimide (“EDC,” Thermo Fischer Scientific, 

Waltham) and 166.5 mol N-hydroxysulfosuccinimide (“SNHS,” Thermo Fischer 

Scientific) per mol EDTA were added to EDTA-functionalized lys-sil sols synthesized and 

dispersed in pH 6.0 MES buffer as described above.  The solution was stirred for 30 
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minutes at 500 r.p.m. and room temperature.  Resulting sols were not stored and were used 

immediately for all experiments. 

Synthesis of APTMS-functionalized lys-sil sols 

The Nile Blue-doped sol was used as the base for a surface modification step to 

functionalize the nanoparticles with propylamine groups.  400 μL of a 0.1 wt. % 3-

aminopropyltrimethoxysilane (APTMS) solution in ultrapure water was added to 10 mL of 

fluorophore-containing lys-sil sol (0.03 wt. %, pH 10) synthesized as described above.  The 

solution was placed in an oil bath at 60°C and stirred at 500 r.p.m. for 12 hours.  

Afterwards, the clear sol was filtered by 0.45 μm syringe filter.  The product was 

immediately purified by centrifugation as described below, with re-dispersion in ultrapure 

water at pH 3.0 (pH adjusted by 0.25 M HCl) and stored at 4°C. 

Lys-sil sol purification 

Lys-sil sols were purified using a Beckman-Coulter Avanti J-25XP model centrifuge.  8.0 

mL of sol was added to a Nalgene Oak Ridge 10 mL polycarbonate centrifuge tube, and 

the sol was centrifuged at 50,000 x g for 90 minutes at room temperature.  After removal 

of the supernatant by rapid inversion and expulsion, 8.0 mL of fresh solution was added to 

the pellet and the solution sonicated for 10 minutes at room temperature, followed by 

vortexing and repetition of sonication until a clear sol resulted.  The centrifugation 

procedure was then repeated once to yield purified sols.  Lys-sil sols were also purified by 

dialysis.  2.0 mL of sol was added to a pre-washed dialysis membrane bag (SpectraPor CE 

131378, 50k MW cutoff, Spectrum Laboratories, Rancho Dominguez), and the bag was 

added to 2.0 L of water or MES buffer at pH 6.0 in a polypropylene beaker.  The beaker 
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was stirred at 250 r.p.m. for one day at room temperature, and then fresh solution was 

exchanged in the beaker.  The process was repeated five times to yield purified sols by 

dialysis. 

Nanoparticle physical characterization  

The SAXSess Kratky camera (Anton-Parr, Graz) was used to obtain small-angle X-ray 

scattering patterns from powdered samples. Scattering from a 3 mm quartz capillary was 

collected with a 20 minute exposure time and used as a background pattern.  Scattering 

from samples was also collected with 20 minute exposure time, and background scattering 

was then subtracted from the sample scattering to obtain the raw intensity scattering 

profiles.  All measurements were carried out at room temperature (25 °C). The scattering 

vector q was calculated from the scattering angle 2θ through q=4πλ-1sinθ. Patterns were 

then de-smeared from the beam profile using measurement of the beam geometry and fitted 

using the GIFT program [73,74]  Pair distance distribution functions (PDDF) were obtained 

by indirect Fourier transformation of the fitted data.  SEM images of silica nanoparticles 

on silicon wafer substrates were collected on a Hitachi S-900 equipped with “rat trap” 

custom sample holder.  Substrates were sputter coated with platinum using a Denton VCR 

High Resolution Indirect Ion-Beam Sputtering System.  Dynamic light scattering (DLS) 

and zeta potential measurements were carried out using a ZetaPALS system (Brookhaven 

Instruments, Holtsville).   

Co(II)-Calcein Competition Assay for EDTA 

An assay for measuring the concentration of EDTA on the surface of modified lys-sil sols 

synthesized as described above was adapted from Kendall et al. [75].  Briefly, a 5:4 molar 
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ratio of Co2+ in solution will completely quench calcein fluorescence; however, upon 

addition of superior chelating agent EDTA, calcein fluorescence will be restored, 

permitting quantification of EDTA.  All assays were prepared on opaque black 96-well 

plates (Corning, Corning).  Calibration curve #1 was prepared by two-fold serial dilution 

of 10 mM EDTA into 0.8 mM calcein and 1.0 mM CoCl2 in pH 6.0 0.1 M MES buffer.  

Calibration curve #2 was prepared by two-fold serial dilution of 100 μM EDTA into 8 μM 

calcein and 10 μM CoCl2 in pH 6.0 0.1 M MES buffer.  9 standards were used for the 

calibration curve, and controls for calcein + Co2+, calcein + EDTA, and Co2+ + EDTA were 

also prepared using the same concentrations.  EDTA-functionalized lys-sil sols synthesized 

as described above and either purified by centrifugation/dialysis or used as-is from the 

centrifugation were then added to 0.8 mM calcein and 1.0 mM CoCl2 or 8 μM calcein and 

10 μM CoCl2.  The fluorescence at 550 nm of calcein liberated by EDTA addition was then 

quantified using a fluorescence plate reader (BioTek, Winooski) with excitation at 450 nm.  

A third-order polynomial was fit to the calibration curves and used to calculate the 

concentration of EDTA in lys-sil sols.  Controls were used to check for assay robustness. 

WST-1 assay for buffer/particle toxicity 

Cells were plated to 96-well tissue culture treated plates (Corning) at 50,000 cells/well and 

allowed to incubate at 37°C overnight.  Plates were then washed 1x with PBS and 100uL 

of several solutions was added: INS-1 medium (control); unbuffered dextrose solution 

(“Dex”); unbuffered dextrose solution adjusted to pH 7.4 with 1.0N NaOH (“Dex pH 7.4”), 

HEPES-buffered dextrose, pH 7.4 (“HEPES-Dex”).  To some solutions, several 

nanoparticle preparations or soluble reagents were also added: 3.33 mM EDC and 8.33 
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mM SNHS (“10x EDC/SNHS”); 333 μM EDC and 833 μM SNHS (“1x EDC/SNHS”); 

250. μg/mL 20nm SNHS sols synthesized as described above (“10x -20nmSNHS”); 25.0 

μg/mL -20nmSNHS (“1x -20nmSNHS”).  Cells were incubated for 4 or 24 hr at 37°C, after 

which 100 μL of media and 10.0 μL of WST-1 reagent (Roche Diagnostics, Indianapolis) 

were added to all wells.  Wells with 100 μL of media and 100 μL dextrose with added 

WST-1 reagent were used as blanks.  Metabolic activity was monitored by measuring the 

absorbance of the metabolized WST-1 reagent at 450 nm with a reference wavelength of 

650 nm to account for background. The data are presented normalized to the control sample 

using the following formulas: 

mean ODsample = OD450 - OD650 

sample blank

normoxic control blank

mean OD - mean OD
% Metabolic Activity =  * 100

mean OD  - mean OD  

WST-1 assay for XL-LBL protocol toxicity 

INS-1 cells were cultured as described previously [72].  24-well opaque black plates with 

#1 glass coverslip bottom (Corning, Corning) were coated with poly-L-lysine (PLL) by 

wetting with a 2.0 N NaOH solution for 2 hours, followed by thorough rinsing with 

ultrapure water, then wetting with 0.01% poly-L-lysine for 1 hour, followed by thorough 

rinsing with water and 100% ethanol and subsequent drying under air.  INS-1 cells were 

seeded at 5x105 cells/well into PLL-coated wells and allowed to incubate overnight at 

37°C.  The following morning, the plate was then cooled to 4°C and subsequently washed 

and incubated with 1 mL dextrose (pH 4.8) at 4°C for 30 minutes.  Then, the buffer was 

removed, the cells washed 1x with dextrose, and 1 mL one of several candidate buffers for 
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the XL-LBL protocol was added to wells and incubated for 30 minutes: unbuffered 

dextrose solution (“Dex”); 20 mM 4-(2-hydroxyethyl)-1-piperazineethanesulfonic acid 

(>99.5%, Sigma-Aldrich) buffered dextrose adjusted to pH 7.4 with 1.0N NaOH (“HEPES-

Dex, pH 7.4”); 20 mM HEPES solution, pH 7.4 (“HEPES, pH 7.4”); 20 mM HEPES-

buffered dextrose, pH 6.5 (“HEPES-Dex, pH 6.5”); 20 mM 3-(N-

morpholino)propanesulfonic acid (>99.5%, Sigma-Aldrich) buffered dextrose, pH 7.4 

(“MOPS-Dex, pH 7.4”); 20 mM MOPS solution, pH 7.4 (“MOPS, pH 7.4”); 20 mM 

MOPS-buffered dextrose, pH 6.5 (“MOPS-Dex, pH 6.5”).  Following incubation with the 

XL-LBL buffer, cells were incubated for 15 minutes with dextrose, washed 1x with 

dextrose, and then incubated for 15 minutes with the same XL-LBL buffer and washed 1x 

with dextrose; this process was repeated once for a total of 6 incubation and washing steps.  

Wells were then washed 3x with dextrose and 1x with PBS, followed by addition of 0.5 

mL media and 33 μL WST-1 reagent and incubated for 3 hours at 37°C.  Metabolic activity 

was monitored in the same manner described above.  Controls were comprised of the same 

number of cells initially plated to a separate plate and incubated with 0.5 mL media during 

the duration of the simulated coating procedure, and did not undergo any other washing or 

incubation steps.   

Nanoparticle binding assay to model substrate 

Silicon wafers functionalized with a surface monolayer of APTMS were fabricated as 

described by Song et al. [76].  Confirmation of conversion to the propylamine-functional 

surface was confirmed by X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy performed on a Surface 

Science SSX-100. SNHS-functionalized lys-sil sols prepared as described above were 
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purified by centrifugation with final re-dispersion in pH 7.4 phosphate-buffered saline 

(PBS).  Sol was then added at native concentration to APTMS-modified silicon wafer chips 

and allowed to react for 12 hours at room temperature in a dust-free hood.  All substrates 

were then added to individual vials containing 33% wt. % CaCl2 in ultrapure water.  Vials 

were sonicated for 30 seconds at room temperature, then substrates were removed from the 

vials and immediately washed with 33% wt. % CaCl2 solution and ultrapure water in 

alternation.  Substrates were then dried at 70°C for 12 hours and then imaged with SEM as 

described above. 

Electrostatic layer-by-layer (LBL) deposition of lys-sil sols 

24-well opaque black plates with #1 glass coverslip bottom (Corning, Corning) were coated 

with poly-L-lysine (PLL) by wetting with a 2.0 N NaOH solution for 2 hours, followed by 

thorough rinsing with ultrapure water, then wetting with 0.01% poly-L-lysine for 1 hour, 

followed by thorough rinsing with water and 100% ethanol and subsequent drying under 

air.  INS-1 cells were seeded at 5x105 cells/well into PLL-coated wells and allowed to 

incubate overnight at 37°C.  The following morning, the plate was then cooled to 4°C and 

subsequently washed and incubated with dextrose (pH 4.8) at 4°C for 30 minutes.  

APTMS-functionalized lys-sil sols (positively charged, Nile Blue doped) were suspended 

in dextrose at 25 μg/mL.  Fluorophore-containing lys-sil sols (negatively charged, 

Rhodamine 6G doped) were suspended dextrose at 25 μg/mL.  Positively-charged sols 

were then incubated with the plated cells for 30 minutes at 4°C, followed by washing three 

times with 4°C dextrose.  Negatively-charged sols were then incubated with the plated cells 

for 30 minutes at 4°C, followed by washing three times with 4°C dextrose.  The process 
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was repeated two more times with 15 minutes incubations each time, resulting in six layers 

of alternating positive and negative silica nanoparticles.  Cells were imaged live with the 

AMG EVOS fluorescence microscope following coating steps and after 24 hr incubation 

at 37°C. 

Cross-linking layer-by-layer (XL-LBL) deposition 

24-well opaque black plates with #1 glass coverslip bottom (Corning, Corning) were coated 

with poly-L-lysine (PLL) by wetting with a 2.0 N NaOH solution for 2 hours, followed by 

thorough rinsing with ultrapure water, then wetting with 0.01% poly-L-lysine for 1 hour, 

followed by thorough rinsing with water and 100% ethanol and subsequent drying under 

air.  INS-1 cells were seeded at 5x105 cells/well into PLL-coated wells and allowed to 

incubate overnight at 37°C.  The following morning, the plate was then cooled to 4°C and 

subsequently washed and incubated with dextrose (pH 4.8) at 4°C for 30 minutes.  

APTMS-functionalized lys-sil sols (positively charged, Nile Blue doped) were suspended 

at 25 μg/mL in dextrose.  SNHS-functionalized lys-sil sols (negatively charged, 

Rhodamine 6G doped) were suspended at 25 μg/mL in pH 7.4 HEPES-buffered dextrose.  

Positively-charged sols were then incubated with the plated cells for 30 minutes at 4°C, 

followed by washing three times with 4°C dextrose.  Negatively-charged sols were then 

incubated with the plated cells for 30 minutes at 4°C, followed by washing three times with 

pH 7.4 HEPES-buffered dextrose at 4°C.  The process was repeated two more times with 

15 minutes incubations each time, resulting in six layers of alternating positive and 

negative silica nanoparticles.  Following the XL-LBL procedure, cells were fixed with 4% 

paraformaldehyde (95%, Sigma-Aldrich) in pH 7.4 PBS and then stained for nuclei (blue) 
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with Hoescht 33342 (Thermo-Fischer) at 1.0 μg/mL in pH 7.4 PBS.  Cells were then 

immediately imaged with the AMG EVOS fluorescence microscope.  Concurrently, INS-

1 culture media was introduced to wells of plates prepared in parallel, and cells were 

cultured for 24 hours at 37°C.  After incubation, cells were fixed and then stained for nuclei 

in the same manner, and then imaged with fluorescence microscopy. 

2.3 Results and discussion 

Particle synthesis and characterization 

Starting Lys-sil sol formulations were adapted from the work of Atchison et al. [72].  Seeds 

of 15 nm lys-sil particles, synthesized by direct hydrolysis of tetraethyl orthosilicate 

(TEOS) in a dilute lysine-water solution, were used as platform particles for further growth 

and surface modification to create a diverse set of particles for coating applications.  A 

schematic detailing the modifications to the seed particles to make this set is shown in 

Figure 2-1 and physical data related to the different particle preparations is listed in Table 

2-1.  The seeded growth procedure from Atchison et al. was adapted to make particles 

incorporating either the green-wavelength fluorophore Rhodamine 6G (-20nm-R6G) or the 

red-wavelength fluorophore Nile Blue (-20nm-NB) into a shell around the “-15nm” silica 

cores so that particles may be visualized by fluorescence microscopy.  Dyes become 

incorporated into the silica matrix of the shell layer during condensation of the products of 

TEOS hydrolysis due to electrostatic adsorption of the cationic dye molecules onto the 

negatively charged surface of the growing silica particles [77].  After 24 hours of reaction, 

particles were twice-washed by centrifugation or dialyzed against ultrapure water to 

remove lysine, as well as unreacted dye and silica oligomers.  Surface modification to  
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Table 2-1.  Lys-sil sol physical characterization.  Data are presented as mean ± standard 

deviation, taken from n = 3 independent measurements.  State: UW, unpurified sols; W, 

sols washed by centrifugation; D, sols purified by dialysis. 

 

 

 

Figure 2-1.  Schematic of conversion of -15nm lys-sil sol seeds via seeded growth synthesis 

into fluorescent-dyed 20 nm sols, followed by subsequent surface modification with silane 

agent APTMS to yield +20nm-NB sols or secondary seeded growth in the presence of TEOS 

and silane agent TMS-EDTA to yield carboxyl-functional 25 nm sols.  Further reaction of 

-25nmEDTA-R6G sols with cross-linking reagents EDC and SNHS yields silica particles 

able to cross-link +20nm-NB particles or other primary amine moieties. 
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positively-charged particles was performed on the suspension of -20nm-NB particles in the 

same manner as Atchison et al. [72]. 

To visualize the size increase of the seeds, particles both before purification and after each 

technique were characterized by small-angle X-ray scattering.  Background-subtracted 

profiles of the as-synthesized particle preparations are shown in Figure 2-2, including an 

inset of the resultant PDDFs.  Cubic B-splines were fitted to the data, de-smeared using the 

beam profile, and used to calculate the inverse Fourier transform (IFT) of the scattering 

profiles in the GIFT software program.  The result of the IFT calculation is the pair-distance 

distribution function of the nanoparticles (inset).  The PDDF can be used as an estimate of 

the size of roughly spherical particles [66].  SAXS analysis clearly indicates that the seeded  

 growth technique can be used 

to increase the particle size in 

agreement with previous 

results [72].   

To create the particle set that 

will rapidly cross-link in 

biologically-relevant 

conditions with the +20nm-NB 

particles already developed, 

we adapted the NHS-ester 

cross-linking chemistry used  

 

Figure 2-2.  Background-subtracted SAXS profiles (open 

squares) and fitting functions (lines) from unpurified sols 

resulting from first seeded growth step.  Black, -15nm 

seeds; red, -20nm-R6G dyed particles; blue, -20nm-NB 

dyed particles.  Inset: Pair distance distribution 

functions resulting from IFT of the fitted functions.   
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 commonly in the molecular 

biology field for modifying 

proteins, such as coupling to 

other proteins [78], anchoring 

to colloidal substrates [79], 

and tagging with reporter 

molecules [80].  This 

chemistry was also recently 

used to form inter-layer 

coupling in polyelectrolyte 

LBL films [81].  This 

chemistry links terminal 

carboxyl and primary amine groups on molecules or colloids together with an amide bond, 

which is very stable in biological environments and forms rapidly and irreversibly at pH 

7.4 and 37°C [82].  To create a carboxy-functional lys-sil sol particle, a seeded growth co-

hydrolysis technique of TEOS with a carboxysilane, N-(trimethoxysilylpropyl) 

ethylenediaminetriacetate, trisodium salt (TMS-EDTA) was developed.  TMS-EDTA and 

TEOS were added to -20nm-R6G particles in ratio similar to Tien et al. [83] shown to yield 

homogeneous gels and with total concentration of silane calculated to yield a 5-10 nm 

particle diameter increase based on the size increase resulting from previous protocols and 

results [72].  SAXS data confirming that this second seeded-growth step was successful is  

 

Figure 2-3.  Background-subtracted SAXS profiles (open 

squares) and fitting functions (lines) from carboxyl-

functional sols resulting from co-hydrolysis of TEOS and 

TMS-EDTA.  Black, -20nmEDTA; red, -25nmEDTA-

R6G.  Inset: Pair distance distribution functions resulting 

from IFT of the fitted functions.   
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shown in Figure 2-3.  The 

resulting particles, dubbed 

-25nmEDTA-R6G, have a 

double core-shell 

structure, with a 15 nm 

silica core, a 5 nm 

fluorophore-doped first shell, and a 5 nm carboxysilane-doped second shell.  The same 

reaction conditions can be used as a first seeded growth step on -15nm particles and yield 

a single core-shell structured -20nmEDTA sol as shown in Figure 2-4.  To see whether or 

not this co-hydrolysis seeded growth technique will leave available carboxyl groups on the 

surface for further reaction, an assay to measure the concentration of the chelating 

ethylenediaminetriacetate (EDTA) moiety in the suspension was adapted from Kendall et 

al. [75].  Briefly, calcein fluorescence is known to be quenched by Co2+ when present in 

near-equimolar concentrations in solution.  However, the stronger chelating agent EDTA 

will preferentially bind Co2+, thereby releasing calcein and restoring fluorescence.  Figure 

2-5 shows an example calibration curve from this assay, which has a nominal range of one 

order of magnitude in [EDTA].  Compared with ethylenediamine tetraacetic acid, calcein 

fluorescence from TMS-EDTA addition within the usable range of the assay is similar, 

indicating that the full chelating agent and the silane are equally effective at complexing 

Co2+.  The [EDTA] measured for particles before purification and after dialysis or 

centrifugation using this Co(II)-calcein assay for EDTA is shown in Figure 2-6.   

 
Figure 2-4.  Schematic of conversion of -15nm lys-sil sol seeds 

via seeded growth synthesis in the presence of TEOS and 

silane agent TMS-EDTA to yield carboxyl-functional 20 nm 

sols.   
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Immediately following reaction, 

measured [EDTA] is 1.23 mM, 

which is about 30% of the TMS-

EDTA in the mixture prior to co-

hydrolysis seeded growth.  

Assuming no degradation of 

silane, the majority of reacted 

TMS-EDTA is likely 

incorporated within particles and 

therefore undetectable by this 

assay.  Following purification, a 

detectable amount of EDTA was 

present in the suspension 

between 5 and 9 μM.  Though the dialysis is a much more extensive purification than 

centrifugation, the [EDTA] in “solution” from both techniques is almost equal.  Therefore, 

the measured [EDTA] must be on the surface of particles, which are unable to pass the 

small-pore dialysis membrane.  Based on the concentration of particles and their 

approximate size, this [EDTA] corresponds to 50 surface moieties per particle which are 

available for further surface chemistry.  The number could be higher than estimated, as 

other acetate fragments of EDTA may be available at the surface and the ability of uni- and  

 
Figure 2-5.  Sample calibration curve for EDTA 

competition binding assay.  EDTA (black) and the 

tridentate, surface-modifying ligand TMS-EDTA (red) 

perform comparably, though the EDTA is a slightly 

more effective agent as it restores more fluorescence at 

lower concentrations.  Solid horizontal lines indicate 

limits of sensitivity of the detector (low) and assay 

saturation (high), while vertical dashed lines indicate 

the approximate corresponding range of [EDTA] 

measurable for given limits. 
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 bi-dentate ligands to 

competitively complex 

Co2+ in the presence of 

calcein has not been 

assessed. 

The final surface 

modification step to 

produce cross-linking 

silica particles involves 

reacting -25nmEDTA-

R6G or -20nmEDTA sols dispersed in pH 6.0 MES buffer with N-hydroxysulfo-

succinimide (SNHS) and 1-ethyl-3-(3-dimethyl-aminopropyl)carbodiimide (EDC) in a 

buffer of the same.  The molar ratios for adding SNHS and EDC were adapted from the 

recommended ratios from Pierce Biotechnology based on the measured [EDTA] 

determined from the assay described above [84].  The reaction was carried out at room 

temperature for 30 minutes with vigorous stirring until -25nmSNHS-R6G or -20nmSNHS 

particles resulted.  To ensure that residual excess SNHS and EDC would not be toxic to 

cells when used in a biological application, a WST-1 assay was performed to measure cell 

viability.  Results shown in Figure 2-7 demonstrate that, when compared to controls, cells 

incubated with the unpurified SNHS-functional sols or with combinations of the various 

reagents in several candidate buffers display no indications of a toxic effect beyond the  

 
Figure 2-6.  Measured concentration of EDTA in particle 

preparations by Co2+ - calcein competitive assay (n=3).  First 

column is -20nmEDTA sols prior to purification, and 

subsequent columns are of sols following purification by 

centrifugation washing or dialysis. 
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Figure 2-7.  WST-1 assay for INS-1 cell viability in the presence of cross-

linking silica nanoparticles.  Cells were incubated in solutions containing 

several lys-sil sol preparations or reagents used in cross-linking surface 

modification to test for toxicity.  Minimal toxicity compared with the 

standard LBL solution, dextrose, was observed at 4 hours (A), but no 

significant toxicity was found at 24 hours (B). 
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 dextrose solution used for previous LBL coatings.  Therefore, unpurified particles were 

used as-is in the cell coating procedure with no purification. 

To ensure the usability of all purification steps, SAXS was conducted on samples after 

centrifugation or dialysis and results are included in Figure 2-8.  These profiles show a 

decrease in intensity but not a change in form factor of the particles.  The decrease in 

intensity is due to a reduction in particle concentration, which can be attributed to particle 

losses in the centrifugation steps.  The consistent form factor indicates that the purification 

procedure largely does not affect the size of the nanoparticles.   

The absolute scattering cross-section of each particle preparation was calculated by 

 

where is the sample scattering cross-section, I is the scattered intensity as a function 

of scattering vector q [85].  The internal standard, , is the wide-angle scattering from 

water and is given by 

 

Subscripts s, w, and c refer to sample, water, and cuvette sample holder, respectively.  The 

magnitude of the cross-sections at q = 0 scattering angle can be used to calculate the mass 

concentration of scattering particles in the sample by 
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 where η is the density of the 

particles (estimated at 1.5 g/cc for 

hydrated amorphous silica), V is 

the estimated spherical volume of 

the particles assuming a radii from 

the PDDF maxima, and Δρ2 is the 

scattering length density contrast 

between water and silica and is 

equal to 8.17 x 1021 cm-4 [85].  

These mass concentrations, 

converted to mass fractions, are 

given in Table 2-1 and agree with 

measurements of density done by 

sample drying and weighing.  Due 

to the assumptions made in these 

calculations, this agreement is 

indicative that particles are 

monodisperse and roughly 

spherical, which agrees with 

previous TEM results [66,72]. 

 

Figure 2-8.  Background-subtracted SAXS profiles 

(open squares) and fitting functions (lines) from sols 

purified by centrifugation (A) or dialysis (B) 

resulting from first seeded growth step.  Black, -

20nm-R6G (A) or +20nm-NB (B); red, -20nmEDTA; 

blue, -25nmEDTA-R6G.  Inset: Pair distance 

distribution functions resulting from IFT of the fitted 

functions.   
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Binding to inorganic substrates 

The SNHS-ester is semi-stable [86] and forms irreversible covalent bonds with primary 

amines in biologically relevant conditions.  Because of this semi-stability and low mass 

fraction of ester groups in particle suspensions, initial efforts to characterize the degree of 

surface functionalization and product purity using FTIR and XPS were unsuccessful.  So, 

to determine whether or not the SNHS chemistry was indeed present on the surface of 

nanoparticles, the deposition and binding of -20nmSNHS particles to a model substrate 

was assessed.  First, adapting the method of Song et al. [76], a monolayer of APTMS was 

formed on the surface of a cleaned Si wafer using a gaseous phase deposition process.  XPS 

was used to confirm the formation of the monolayer via detection of the N 1s emission 

peak (Figure 2-9).  Then, 

fresh -20nmSNHS and -

20nmEDTA particles were 

purified by centrifugation 

and re-dispersed in pH 7.4 

PBS buffer, the 

recommended amine-free 

buffer for the Sulfo-NHS 

chemistry.  Following re-

dispersion, a droplet of each 

sol was added to the APTMS 

monolayers on Si wafer 

 

Figure 2-9.  X-ray photoelectron (XPS) spectra of regular 

silicon wafers (black) and wafers modified with 3-

aminopropyl trimethoxysilane (“APTMS”, red).  The 

emergence of the N 1s peak after surface modification 

indicates the propylamine groups were successfully 

functionalized to the surface of wafers. 
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chips and allowed to incubate overnight.  Following incubation, the wafers were subject to 

an aggressive separation procedure designed to remove non-covalently binding particles 

from the monolayer surface.  With sonication in a 33% CaCl2 solution and then washing 

with water and solution, charges on the particles and surface will be screened by the 

concentrated Ca2+, resulting in a reduced Debye layer thickness and reduced particle-

surface interactions.  Any particles simply attached to the wafer by electrostatic deposition 

(-20nmEDTA) will be removed by this separation technique, whereas covalently-bound 

particles (-20nmSNHS) will remain.  Figure 2-10A, C shows the result of this deposition 

to the model substrate wafers.  Due to the screening of charges in the PBS buffer, both -

20nmEDTA and -20nmSNHS form closer-packed coatings on the surface of the wafer than 

previously reported for particles in water [72].  However, as shown in Figure 2-10B, D, 

the separation procedure removes the majority of the -20nmEDTA particles from the 

surface, where the majority of the -20nmSNHS particles remain.  Deposition of particles 

to a plain Si wafer with negative surface charge is greatly reduced, indicating that the 

screening of charges in PBS is not nearly as significant as that of CaCl2 (Figure 2-11).  

These results indicate that the negatively-charged SNHS-functional lys-sil sols readily 

deposit on and are able to bind with positively-charged primary amines in biologically-

friendly conditions, and are therefore excellent candidates for forming XL-LBL coatings 

on cells in conjunction with +20nm-NB sols. 
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Figure 2-10.  SEM micrographs of lys-sil sols subject to binding assay on APTMS 

monolayers on silicon wafers.  Particles functionalized with surface carboxyl groups (A) 

and surface SNHS groups (C) were deposited on the monolayers, followed by separation 

via sonication in 33% CaCl2 solution and washing.  Particles only electrostatically bound 

to the substrates are largely removed by the separation (B), while those with cross-linking 

chemistry remain (D). 
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Figure 2-11.  SEM micrographs of deposition and binding test of -20nmSNHS cross-linking 

sols to plain silicon wafers.  Substrates with low or negatively-charged surfaces experience 

relatively little deposition of negatively charged -20nmSNHS particles to their surface (A), 

and those that do bind are easily removed by sonication and washing in concentrated CaCl2 

solution (B). 

Layer-by-layer coatings on INS-1 cells 

Previous results demonstrated that lys-sil sol coatings can form on the surfaces of 

individual INS-1 rat insulinoma cells and porcine pancreatic islets of Langerhans [72].  

However, the initially complete coverage achieved was partial after 24 hours of incubation 

in media.  With the incorporation of a new fluorescent dye (Nile Blue) into one of the two 

sols used for coatings, for the first time we were able to visualize the progression of 

coatings using two-dye fluorescence microscopy.  Figure 2-12A shows an overlay of -

20nm-R6G (green), +20nm-NB (red), and nuclei (blue) wide-field fluorescence 

micrographs taken immediately after coating with six total layers on the surface of INS-1 

cells.  It can be seen that the sols form complete, conformal coatings on the surfaces of the 
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cells, with both sol preparations contributing to the coating.  It was also observed that 

positively-charged sols predominantly form the coating through the first three layers, after 

which negatively charged sols contribute more to the coating (not shown).  However, after 

24 hours of incubation in media at 37°C, it can be seen in Figure 2-12B that the coatings 

are disrupted.  Positively charged +20nm-NB particles have a lower zeta potential in media 

at pH 7.4 than the coating buffer at pH 5.5, so the aggregation of +20nm-NB particles on 

the surfaces of cell membranes may be due to decreased interparticle repulsion.  It may 

also result from specific membrane-particle interactions due to the surface chemistry of 

particles.  Though coatings of -20nm-R6G particles remain on most cells, they are not 

uniform or contain visible holes similar to previous results [72].  As a work-around, 

trehalose was previously added to the LBL buffer to promote membrane rigidity and 

therefore prevent coating disruption [72].  It was unknown, however, if trehalose affects 

the glucose-stimulated insulin secretion of cells and islets, or otherwise affects viability.   

XL-LBL coatings were attempted on INS-1 cells as a way to circumvent the addition of 

membrane stabilizers.  By improving interparticle interactions in the coating, it was 

hypothesized that long-term stable coatings suitable for a transplant application could be 

achieved.  Several candidate buffers for the XL-LBL process were evaluated for their 

ability to meet the procedure requirements, namely; low toxicity of the buffer to cells; pH 

≥ 6.5 to ensure the cross-linking reaction would occur; pH ≤ 8.0 to ensure that premature 

hydrolysis of the SNHS on the particle surface would not occur.  HEPES-buffered dextrose 

at pH 7.4 was selected as the best candidate buffer for the process as it exhibited similar  
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Figure 2-12.  Fluorescence microscopy images of electrostatically-deposited layer-by-layer 

(LBL) coatings on the membranes of INS-1 rat insulinoma cells.  Complete coatings can be 

observed immediately following the coating process (A), but after a 24-hour incubation 

period at 37°C, the integrity of the coatings is disrupted.  Green, -20nm-R6G negatively-

charged lys-sil sols; red, +20nm-NB positively-charged sols; blue, cell nucleus. 
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toxicity as the previously 

used dextrose buffer in a 

WST-1 assay of cell 

viability (Figure 2-13).  

To form 6 total layers on 

the surfaces of cells, 

+20nm-NB and -

25nmEDTA-R6G 

particles were coated in 

alternation.  Figure 2-

14A shows the coated 

cells immediately 

following the LBL 

procedure.  Thinner, conformal “shells” of both red and green-fluorescing particles are 

clearly visible on the membranes of many cells.  Also, there are remaining fragments of 

these shells from cells that detached from the plate.  Figure 2-14B shows the encapsulated 

cells after 24 hours of incubation in media at 37°C.  Many of the cells remain with complete 

conformal coatings.  However, many of these cells also show nuclear envelope destruction, 

as indicated by diffuse staining blue staining of the chromatin, which is generally 

associated with apoptotic processes.  Due to the lower viability of cells in the hypotonic 

dextrose and HEPES-dextrose buffers, one consideration was to improve the viability of 

 

Figure 2-13.  WST-1 assay for INS-1 cell viability.  Cells were 

subject to the LBL protocol with different candidate buffers 

used for even coating steps.  No viability difference was 

observed for HEPES-buffered dextrose solutions compared 

with the standard LBL solution, dextrose.  HEPES-Dex pH 7.4 

was selected as the most promising buffer and used for future 

XL-LBL coatings. 
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encapsulated cells by increasing the salt concentration in the XL-LBL buffers.  

Incrementally increasing NaCl in both coating buffers up to an isotonic concentration of 

146 mM likely reduced the Debye layer thickness on both particles, decreasing their 

interparticle attraction and preventing the formation of good coatings (Figure 2-15).  

However, it did increase the proportion of cells with spread morphology on the plate after 

24 hours of culture, indicating they were likely more viable following the coating process 

(Figure 2-16).  These results suggest that there is a trade-off in the formation of lys-sil sol 

coatings on the surface of cells.  The hypotonic buffers used to form complete conformal 

coatings significantly reduce cell viability, but isotonic buffers prevent the formation of 

complete coatings. 
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Figure 2-14.  Fluorescence microscopy images of cross-linking layer-by-layer (XL-LBL) 

coatings on the membranes of INS-1 rat insulinoma cells.  Immediately following the coating 

process, complete and conformal coatings can be observed (A).  After 24 hours, many 

coatings remain intact (B).  Green, -25nmSNHS-R6G negatively-charged sols; red, +20nm-

NB positively-charged sols; blue, cell nucleus. 
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Figure 2-15.  Fluorescence (left) and wide-field (right) microscopy imaging of INS-1 cells 

immediately following XL-LBL procedure with increased buffer tonicity.  At 0 mM of added 

NaCl (A), cells appear rounded on the plate but higher in number, and coatings are intact.  

Increasing NaCl to 46 mM (B), 96 mM (C), and 146 mM (D) better preserved the spread 

morphology of cells, but at the expense of complete and uniform coatings.  Green, -

25nmSNHS-R6G negatively-charged sols; red, +20nm-NB positively-charged sols 
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Figure 2-16.  Fluorescence (left) and wide-field (right) microscopy imaging of INS-1 

following XL-LBL procedure with increased buffer tonicity and then 24 hours of normal 

culture.  At 0 mM of added NaCl (A), most cells did not survive, but many intact coatings 

surrounding dead cells were observed.  Increasing NaCl to 46 mM (B), 96 mM (C), and 146 

mM (D) led to observation of more spread, healthy cells, but fewer intact coatings and more 

particles on the inside of cells.  Green, -25nmSNHS-R6G negatively-charged sols; red, 

+20nm-NB positively-charged sols 
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2.4 Conclusions 

In this study, we demonstrated the synthesis of a new variants of lys-sil sols, which are 

unique in their size and monodispersity among silica colloids.  Particles were 

functionalized with tailorable surface chemistries using multiple seeded growth synthesis 

techniques.  They exhibit the ability to irreversibly bind to model substrates and to each 

other in vitro, permitting the formation of cross-linking layer-by-layer coatings on the 

surfaces of cells which are long-term stable.  Challenges remain in formulating coating 

conditions which increase the viability of cells following the coating procedure, and are 

the subject of future work.  Due to their tunable size and surface chemistries, lys-sil sols 

show substantial promise for coating applications in biological systems where control over 

permeability of certain biomolecules is desirable, such as in cell transplantation. 
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Chapter 3: Nucleation and growth of hierarchical zeolite1 

3.1 Introduction 

Self-pillared pentasil zeolite 

Hierarchical zeolites are crystalline silicate minerals containing both the microporosity of 

zeolites, which lends them their characteristic high performance in catalytic and separation 

process [22], and the mesoporosity characteristic of amorphous silica sieves such as MCM-

41 [90]  The synthesis of hierarchical zeolites has attracted significant research effort in 

the past twenty years.  In the traditional application areas for zeolites, hierarchically-

structured crystals are particularly desirable due to the promise of reducing diffusion 

limitations in catalysts or adsorbents at the particle level [28,29,103,104].  Diffusion in 

zeolite micropores is slow due to the confinement of the small pore geometries, and is 

especially hindered for larger reactants, products, or adsorbates [28,103–105].  The 

addition of a mesopore network throughout a crystal creates fast-transport “highways” for 

interacting species throughout the crystal, from which species can enter the micropore “side 

streets” where adsorption or catalytically-active sites are located [106].  As straight-

channel mesopore volume increases in the zeolite, the length of perpendicularly-oriented 

                                                 

1 Some of the results presented in this chapter have been published in: Xu, D., Swindlehurst, G. R., Wu, H., 

Olson, D. H., Zhang, X., & Tsapatsis, M. (2014). On the Synthesis and Adsorption Properties of Single-Unit-

Cell Hierarchical Zeolites Made by Rotational Intergrowths. Advanced Functional Materials, 24(2), 201–

208.  Contents from the above manuscript are reprinted with permission from Wiley-VCH.  Other results 

have been submitted for publication in Topics in Catalysis and are pending approval.  Contents from the 

submitted manuscript are reprinted with permission from Springer. 
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micropores can be reduced down to near single-unit cell levels, where diffusion limitations 

are eliminated entirely [106,107].   

Controlled desilication or dealumination of zeolites was initially explored as a route to 

form mesopores by etching of the final crystals, but poor mesopore size and location 

control results from this post-synthetic technique [108,109].  To achieve better regularity 

of mesopore size and orientation, techniques used for the formation of mesopores in 

amorphous silicas [5] were adapted for zeolite synthesis.  In this method, template 

molecules or particles around which silica can crystallize are added during hydrothermal 

treatment, followed by removing of the template post-synthesis to leave the mesopores 

[104].  The first hierarchically-structured MFI zeolites to obtain regular crystal dimensions 

less than 40 nm were fabricated by two different techniques: hard and soft templating.  

Three-dimensional ordered mesoporous zeolites were first prepared by Tsapatsis, Stein and 

co-workers using confined synthesis of silicalite-1 inside the pores of an ordered 

mesoporous carbon, with a tunable pore size from 10 to 40 nm [68,69,110,111].  These 

mesoporous carbons were created by templating with a colloidal crystal formed by drying 

of amorphous silica nanoparticle suspensions prepared by the lys-sil synthesis described in 

Chapter 2.  Ryoo and coworkers created mesoporous MFI by soft-templating with a 

custom-designed structure directing agent (SDA) that acted as a microporogen and 

mesoporogen simultaneously [112].  The material, termed multi-lamellar MFI (ML-MFI), 

is composed of sheets of MFI crystal elongated along the (100) and (001) directions but 

only 1.5 unit cells thick in the (010) direction, and these sheets are arranged into a “deck 
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of cards structure” [32,112]  Appropriate pillaring techniques can add interlayer stability 

for removal of the surfactant template by calcination, resulting in the formation of 

mesopores between the zeolite nanosheets [113]. 

Recently, a remarkable discovery was made by Zhang et al. in which MFI crystals with 

nanosheet morphology can be formed without the use of complicated hard-templating 

strategies or the synthesis of expensive custom structure-directing agents [114].  The 

material, termed self-pillared pentasil zeolite (SPP), is composed of nanosheets of MFI 

with one unit cell thickness arranged in a “house of cards” structure.  The structure directing 

agent used in the synthesis, tetrabutylammonium hydroxide or tetrabutylphosphonium 

hydroxide, promotes the intergrowth of two different zeolite frameworks with different 

levels of structural symmetry (Figure 3-1).  MFI, the lower-symmetry framework (green), 

is encouraged to grow as nanosheets in the synthesis condition, similar to the nanosheets 

obtained by exfoliation of the ML-MFI material [115].  However, crystal faults of MEL 

(black), a zeolite framework very similar to MFI but with equivalent (100) and (010) 

directions, occur in the nanosheets during growth and allow for perpendicular growth of 

new intersecting nanosheets.  With repetition of the process, the 90° rotational intergrowth 

of MFI nanosheets through four-fold-symmetric MFI faults results in a “self-pillared” 

material, or one that retains its endogenous hierarchical structure upon direct calcination 

without the need for post-processing steps [114].  SPP is especially remarkable because it 

represents the first hierarchically-structured zeolite which may be accessible for  
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Figure 3-1.  When two structures with two different levels of symmetry can intergrow, the 

higher-symmetry structure (black) may serve as a connector to connect the lower-

symmetry structure (green).  If this process is repeated, hierarchical material can be 

formed.  A hierarchical zeolite, self-pillared pentasil (SPP) zeolite, formed by the 

intergrowth of MEL and MFI is shown.  Here, MFI (red) has the lower symmetry (Pnma) 

and MEL (blue) has the higher symmetry ( ). 

commercial application in catalysis or adsorption, as no custom methods or materials are 

required for synthesis [106].   

Nucleation and growth of zeolites in clear-sol systems 

Detailed observation of the zeolite nucleation and growth process with in situ or synthesis 

sampling methods can reveal the mechanisms by which different zeolite morphologies are 

obtained.  The silicalite-1 “clear-sol” synthesis has been studied in particular detail in the 

past, primarily due to the wide range of techniques which can be used to probe the sol 

structure and composition and the relative chemical simplicity of the system [116].  The 

discoveries in this system are of considerable interest for understanding SPP nucleation 

and growth due to the similarity of compositions; only the structure-directing agent is 
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slightly different [117].  Following the first report of colloidal silicalite-1, a pure-silica MFI 

zeolite, crystallized from mixtures of tetraethyl orthosilicate (TEOS), 

tetrapropylammonium hydroxide (TPAOH), and water [118], much effort was made to 

understand the nucleation and growth of zeolite crystals from silica precursors in this 

“model” system [119].   

Initially zeolites were believed to crystallize by dissolution of the amorphous silica 

precursors to monomeric silica species, which then precipitated on the growing crystal 

front [3,120].  However, about 20 years ago, small-angle X-ray scattering and X-ray 

diffraction [121,122] and cryo-TEM [123] studies of the clear-sol silicalite-1 system 

indicated a population of precursor nanoparticles was present prior to the onset of 

crystallization.  This precursor nanoparticle population and its role in crystallization of MFI 

was subject of intense scrutiny for years to come.  One theory centered on the aggregation 

of proto-zeolitic nanoparticles with silica connectivity and structure very similar to MFI 

crystal fragments [124].  Using evidence from a combination of FTIR, Si29-NMR, TEM, 

and SAXS data, it was proposed that these fragments underwent oriented aggregation to 

form “nanoslabs” of MFI zeolite, which further tiled together to lead to micon-sized 

crystals [125–127].  This model attracted criticism from the field, with reviewers 

suggesting that the assumption of the existence of proto-zeolitic polymeric silica structures 

in zeolite precursor solutions was made a priori and that the data was interpreted with force 

to fit the assumptions [128].  The model was defended by the authors [129] and followed-

up with additional evidence to support the claim of “zeosil nanoblocks” existing in the 
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system prior to silicalite-1 crystal formation [130].  However, continued skepticism 

regarding this very “clean” model for the nucleation and growth of silicalite-1 generated 

further interest in the zeolite community.   

A competitive explanation, offered by de Moor et al. [122,131,132], is that the precursor 

nanoparticles do not initially contain zeolitic domains but instead are amorphous, and 

undergo an aggregation process prior to structural rearrangement of silica connectivity.  

These structured aggregates then also undergo aggregation to yield the large silicalite-1 

crystals.  Tsapatsis and co-workers used a combination of SAXS, TEM, and cryo-TEM 

studies to observe the presence of small MFI crystals attached to larger MFI crystals, 

suggesting that nucleation proceeds through oriented aggregation of nanoparticles with size 

~ 4 nm that contain some crystalline structure [133–136].  Lobo, Vlachos and co-workers 

investigated the physical basis for the formation of amorphous nanoparticles in the 

silicalite-1 system [137].  They identified a critical aggregation concentration (CAC) in the 

phase diagram of silicalite-1 sols at SiO2/(OH)- = 1 [138], above which nanoparticles are 

observed.  Silica above the CAC prefers to form small nanoparticles due to a minimum in 

the free energy of particle formation as a function of size [139].  Based on thermodynamic 

measurements of the enthalpy of dissolution, the precursor particles were found to be more 

ordered than dense amorphous silica, but less ordered than silicalite-1, suggesting a phase 

intermediate between the two [140]. 

Taulelle, Martens, Kirschhock and co-workers re-opened their investigation of the 

crystallization mechanism using advanced Si29-NMR methods in concert with mass 
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spectroscopy, SAXS and DLS techniques [116,141–144].  The final model consists of both 

large (~6 nm) and small (~2 nm) amorphous precursor silica nanoparticles in the system.  

Silica connectivity in the large particles (as determined by NMR) is considerably higher 

than small particles, and small particles do not considerably change in number or 

connectivity during synthesis.  The larger particles are the primary participants in crystal 

nucleation and growth, as evident from the reduction in higher-connectivity nanoparticles 

with the onset of large crystal growth [116].  Surrounding the particles are a host of 

oligomeric silica species with various levels of connectivity and structure which exist in 

equilibrium with silicic acid and the nanoparticle populations [144].  A major difference in 

the updated models of nucleation and growth of Martens and co-workers [116] and 

Tsapatsis and co-workers [136] is the nanoparticle size populations.  Two sizes of precursor 

nanoparticles are observed in the “concentrated” system of Aerts et al. with sols of 

composition 25 SiO2 : 9 TPAOH : 400 H2O [116], while only one population with diameter 

~4 nm exists in the “dilute” system with composition 20 SiO2 : 9 TPAOH : 9500 H2O from 

Davis et al. [133] and Kumar et al. [136].  Previous studies suggest that these different 

nanoparticle populations can be observed and sized with SAXS [145]. 

Zeolite precursor sols yielding SPP are highly similar in composition to the “concentrated” 

sols used to crystallize silicalite-1.  SPP sols are slightly more concentrated (H2O/SiO2 = 

10 for SPP compared with H2O/SiO2 = 16 for silicalite-1) and form in the presence of the 

tetrabutyl cation, as opposed to the tetrapropyl cation.  Upon hydrolysis, SPP sols are 

completely transparent and fluid, and are amenable to characterization with the host of 
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tools previously developed for the clear-sol silicalite-1 system.  Previously, SPP was 

proposed to form via the rotational intergrowth of MFI nanosheets connected by MEL 

faults with higher symmetry [114].  This mechanism was proposed based on the final 

morphology of SPP materials and knowledge of the crystal structure of MFI and MEL.  

Herein, the nucleation and growth process of SPP is observed ex situ with a combination 

of SAXS and TEM techniques.  The evolution of precursor nanoparticle populations is 

followed from after hydrolysis of TEOS through to high conversion of silica to SPP 

crystals, and the structure of SPP crystals are observed throughout the growth process.  

Isolation of the early-stage crystals was performed with dialysis or a combination of 

dialysis and centrifugation techniques, and permits structural identification of the 

crystalline components of the sol with TEM.  From these investigations, a comprehensive 

structural model for SPP nucleation and growth is presented.   

3.2 Experimental 

Synthesis of SPP 

The silica sols for SPP synthesis were prepared as described by Zhang et al. [114] with the 

composition 10 SiO2 : 3 SDAOH : 100 H2O : 40 EtOH, where SDA (structure-directing 

agent) was tetrabutylphosphonium hydroxide (TBPOH, 40% by weight, TCI America).  

The SDA solution was firstly added drop-wise into tetraethylorthosilicate (TEOS, 98%, 

Sigma-Aldrich) with vigorous stirring until the system turns clear.   Then ultrapure water 

(18 MΩ-cm, Milli-Q, Millipore) with or without dissolved KOH or NaOH (Sigma-Aldrich) 

was added into the clear system at room temperature and stirred to yield the hydrolyzed 

sol.  The clear sols from room temperature hydrolysis or ethanol evaporation steps were 
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sealed with Teflon tape and further hydrolyzed at 80oC in a Teflon bottle with continuous 

stirring.  After 48 h, the clear sol was quickly transferred to a preheated Teflon-lined 

stainless steel autoclave at 70°C, sealed and heated for 3-48 h in a pre-heated oven at 115oC 

or 120oC. After heating, the final sols were quenched in water and then collected for further 

characterizations.  To obtain powdered samples for adsorption, electron microscopy, and 

diffraction studies, the fully-crystallized sols were washed repeatedly by centrifugation 

with redispersion in ultrapure water until pH = 8.  Samples were taken for TEM after the 

final redispersion, and then the suspensions were centrifuged once more and dried in a 

vacuum oven for 24 hr at 70°C.  Samples were then ground to a powder and then calcined 

to remove SDA at 550°C for 12 hr, after which the final powder was obtained. 

Ethanol evaporation 

Samples were subject to ethanol evaporation following room-temperature hydrolysis or 

hydrolysis at 80°C in the oil bath.  To evaporate ethanol, samples were weighed and added 

to a round-bottom flask, then spun on a Rotovapor (Büchi) in a water bath at 60°C until 

heated.  The samples were then subject to vacuum and de-pressurized to just above the 

boiling point of the sol with rapid rotation, removed, and subsequently weighed.  

Evaporation was considered complete when sol mass equivalent to the calculated mass 

fraction of ethanol in the sol composition was lost to evaporation.   

Dialysis and centrifugation 

To isolate SPP precursor crystals, dialysis was performed on sols with varying amounts of 

hydrothermal treatment time at 115°C.  2.0 mL of the as-synthesized sol was added to a 

dialysis membrane pouch (SpectraPor 3, Spectrum Labs, Rancho Dominguez, CA) with 
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width 5.4 cm and length 7.5 cm and sealed.  The weight of the pouch before and after 

addition of the sol was recorded.  TBPOH solution (40% w/w in water, SACHEM) was 

then added to water and stirred vigorously with a mechanical stir bar to bring the pH to 

11.5.  Normally, 5.0 mL of TBPOH solution was added to 2.0 L of water in a 2.0 L plastic 

beaker (Corning).  The dialysis pouch was then added under low stirring such that the 

vortex could be observed at the surface, but the pouch did not move in the beaker.  Dialysis 

was performed for four hours, after which the pouch was removed and weighed and the 

TBPOH solution discarded.  The samples were stored overnight to equilibrate the silica 

populations in the sol.  Dialysis was repeated 8-10 times to isolate the crystals, and the 

extent of precursor nanoparticle dissolution was assessed by SAXS.   

Centrifugation was performed prior to dialysis to expedite the dialysis procedure.  10 mL 

of precursor sol was added to a polypropylene centrifuge tube (Corning) and diluted to 40 

mL with addition of pH 11 TBPOH solution.  The samples were centrifuged at 50,000 x g 

for 1.5 hours.  Following centrifugation, the supernatant was collected for analysis and the 

pellet was re-dispersed in 10 mL pH 11 TBPOH solution by shaking overnight.  Dialysis 

was then performed on 2.0 mL of the centrifuged suspension as described above with 1-4 

repetitions, and all samples were analyzed by SAXS.   

Characterization 

SAXSess (Anton-Parr) was used to obtain small-angle X-ray scattering patterns from the 

sols after hydrothermal treatment, centrifugation, or each dialysis step. The sols were 

placed into a vacuum-tight 1 mm quartz capillary. All measurements were carried out at 

room temperature (25oC). The scattering vector q was calculated from the scattering angle 
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2θ through q=4πλ-1sinθ, with λ = 0.154 nm for the Cu K-α radiation source. Scattering from 

an equivalent ultrapure water or 10:4 water-ethanol mixture was used as a background 

pattern and subtracted from all sample scattering patterns.  Patterns were then de-smeared 

from the beam profile and fitted using the GIFT program.  Pair distance distribution 

functions (PDDF) were obtained by indirect Fourier transformation (IFT) or generalized 

indirect Fourier transform (GIFT) of the fitted data [74].  

The as-synthesized synthesis sols were diluted 1:10 by volume into ultrapure water and 

used for TEM samples.  TEM samples were also prepared from centrifuged-washed 

samples as described above.  Calcined powders were vigorously sonicated in ethanol to 

disperse particles and then used to prepare TEM samples.  Specimens were prepared by 

placing droplets of the diluted sol onto a copper-backed sample grid coated with ultra-thin 

carbon film and holey carbon film (Ted Pella Inc.).  The specimens were dried at room 

temperature.  TEM imaging was performed on an FEI Tecnai G2 F30 TEM operating at 

300 kV.  All TEM images were captured using a CCD camera.  

Argon (87.3 K) adsorption was performed using a commercially available automatic 

manometric sorption analyzer (Quantachrome Instruments Autosorb iQ MP).  Prior to 

adsorption measurements, the samples were outgassed at 573 K for 16 h under 

turbomolecular pump vacuum.  Full micro and mesopore size distributions were calculated 

from the argon isotherms using the argon on zeolites/silica cylindrical pore adsorption 

branch method [146].  X-ray diffraction (XRD) patterns were acquired using an X’Pert 

PRO MPD X-ray diffractometer (PANalytical) equipped with a Co source. 
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3.3 Results and discussion 

Nucleation and growth of SPP during hydrothermal treatment 

In order to understand the sequence of events leading to the formation of the self-pillared 

pentasil zeolite, one composition (10 SiO2 : 3 TBPOH : 100 H2O : 40 EtOH) was followed 

over time.  A clear sol was obtained after the hydrolysis of tetraethyl orthosilicate (TEOS), 

indicating the absence of large aggregates.  A clear synthesis mixture gives the possibility 

of studying the system evolution with small-angle X-ray scattering (SAXS), which could 

identify the size and shape of ultra-small particles, especially when the particles are 

uniform [133].  This clear system was heated firstly at 80°C for 48 hr, then at 120°C for up 

to 40 h.  During the hydrothermal synthesis at 120°C, samples from the synthesis mixtures 

were collected and analyzed by SAXS and TEM.  The SAXS and TEM experiments 

revealed three phases of evolution. 

During the first phase, with increasing hydrothermal synthesis time from 0–7 hr, the SAXS 

patterns (Figure 3-2, left) show the existence of a population of globular nanoparticles, 

which grows slightly in concentration and/or density.  The particle size obtained from an 

IFT (indirect Fourier transform) analysis of the SAXS patterns is 4 nm (Figure 3-2, right).  

No evidence for crystallinity is observed by TEM for samples collected up to 7 hr.  The 

existence of amorphous precursor nanoparticles is expected based on earlier studies of MFI 

precursor sols: for example, the synthesis of TPA-silicalite-1 in a TPAOH 

(tetrapropylammonium hydroxide)-TEOS-water system involved the formation of small 

precursor nanoparticles [133,135].  These particles are formed spontaneously upon TEOS 

hydrolysis and remain nearly constant in size during the initial phases of hydrothermal 
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growth.  After 8.5 h, the growth entered the second phase, where the low-q intensity 

increase indicated the appearance of particles with a larger characteristic dimension 

(Figure 3-2, left).  IFT analysis from these patterns showed that in addition to the 4 nm 

nanoparticles, another length scale (10–50 nm) emerged.  Interestingly, the intensity 

increase in the low-q region is not accompanied by intensity loss in the higher-q region.  

Parallel HRTEM studies confirmed the emergence of a new population of crystalline 

particles.  Consistent with SAXS, the lateral size of these crystalline particles ranged from 

10–50 nm.  They were found to be highly crystalline MFI (Figure 3-3).  The low contrast 

as well as the uniform orientation of the particles suggested that these particles are 

nanosheets, thin along the b-direction and wide along the a- and c-directions.  Previously 

reported AFM images confirmed that the thickness of these particles is around 2 nm [114].   

 

Figure 3-2.  Small-angle X-ray scattering (SAXS) data (left) and corresponding pair 

distance distribution functions (PDDF, right) from sols with composition 10 SiO2 : 3 

TBPOH : 100 H2O : 40 EtOH heated at 80°C for 48 hr and then 120°C for 3, 5, 7, 8.5, 10 

13, 16, and 19 hr.   
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Figure 3-3.  Representative transmission electron microscopy (TEM) images from the 

nanoparticles containing in sols with composition 10 SiO2 : 3 TBPOH : 100 H2O : 40 EtOH 

heated at 80°C for 48 hr and then 120°C for 8.5 (C), 10 (D), and 19 hr (E).   

In the formation of TPA-silicalite-1, a closely related system, Davis et al. and Kumar et al. 

found that amorphous precursor nanoparticles increased in size, then aggregated to form 

100 nm-sized aggregates, which, subsequently, transformed to MFI [133,135].  Examples 

of intermediate amorphous aggregates also exist in the formation of other zeolites, where 

at a certain stage amorphous particles transform to crystals by parts [147].  Unlike these 

previous observations in zeolite systems, where zeolite crystals nucleate within amorphous 

aggregates, the formation of SPP either does not involve amorphous-to- crystal evolution 

(i.e., crystals directly form from the clear synthesis sols), or this transformation is much 

faster than the formation rate of the amorphous aggregates.  To our knowledge, the 

coexistence of precursor nanoparticles and MFI nanosheets is a unique characteristic of the 

SPP system.  The absence of any amorphous aggregates (detectable by TEM) at this MFI 

nucleation phase is also a unique feature of this system among reported MFI syntheses. 

During the second phase and as early as 8.5 hr, crystalline nanoparticles clearly started to 

exhibit lamellar breakouts on the MFI nanosheets (Figure 3-3).  This is the point where 
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the rotational intergrowth starts.  TBAOH and TBPOH are structure-directing agents that 

are known to direct the intergrowth of MFI and MEL [148,149], i.e., both MFI and MEL 

can coexist in one crystal with fully connected SiO4 tetrahedra or with the presence of Si-

OH defects [150].  In the synthesis of SPP, it seems that these SDAs create an environment 

that encourages the intergrowth of MFI and MEL.  Thus, MEL can be formed onto the MFI 

nanosheets, and new MFI layers can emerge out of MEL.  If the structures of MFI and 

MEL are compared, one notices that although they have the same building units (the 

pentasil unit), they differ in symmetry.  On MFI nanosheets, MEL can only be incorporated 

along its a-direction, which could lead to branching in 2 opposite directions; however, on 

MEL, MFI can be formed along both (equivalent) a- and b- directions, which could lead to 

branching in 4 directions.  When MEL is formed, it can act as connector to connect new 

features that lead to branching (one-unit-cell nanosheets, in this case).  If these newly 

formed features also contain MEL, another generation of branching could happen. The 

above-mentioned intergrowth of MFI and MEL is discussed in more detail in our previous 

report, where the possible structures are enumerated [114].  This repetitive rotational 

intergrowth led to anisotropic particle shapes, and also wider particle size distributions.  In 

the third phase, as seen in the SAXS patterns at low-q range, much larger particles were 

observed: the crystalline particles after 19 hr hydrothermal synthesis are much larger 

comparing to the particles after 10 hr synthesis (Figure 3-2).  Finally, with complete 

hydrothermal synthesis after 40 hr, the crystals are fully developed with the typical self-

pillared morphology and their long dimensions are beyond the low angle resolution limit 
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of SAXS.  To summarize these findings, a schematic is provided in Figure 3-4 detailing 

which silica particle morphologies are observed in the sample during hydrothermal 

synthesis.   

The presence of MFI nanosheets at early phases of growth taken together with the presence 

of orthogonally arranged lamellae in SPP particles after 40 hr heating suggested that these 

nanosheets are responsible for the formation of the lamellae, since they have the same 

thickness and crystallographic orientation.  Two possible mechanisms exist for the 

formation of the intergrown crystals: oriented aggregation, and direct growth of nanosheets 

by addition of silicate species.  Oriented aggregation is a non-classical crystal growth 

mechanism, according to which crystalline particles aggregate in a crystallographically-

aligned manner [133,135,151,152].  If oriented aggregation of the nanosheets was the 

formation mechanisms of SPP, one would expect that the SPP particles would have a more 

open structure.  Instead of the 2–7 nm mesopores, the mesopore dimensions would have  

 

Figure 3-4.  A schematic of the three phases identified in the nucleation and growth of SPP 

via SAXS and TEM.   
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been similar to the dimension of the nanosheets, i.e., 10–50 nm.  Therefore, direct growth 

by addition of molecular silicate species or by aggregation with precursor nanoparticles 

seems to be more likely mechanisms for the formation of SPP. 

SPP formation, from hydrolysis to high conversion 

SAXS profiles and PDDF analysis during hydrothermal treatment revealed a three-step 

mechanism for the nucleation and growth of SPP zeolite.  Subsequent synthesis studies 

indicated that structure directing agent used for synthesis of samples used in the previous 

study of nucleation and growth did not lead to SPP with nanosheets of single-unit cell 

thickness.  To investigate the crystallization process further, small-angle X-ray (SAXS) 

studies were repeated on sols with the optimal composition above and subject to variations 

on heat treatment and using SDA known to yield SPP.  (Figure 3-5).  SAXS is particularly 

suited to the analysis of precursor sols to zeolites, as a single profile can yield information 

about the sizes and relative populations of amorphous and crystalline particles that evolve 

during the crystallization process [117,133,153].  Furthermore, as larger lengths between 

scattering centers scatter much more intensely than smaller lengths, the first crystals that 

appear in the sol can be detected easily among the much more numerous precursor 

particles, as long as the crystals are significantly larger [135,154].  The first extension of 

the previous synthesis study was to investigate the nanoparticle populations of the sol prior 

to hydrothermal treatment.  The first step of SPP synthesis is combination of the pure-

chemical precursors to the sol at room temperature.  Upon mixing of TEOS, 40% TBPOH 

aqueous solution, and excess water at room temperature, hydrolysis of the silica source 

produces silicic acid and silica oligomers until a critical aggregation concentration (CAC)  
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Figure 3-5.  Small angle x-ray scattering (SAXS) patterns (left) and resulting pair-distance 

distribution (PDDF) functions (right) from SPP sols with composition 10 SiO2 : 3 TBPOH 

: 100 H2O : 40 EtOH at various stages of synthesis.  Time-resolved SAXS patterns (C) and 

corresponding PDDF (D) from sols after increasing amounts of hydrothermal synthesis 

time at 115°C. 
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is reached, resulting in silica polymerization and precipitation of small amorphous silica 

nanoparticles [137,139].  Previous TEM results indicate that the nanoparticles are roughly 

spherical throughout hydrothermal treatment [117].  After the initial mixing, sols 

hydrolyzed at room temperature display a global maximum in the SAXS profile (black 

curve) for q > 0.  Since there is no global maximum in the X-ray scattering form factor for 

spheroids, this maximum indicates that the dilute sol approximation to scattering, in which 

only form factor significantly contributes to the scattering pattern, must not apply in this 

system.   

In SAXS, scattering patterns result from the sum of interactions between incident X-rays 

and electron density fluctuations about the mean in a sample.  The scattering intensity from 

a continuous electron density distribution is given by  

 

where q is the scattering vector given from the Bragg equation as ,   

 is the spatial autocorrelation of electron density fluctuations about the mean 

density, and 

 

is the pair-distance distribution function (PDDF) of the 

scattering lengths r in the system [101].  In a sol with high volume fraction of particles, 

there can exist fluctuations of density  below the average density of the sample 

[155], where the average density is between that of colloidal silica particles and the 

water/ethanol mixed solvent.  If the structure factor effects which account for interparticle 

scattering are not removed by modeling, p(r) generated from an inverse Fourier transform 

of the scattering data does not represent the autocorrelation function γ(r) of individual 
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particles and thereby their actual dimensions, but rather the form and structure of the sol 

combined.  As a result, IFT analysis on SPP sols after the first hydrolysis step shows local 

minima at negative intensities, indicative of strong structure in the sol and areas of the 

sample with electron density below the sample average (Figure 3-5).  Performing a 

Generalized Indirect Fourier Transform (GIFT) analysis on this data allows separation of 

the structure and form factor contributions to the scattering pattern based on a repulsive 

polydisperse hard sphere model for the nanoparticles [156].  The structure factor S(q) 

resulting from GIFT analysis on the sol prior to heat treatment is characteristic for the radial 

distribution function of concentrated fluid spheres (Figure 3-6).  The hard sphere model 

fit to the data indicates spheres with radius 1.1 nm and polydispersity of 0.03 comprise the 

sol.  This structured, concentrated sol of amorphous silica nanoparticles with radius of  

about 1 nm exists prior to any 

heat treatment, similar to clear-

sol silicalite-1 systems at 

similar compositions [154].  

Dynamic light scattering has 

also been used previously on 

sols with TBPOH at similar 

concentrations to confirm the 

initial presence of amorphous 

silica colloids with diameter 

 

Figure 3-6.  Structure factor resulting from GIFT 

analysis of SAXS data from amorphous nanoparticle 

suspension with radius 1.1 nm formed by room-

temperature hydrolysis of SPP precursors. 
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near 2 nm following hydrolysis [157].  Si29-NMR studies of the silicalite-1 system have 

shown that nanoparticles formed after initial TEOS hydrolysis are very loosely-connected 

and contain many Q2 and Q3 silicon atoms [144], and so the sol structure in the similar SPP 

system is most likely imparted by a combination of high particle density and high negative 

surface charge.  Following high-temperature hydrolysis at 80°C for 24 hours, the global 

maximum at q = 2.5/nm becomes a shoulder in the SAXS pattern and a second shoulder 

emerges.  The two shoulders near q = 1/nm and q = 2.5/nm are resolved by IFT analysis, 

and the PDDF indicates a larger nanoparticle population with radius near 3 nm in the 

structured sol has been formed.  From this point forward in the synthesis, the heterogeneity 

of particle populations in the sol precludes the selection of an appropriate model for the 

structure factor, therefore the results of the IFT analysis yield PDDF exhibiting both 

structure and form factor effects.  In our previous model for SPP nucleation and growth, 

the presence of a single 4 nm amorphous precursor particle population was proposed based 

on the SAXS patterns and PDDF obtained after various hydrothermal treatment times, and 

was believed to agree with previous results on the silicalite-1 system studied by Davis and 

co-workers [133].  The updated study of the hydrolysis period demonstrates that the 

nanoparticle populations in the SPP system more closely resemble the concentrated 

silicalite-1 sols of composition 25 SiO2 : 9 TPAOH : 400 H2O studied by Aerts et al [154].  

In the more concentrated silicalite-1 sol, two populations with size 2 and 6 nm appear upon 

heating.  The larger, higher-connected particles with Qaverage = 3.4 have been proposed to 

be the primary participants in silicalite-1 crystal growth by oriented aggregation.  Their 
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role in the SPP system which lacks evidence of oriented aggregation is unclear [117], but 

it is possible that they serve as nucleates for the single-unit cell thick nanoplates of MFI 

observed after several hours of hydrothermal treatment. 

In our previous investigation, the evolution of SPP during hydrothermal synthesis 

treatment was broken down into three main phases based on the silica morphologies 

observed in the sol.  After the additional precursor nanoparticle population was identified, 

a closer investigation of the phases of growth during hydrothermal treatment was 

conducted.  During Phase 1 of the hydrothermal treatment at 115°C, the first shoulder in 

the SAXS profile at q = 1/nm increases in intensity.  The corresponding PDDF shows that 

the smaller nanoparticle population slightly increases in diameter while the larger 

nanoparticle population increases in number compared with samples heated at 80°C.  The 

scattering intensity from both precursor nanoparticle populations reaches a peak at Phase 

2 of the synthesis.  At this phase, intense low-angle scattering below q = 0.3/nm begins to 

appear in the system, indicating the nucleation of single-unit cell thick sheets of pentasil 

zeolite has occurred [117].  IFT analysis suggests that scattering lengths r in the system at 

Phase 2 are as large as 40 nm.  As previously mentioned, a significant deviation between 

the SPP and silicalite-1 systems occurs at this stage of early crystal formation, as there is 

no evidence of aggregation of pre-crystalline or crystalline nanoparticles to yield larger 

crystals in the SPP system [117].  The continued increase in low-angle scattering intensity 

with further heat treatment leads to the formation of rotationally-intergrown SPP material 

in Phase 3 as previously observed.  The largest scattering dimension observable has been 
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increased compared to the previous study due to higher resolution of the SAXS instrument 

achieved by better alignment in the current study, which allowed us to obtain reliable data 

from lower scattering angles.  The maximum dimension observable from SAXS agrees 

with the maximum particle size observable in TEM of 60 – 70 nm (Figure 3-7).  Another 

change in the SAXS patterns can be observed with 40+ hours duration of hydrothermal 

treatment, in which the shoulder at q = 1/nm significantly decreases in intensity.  To 

account for this difference in scattering, Phase 3 has been divided into Phase 3a and Phase 

3b as an update to the previously proposed model.  The decrease in the intensity of the first 

shoulder in the Phase 3b scattering profile and resultant PDDF indicates a decrease of the 

amorphous nanoparticle populations in the sol.  The apparent density of amorphous 

precursor particles on TEM grids at Phase 3b of growth is significantly lower than Phase 

3a, even though crystal size itself is not much changed between these phases at around 60 

nm.  The reduction in number of amorphous silica particles is therefore best attributed to 

an increase in the number of SPP crystals present in the sol.  Precursor particle consumption 

with increased conversion to crystalline zeolite is also a feature of late-stage hydrothermal 

crystal growth also observed in the silicalite-1 system [134,154].  The first Bragg peaks of 

SPP become observable between q = 5 – 6/nm at this stage where SPP first forms at 

significant density, which was not observed in previous studies, and also suggests that the 

number of crystalline particles is increased during Phase 3b.  The detailed IFT analysis of 

SAXS patterns resulting from SPP precursor sols from the beginning of hydrolysis 

throughout hydrothermal treatment reveals that the evolution of nanoparticles and crystals  
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Figure 3-7.  TEM images of as-synthesized SPP sols diluted 10x and drop-cast on grids.  

Top row, sols after 24 hours of hydrothermal synthesis time at 115°C; middle row, sols 

after 36 hours; bottom row, sols after 48 hours.  Images obtained by Prashant Kumar. 
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is similar to the extensively-investigated silicalite-1 system in many respects.  A scheme 

of the updated model of nucleation and growth including pre-hydrothermal synthesis steps 

and later-stage crystallization is shown in Figure 3-8. 

Following the extension of the nucleation and growth model to cover the entire synthesis 

process, kinetic studies similar to previously reported results [117] using SAXS analysis 

were conducted to further clarify the time to onset of observed phases of nucleation and 

growth.  Figure 3-9 shows SAXS profiles and corresponding PDDF from sols with 

increasing amounts of hydrothermal synthesis time at 115°C.  Phase 1 of growth, in which 

only amorphous precursor nanoparticles are present, lasts until 18 hours.  Between 18 and 

24 hours, the first crystalline pentasil nanoplates appear in the sol, and this Phase 2 lasts  

 

Figure 3-8.  Updated schematic of SPP nucleation and growth model from initial hydrolysis 

to high crystal conversion at 115°C. 
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Figure 3-9.  Time-resolved SAXS patterns (top) and corresponding 

PDDF (bottom) from sols with composition 10 SiO2 : 3 TBPOH : 100 

H2O : 40 EtOH after increasing amounts of hydrothermal synthesis 

time at 115°C. 
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until 27 hours.  By 30 hours at Phase 3a, these plates have converted to crystals first 

showing the rotationally-intergrown SPP morphology, but silica conversion to crystals is 

low, and precursor nanoparticle concentrations remain roughly the same as the earliest 

stages of growth.  However, by 40 hours at Phase 3b, low-angle scattering nearly doubles, 

the population of nanoparticles is significantly reduced, and the first Bragg reflections of 

the crystalline intergrown particles are observed, indicating the conversion of precursor 

nanoparticles to SPP crystals has occurred.  The changes in SAXS patterns between 

different phases of growth at 115°C are not smooth, but show evidence of relatively rapid 

transitions between the different phases.  In cases of Phase 2 and Phase 3a, profiles remain 

virtually unchanged over 3 or 6 hours of hydrothermal synthesis time, respectively, and 

then show a marked shift to the next phase within a 3 hour sampling window.  These types  

of rapid shifts in silica distribution between soluble species, precursor particles, and 

crystals have also been demonstrated in the silicalite-1 system with various techniques 

[154,158].  The primary difference between these data and those previously published by 

us was the age of the TBPOH solutions used in preparation of the sols.  Repeating the same 

study at the previously-used temperature of 120°C and with special care to use fresh 

TBPOH solutions yields SAXS patterns demonstrating the same rapid transitions between 

growth phases, as opposed to smooth transitions previously observed (Figure 3-10).  There 

was a slight increase in the rate of progression through the phases of growth with elevated 

temperature.  Phase 2 and Phase 3 both arrived 3 hours earlier than at 115°C, but overall, 

the use of freshest TBPOH slowed down the synthesis by about a factor of two.  
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Interestingly, Phase 3a of the proposed model was not observed at 120°C, indicating that 

the period in which SPP first forms but conversion to intergrown crystals remains low was 

too short to be captured with this sampling resolution. 

 
Figure 3-10.  Time-resolved SAXS patterns (top) and corresponding PDDF (bottom) from 

SPP sols with composition 10 SiO2 : 3 TBPOH : 100 H2O : 40 EtOH after increasing 

amounts of hydrothermal synthesis time at 120°C. 
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Acceleration of SPP crystallization rate 

The time to high conversion to SPP at 48 hours is not as rapid as the synthesis of most 

aluminosilicate zeolites and silicalite-1.  In order to facilitate large-scale production of this 

zeolite morphology for industrial application, a reduced hydrothermal synthesis time is 

highly desirable.  To this end, we attempted to reduce the crystallization time by 

evaporation of co-solvent ethanol from the SPP sols prior to hydrothermal treatment.  The 

addition of ethanol has been shown to slow down crystal growth of MFI [118,159,160], 

while the evaporation of ethanol can significantly decrease the time to crystallization [160].  

Ethanol in precursor sols can also affect particle morphology and size distributions 

[161,162].  Ethanol evaporation at a variety of stages in the preparation of SPP was 

attempted, with evaporation after the first room-temperature hydrolysis step demonstrating 

the best combination of good end morphologies and ease of sample processing of the 

denser gels.  Evaporation was achieved rapidly, in about 3 minutes, as measured by mass 

difference for sols heated to 60°C with stirring and headspace pressure decreased to just 

above the boiling point (results not shown).  Following evaporation, sols were transparent 

but significantly increased in viscosity were added to hydrothermal treatment at 115°C for 

increasing amounts of time.  Figure 3-11A and B show the resultant SAXS patterns and 

PDDF for a kinetic study of nucleation and growth of SPP with reduced ethanol content.  

There is a significant difference in appearance of the SAXS patterns between samples with 

or without ethanol co-solvent, and careful IFT analysis reveals this to be attributable to 

structure factor effects in the sol.  The PDDF of all samples show oscillations in scattering 

lengths with period corresponding to the diameter of the precursor nanoparticles, indicating  
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Figure 3-11.  SAXS patterns (A) and corresponding PDDF (B) from SPP sols with estimated 

composition 10 SiO2 : 3 TBPOH : 100 H2O : 2 EtOH after increasing amounts of 

hydrothermal synthesis time at 115°C.  Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) images 

of sols washed by centrifugation after 12 hours (C) and 48 hours (D) of hydrothermal 

synthesis.  TEM images obtained by Prashant Kumar. 

a structured dense gel of nanoparticles.  Unlike samples with ethanol co-solvent, these 

oscillations due to structure factor are observed throughout all phases of hydrothermal 

synthesis in this denser system.  A shift from Phase 1 to Phase 2 of growth between 3 and 

6 hours of hydrothermal treatment at 115°C is less demarcated compared with ethanol-

containing sols, but the low-angle scattering transition between Phase 2 and 3 is 
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pronounced at 12 hours.  PDDF at this transition indicate a doubling in the largest scattering 

lengths, from 25 to 50 nm, along with a great increase in the density of these lengths, which 

is known to correspond to first appearance of crystals with SPP morphology.  Similar to 

ethanol-containing sols at 120°C, sols without ethanol seem to quickly bypass Phase 3a 

and continually consume the precursor amorphous particle population from 12-24 hr, 

which is evident in the decrease of scattering intensity of the shoulders at q = 2/nm and 

3/nm.  After 30 hr, SAXS profiles with a much different low-angle behavior are observed.  

Corresponding PDDF indicate that scattering lengths less than 20 nm become more 

common in the sol, and the structure effect resulting from the dense precursor nanoparticle 

gel becomes weaker.  As precursor nanoparticles are converted into crystals at high 

conversion, higher crystal density results, and thus the change in scattering length density 

below 20 nm may be caused by intercrystalline scattering.  TEM images of sols at Phase 

3b (Figure 3-11C) after washing by centrifugation reveal the crystals to be of the SPP 

morphology, but most of the pentasil zeolite sheets are not intergrown at right angles.  With 

higher conversion after 36 hr of hydrothermal treatment (Figure 3-11D), the intergrowth 

becomes more regular and at right-angles.  Argon adsorption isotherms (Figure 3-12A, B) 

show an increase in gas uptake with increasing pressure and desorption hysteresis, 

indicating that the samples are mesoporous.  NLDFT modeling of cumulative gas uptake 

as a function of pore diameter, and its derivative dV(log d), for collected isotherms confirm 

the high mesoporosity for samples in both Phase 2 and Phase 3b between 1 and 10 nm 

(Figure 3-12C, D).  There is also no significant difference between low-pressure isotherm  
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Figure 3-12.  Argon adsorption/desorption isotherms plotted on linear (top left) and semi-

log (top right) scales for calcined SPP materials crystallized from sols with estimated 

composition 10 SiO2 : 3 TBPOH : 100 H2O : 2 EtOH, as well as previously-published data 

for pure-silica SPP with composition 10 SiO2 : 3 TBPOH : 100 H2O : 40 EtOH and 

commercial ZSM-5 from Zhang et al.  NLDFT modeling results of isotherm adsorption 

branch for cumulative pore volume (bottom left) and differential pore volume dV(log d) 

(bottom right) as a function of pore width. 

regions between SPP prepared with or without ethanol evaporation, indicating that 

framework crystallinity is unchanged – a result further confirmed by XRD patterns of the 

materials (Figure 3-13).  In summary, ethanol evaporation from sols after hydrolysis leads 

to SPP crystal formation by 12 hours, less than half the time of samples containing ethanol.  

Though XRD and Ar adsorption data suggest there is little difference between SPP crystals 
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synthesized with or without the presence of ethanol, TEM suggests that optimal SPP 

morphologies are not obtained with this technique.  Depending on the quality of 

morphology required for application, ethanol evaporation is a promising technique for 

reducing the synthesis time and increasing throughput. 

 

Figure 3-13.  X-ray diffraction pattern of calcined SPP crystals produced from sols with 

estimated composition 10 SiO2 : 3 TBPOH : 100 H2O : 2 EtOH.  Previously-published XRD 

pattern from Zhang et al. for material made from sol of same composition is provided for 

comparison. 

Isolation of SPP precursor particles 

It was previously shown that preparing TEM samples of early-stage crystallites that are 

amenable to high-resolution imaging was not possible from the native sols.  Due to the 

overwhelming number of amorphous precursor nanoparticles compared to crystals, TEM 

grids prepared from as-synthesized sols contain a continuous dense layer of precursor 

amorphous particles in which crystals may be dispersed.  Though dilution of the sol can 
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permit low-resolution imaging, high-resolution imaging in this amorphous layer is not 

possible due to scattering of the electrons.  Further dilution of the sols to reduce the layer 

thickness results in very few crystals being deposited to the grid, making it difficult to find 

crystals in the desired orientation for imaging.  To address this imaging problem, separation 

methods for isolating the early-stage crystallites from the amorphous precursor 

nanoparticles were developed.  The earliest stage nucleates were separated from the 

nanoparticles using a dialysis procedure.  The dialysis separation method exploits the 

difference in connectivity of the silicon atoms in the constituent nanoparticles; due to the 

lower Q2 and Q3 connectivity of the amorphous particles as opposed to the Q3 and Q4 

connectivity of the crystals, it takes more hydrolysis events of silicon-oxygen-silicon bonds 

to release a silicic acid monomer into solution.  Therefore, the nanoparticles dissolve more 

rapidly than the crystals.  After the monomers are released into solution, they can diffuse 

against their concentration gradient and establish an equilibrium across the membrane with 

pores too small to permit passage of any particles.  Repeated changing of the dialysate 

solution allows the precursor amorphous nanoparticles to be removed from the sol by 

dissolution, while crystals remain with minimal dilution.  After each dialysis step, a sample 

can be taken from the sol for analysis with SAXS to determine the relative amount of 

amorphous and crystalline particles.  Figure 3-14 shows resulting SAXS profiles from a 

dialysis procedure where 2.0 mL of initial sol is sealed in a membrane-walled pouch and 

stirred for 4 hours in pH 11.5 TBPOH dialysate solution for each step.  After the first 

dialysis step, the smaller nanoparticle population with diameter ~2 nm is greatly reduced  
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Figure 3-14.  SAXS patterns (left) for sols with initial composition 10 SiO2 : 3 TBPOH : 100 

H2O : 40 EtOH removed from hydrothermal treatment at Phase 2 of growth and subject 

to a number of dialysis treatments at pH 11.5 for 4 hours indicated in legend above.  The 

profile pre-dialysis is indicated by the curve labeled “0.”  TEM image (right) of early-stage 

SPP nucleate in sol after 10 steps of dialysis treatment.  TEM image obtained by Dandan 

Xu. 

in number, as evident from the disappearance of the shoulder at q = 2.5 / nm.  In the 

silicalite-1 system, these smallest nanoparticles were shown to be composed of primarily 

low-connectivity (Q2  and Q3) silica, which explains why the population disappears to 

dissolution after only one dialysis step.  Many further dialysis steps are required to dissolve 

the larger nanoparticle population with higher mean connectivity, but the scattering profile 

shoulder from this population at q = 0.8 – 1/nm is removed following 10 total dialysis steps.  

It is noteworthy that the scattering intensity due to crystals at lowest angles is reduced 10-

fold during the dialysis procedure, due to a 10-fold reduction in the concentration of 

crystals.  Sampling of the dialysis bag reduces the volume and head space pressure in the 

bag, and the osmotic pressure-driven flow of water into the bag from the dialysate at the 

beginning of each dialysis until pressure is equalized results in dilution of the crystals.  The 
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increase in mass of the sol with each step was about 20% after the first stage, in which the 

mass nearly tripled due to water influx, leading to the large decrease in scattering intensity 

for all q (data not shown).  So, after 10 steps, we can estimate the dilution precursor crystals 

at around 15 times, in agreement with the 19-fold decrease in scattering intensity at the 

low-q limit of the patterns.  When comparing to previously published TEM images [117], 

the dialysis procedure was far more effective than simple 10 or 20-fold dilution of the sols 

into water in preparing a clean TEM grid, as much more total amorphous silica was able to 

be dissolved in the 10 x 2.0L of pH 11.5 dialysate.  An example TEM image from a Phase 

2 sol after 10 steps of dialysis is also shown in Figure 3-14.  High-resolution images of the 

crystalline zeolite nanoplates are much more readily obtained when amorphous material is 

not obscuring the crystals.  Unfortunately, there is a tradeoff between nanoparticle stability 

and rate of dissolution in this dialysis which was optimized with the 4-hour, pH 11.5 

dialysate procedure.  At pH 11, reduction of the zeta potential of amorphous nanoparticles 

and crystals caused the suspensions to destabilize and they did not survive 6 steps of 

dialysis on average.  At pH 12, the crystalline SPP precursors were amorphized and/or 

dissolved by hydrolysis reactions occurring on the same time scale as the dialysis steps, 

which led to either no material or only amorphous aggregates surviving the dialysis process 

(data not shown).  Though the optimized protocol works for isolation of Phase 2 crystalline 

material, it does not work well for Phase 3 sols.  SAXS profiles of Phase 3 sols suggest 

that purified crystals are obtained after only 7 steps (Figure 3-15); however, TEM 

observation shows that crystalline particles served as deposition sites for amorphous  
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Figure 3-15.   SAXS patterns (top) and corresponding PDDF (bottom) for sols with initial 

composition 10 SiO2 : 3 TBPOH : 100 H2O : 40 EtOH removed from hydrothermal 

treatment at Phase 3a (left) or Phase 3b (right) of growth and subject to a number of 

dialysis treatments at pH 11.5 for 4 hours indicated in legend above.  The profile pre-

dialysis is indicated by the curve labeled “0.” 

particles no longer in suspension, and therefore the crystallites are obscured by a corona of 

amorphous nanoparticle material (Figure 3-16).  To avert this problem, Phase 3a crystals 

synthesized with 24 hours of hydrothermal synthesis time can be isolated by a combination 

of high-speed centrifugation and optimized dialysis procedure.  After being subject to 

50,000 x g for 1.5 hours, pellets re-dispersed in pH 11.5 TBPOH solution show little 

scattering from small amorphous precursors, while the discarded supernatant contains  
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Figure 3-16.  TEM images of sols with initial composition 10 SiO2 : 3 TBPOH : 100 H2O : 

40 EtOH removed from hydrothermal treatment at Phase 3a (top row) or Phase 3b (bottom 

row) of growth and subject to 7 steps of dialysis treatment at pH 11.5 for 4 hours.  Images 

obtained by Dandan Xu. 
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Figure 3-17.  SAXS patterns (top) and PDDF (bottom) for sols with initial composition 10 

SiO2 : 3 TBPOH : 100 H2O : 40 EtOH removed from hydrothermal treatment at Phase 3a 

of growth and sampled at various stages of isolation processing.  Sols were subject to one 

centrifugation step at 50,000 x g for 90 minutes, followed by a number of dialysis treatments 

at pH 11.5 for 4 hours indicated in legend above. 

scattering from only small length scales (Figure 3-17).  Further dialysis can be used to 

remove the remainder of the amorphous nanoparticles, as evident in the reduction of the 

scattering profile shoulder at q = 0.8 – 1/nm.  TEM images of the sols after only 1 centrifuge 
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step show small precursor SPP crystallites dispersed on a clean grid largely free of 

amorphous silica (Figure 3-18).  The observed particles are largely < 40 nm in diameter 

and have experienced only a few rotational intergrowth events.  They are primarily 

composed of single-unit cell thick layers of zeolite, though the arrangement of layers is not 

always at right angles at early stages of growth, suggesting evolution of the crystallinity is 

still in progress.  These observed particles agree with TEM imaging of the crystals prior to 

any purification, and fit into the proposed branching intergrowth model of SPP formation.  

The combination of centrifugation and dialysis is useful in reducing the number of dialysis 

steps required for isolation, but unfortunately cannot be applied to earlier Phase 2 sols.  

SAXS profiles suggest that dialysis is effective in removing most of the amorphous 

precursor material (Figure 3-19).  However, the drop in intensity at low scattering angle  

 

Figure 3-18.  TEM images of sols with initial composition 10 SiO2 : 3 TBPOH : 100 H2O : 

40 EtOH removed from hydrothermal treatment at Phase 3a of growth and subject to one 

centrifugation step at 50,000 x g for 90 minutes, followed by one dialysis treatment at pH 

11.5 for 4 hours.  Images obtained by Dandan Xu. 
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Figure 3-19.  SAXS patterns (top) and PDDF (bottom) for sols with initial composition 10 

SiO2 : 3 TBPOH : 100 H2O : 40 EtOH removed from hydrothermal treatment at Phase 2 

of growth and sampled at various stages of isolation processing.  Sols were subject to one 

centrifugation step at 50,000 x g for 90 minutes, followed by a number of dialysis treatments 

at pH 11.5 for 4 hours indicated in legend above. 

with each dialysis step without a change in slope suggests that dialysis is only reducing the 

concentration of solids in the suspensions.  TEM imaging of the samples show only 

amorphous material present in the sample (Figure 3-20).  Small crystalline particles may 
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be present and simply obscured by aggregated amorphous silica, similar to TEM 

observations of Phase 3b samples isolated by dialysis alone.  Centrifugation speeds 

required to pellet the nanocrystals cause irreversible agglomeration of the zeolite 

nanosheets with amorphous precursor particles, preventing clear observation of single 

crystallites with TEM.  The difficulty of separation of Phase 2 nanosheets and nanoparticles 

with centrifugation was anticipated and was the primary reason dialysis was initially 

pursued as a separation technique. 

High-resolution TEM imaging of MFI/MEL intergrowths 

Due to the small crystal size of SPP, XRD is not available as a characterization technique 

for accurate crystallographic analysis of the component zeolite frameworks.  TEM is a 

useful tool for performing single-crystal analysis and crystallography, and results can often  

 

Figure 3-20.  TEM images of sols with initial composition 10 SiO2 : 3 TBPOH : 100 H2O : 

40 EtOH removed from hydrothermal treatment at Phase 2 of growth, then subject to one 

centrifugation step at 50,000 x g for 90 minutes, followed by 2 dialysis treatments at pH 

11.5 for 4 hours.  Images obtained by Dandan Xu. 
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be extended to the sample as a whole for homogeneous nanoparticles.  To directly verify 

the pure-silica zeolite framework constituents of the intergrown SPP morphology, high-

resolution TEM (HRTEM) imaging was conducted down two different zone axes of SPP 

on samples isolated by centrifugation and dialysis.  Figure 3-21 shows a HRTEM image 

of a pentasil zeolite nanosheet extending from the edge of an SPP crystal oriented at a slight 

angle off the (010) axis.  The axis-aligned straight-channel pores of the pentasil zeolite are 

clearly observable, as are some of the five and six-membered silica rings comprising the 

framework.  Unlike bulk MFI or MEL samples imaged under high-resolution, as in the 

work of Terasaki et al., nanothin SPP samples experience sample-erasing beam damage far 

too quickly to collect an image that would allow the visual distinguishing of framework 

type based on the rotational and planar symmetries about the straight channel pores [163].   

 

Figure 3-21.  High-resolution TEM image of pentasil zeolite nanosheet in SPP along the 

(010) axis (left) and fast Fourier transform of radial Wiener filtered section of nanosheet.  

Images obtained by Prashant Kumar 
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However, radial Wiener filtering of the region of interest, followed by fast Fourier 

transformation, can differentiate the framework types.  The FFT pattern, analogous to 

simulation of the electron diffraction from that region of the image only, includes the (102) 

family of spots which are only present in the MFI framework (Figure 3-21).  This is the 

first direct evidence that MFI is the zeolite framework of the pentasil nanosheets in SPP, 

and confirms that the particles are primarily of MFI crystallinity as was previously 

hypothesized from crystal symmetry and growth arguments.   

To determine if the intersections of rotationally-intergrown MFI nanosheets are connected 

with MEL, high-resolution TEM imaging was conducted down the (001) axis of SPP 

particles.  According to Terasaki et al. [163], this axis is most useful for direct 

differentiation of MFI and MEL frameworks due to the easily observable symmetry 

difference in the two crystals along this axis.  MFI has only one symmetry plane parallel 

to the (100) direction, while MEL has two, parallel to (100) and (010) resulting from the 

equivalence of these two directions in the crystal structure.  The observable result in TEM 

is that under strong defocus, these symmetries can be observed in the densest (001) 

projections of the pentasil rings of the framework, and they appear as lighter ellipses 

oriented in “herringbone” or “clover” patterns in the case of MFI or MEL frameworks, 

respectively.   

However, only small particles with a short length along (001) can be analyzed in this way, 

as larger particles have multiple branching events or torsion about the intersection that 

smears the observable patterns.  Again, in the case of micron-sized crystals, better 
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resolution of the pentasil framework is possible in this direction, but imaging of nanoscale 

particles is largely limited by beam damage to the sample.   Figure 3-22A shows a HRTEM 

image of one such small intergrown particle in an SPP sample with (001) orientation, and 

Figure 3-22B is of the radial-Wiener filtered and zoomed-in section containing the 

intersection.  The herringbone pattern of MFI is overlaid to the sheets outside the 

intersection, with an orientation corresponding to the connectivity model B proposed by 

Zhang et al. [114].  Furthermore, it is evident that the “clover” pattern can be overlaid to 

the intersection of one unit-cell dimension in the (100) and (010) directions with some 

degree of success, though the overlay is not completely convincing (Figure 3-22C).  The 

overlay of model B from Zhang et al. generally agrees with the structure of the (001)-

oriented SPP particle (Figure 3-22D).  This is the best direct evidence thus far obtained 

that the framework type MEL comprises the “needle” connecting intergrown MFI 

nanosheets, given the absolute minimum dimension, miniscule mass fraction, and the 

inability to isolate them for further analysis without damage to the crystal structure.  

Together, these HRTEM images confirm that SPP is an intergrowth of MFI and MEL 

zeolite frameworks as previously proposed. 
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Figure 3-22.  (A), High-resolution TEM image of intersection of zeolite nanosheets in SPP 

along the (001) axis with approximately 100 nm of defocus; (B), Radial Wiener filtered 

image of zoomed in section boxed in (A); (C), Overlay of geometric elements on defocused 

projections of five-membered rings in pentasil framework; (D), overlay of model of SPP 

framework connectivity from Zhang et al. on filtered image.  Images obtained by Prashant 

Kumar. 
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3.4 Conclusion 

The nucleation and growth of SPP zeolite was followed from hydrolysis to high conversion 

and was found to proceed through three phases.  During Phase 1, amorphous precursor 

particles only exist in the sol.  It determined from initial SAXS and TEM investigations 

that these particles were a single population with diameter of 4 nm.  However, more careful 

SAXS analysis of the sols prior to hydrothermal treatment indicated that two nanoparticle 

populations were present – one with diameter 2 nm and another larger population with 

diameter near 6 nm.  The presence of two distinct populations is similar to silicalite-1 sols 

with similar composition, known as the “concentrated” systems extensively investigated in 

the literature [116,145].    Upon hydrothermal treatment at 115°C or 120°C, the first 

crystals appear in the sol as MFI nanoplates with dimension 10-30 nm during Phase 2.  

Further heating leads to small rotationally-intergrown crystals, which increase in size to 

70-100 nm in diameter in Phase 3a and then increase in number in Phase 3b, along with a 

decrease in the amorphous nanoparticle populations.  This suggests that both nanoparticle 

populations serve as the silica source for crystal growth.  Interestingly, no evidence for 

crystal growth via oriented aggregation was observed in the SPP system, a significant 

difference from the silicalite-1 system.  The rate of progression through each phase is 

increased with synthesis temperature, and is greatly increased with evaporation of ethanol 

from the sols prior to hydrothermal treatment.  Furthermore, dialysis and centrifugation 

techniques were fine-tuned within a small parameter window to permit isolation of the 
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crystalline precursors to SPP.  The technique which works best depends on the growth 

phase from which crystallites to be isolated are desired.   

SAXS is a powerful tool to screen these purified crystal suspensions for high-resolution 

TEM analysis, which was performed to directly observe the MFI and MEL zeolite 

frameworks conclusively in SPP.  Further structural investigation of precursor crystallites 

to SPP, as isolated by dialysis and characterized by TEM, may reveal other structural 

connectivity proposed by Zhang et al. [114] which can lead to rotational intergrowths; 

however the model B was the only connectivity directly observed.  The refinement of 

SAXS profile analysis on zeolite precursor sols via the inverse Fourier transform technique, 

as well as the combination of sample screening and purification techniques to aid TEM 

investigation, are key elements of a developing toolset for the future investigation of 

nucleation and growth mechanisms of zeolites which crystallize in heterogeneous 

conditions [121]. 
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Chapter 4: Robust synthesis of SPP zeolite2 

4.1 Introduction 

MFI/MEL intergrowths 

While the role of the structure directing agent in templating micropores has been well-

documented in many zeolite systems, the specificity is not one-to-one [164].  Multiple 

frameworks can be obtained from a single SDA under different synthesis conditions, and 

multiple SDAs can likewise be used to obtain the same framework [165].  As a result, some 

zeolites form intergrowths of two frameworks with complimentary connectivity at their 

unit cell edges, such as MFI/MEL [166], EMT/FAU [167], CAN/SOD [168], and ETS-

4/ETS-10 [169].  Especially in the case of intergrowth structures, the final frameworks 

crystallized and morphologies obtained may be highly sensitive to the synthesis 

environment during nucleation and growth.  The zeolite frameworks MFI and MEL, which 

have very similar crystal structures, have been known to form as intergrowths when 

tetrabutylammonium cations are used as structure-directing agents for nearly as long as the 

latter has been identified as a framework [149,166,170,171].  However, effective study of 

the MEL framework structure, and thereby intergrowths, was hindered until a pure-phase 

sample was obtained using N,N-diethyl-3,5-dimethylpiperidinium hydroxide as a 

structure-directing agent by Zones and co-workers. [163].  This discovery prompted a re-

opening of the problem of MFI/MEL intergrowths and how they form.  The excellent work 

                                                 

2 Some of the results presented in this chapter have been submitted for publication in Topics in Catalysis and 

are pending approval.  Contents from the submitted manuscript are reprinted with permission from Springer. 
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of Terasaki and co-workers followed up on the original electron microscopy investigation 

by identifying fault planes in borosilicate intergrowths and completed a guide to 

identification of each phase with TEM and electron diffraction [150].  Multiple 

computational studies were also conducted to help elucidate the mechanism for structure 

direction in the presence of SDAs leading to MFI and MEL intergrowths [172–174].  As a 

result of the renewed interest in the material, the aluminosilicate version ZSM-5/ZSM-11 

was rediscovered as a catalyst for several applications, including decane cracking [175] 

and the Beckmann rearrangement reaction [176].  However, momentum in application 

development or structural characterization improvements declined soon after, and 

scientific interest in MFI/MEL intergrowths stalled.  However, investigations into zeolite 

synthesis using tetrabutyl cations as structure directing agents continued when a synthesis 

useful in preparing zeolite nanoparticles was discovered that employed the template 

[148,157,177]. 

Self-pillared pentasil zeolite 

The discovery of the self-pillared pentasil (SPP) intergrowth structure [114], hypothesized 

to be an MFI/MEL intergrowth that crystallizes in the presence of concentrated TBPOH 

structure directing agent, has re-ignited research interest in zeolite intergrowths.  The 

possibility of preparing hierarchical zeolites directly from sols without the need for 

complex structure directing agents or post-processing lead to investigations of hierarchical 

zeolites prepared by exploitation and tuning of the synthesis conditions to promote 

intergrowths [167,178].  Two recent reports of hierarchical ZSM-11 material prepared 

using tetrabutylammonium as the structure directing agent resulted in morphologies 
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considerably different than SPP, highlighting the importance of sol composition on the 

obtained final morphologies [179,180].  In this study, the robust synthesis of high-quality 

SPP, which is composed of single-unit cell thick nanosheets of zeolite intergrown at right 

angles throughout the particles, was explored with variations on the sol composition and 

hydrothermal treatment.  Addition of alkali metal cation in dilute amounts to the synthesis 

sol was found to have a strong effect on the final morphologies, promoting the formation 

of high-quality SPP at intermediate levels and dense MFI/MEL intergrowths at higher 

concentrations.  Sodium or potassium in the sols increases the rate of crystallization of one 

framework of the intergrowth over the other, leading to the house of cards structures and 

eventually to dense intergrowths.  Microwave-assisted hydrothermal synthesis, an 

unconventional technique that has been widely used to accelerate zeolite crystallization 

[181,182], was also found to produce high-quality SPP in a robust manner without addition 

of cation, though the mechanism for this improvement is unknown and crystallization times 

to SPP were not appreciably reduced.  These techniques elucidate the composition window 

for synthesis of SPP and suggest that it is narrower than previously known, but only in 

cation concentration.  The robust and reproducible synthesis of highest-quality SPP is 

essential for application of the material in industry and is achieved herein.  Further insights 

into the mechanism of SPP crystal growth and MFI/MEL intergrowth structures in general 

are also obtained by considering the action of cation in the sols during hydrothermal 

treatment. 
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4.2 Experimental 

Synthesis of SPP 

The silica sols for SPP synthesis were prepared with the composition 10 SiO2 : 3 SDAOH 

: x MOH : 100 H2O : 40 EtOH, where SDA (structure-directing agent) was 

tetrabutylphosphonium hydroxide (TBPOH, 40% by weight, TCI America), M was either 

K or Na, and x ranged from 0 to 0.5.  The SDA solution was firstly added drop-wise into 

tetraethylorthosilicate (TEOS, 98%, Sigma-Aldrich) with vigorous stirring until the system 

turns clear.   Then ultrapure water (18 MΩ-cm, Milli-Q, Millipore) with or without 

dissolved KOH or NaOH (Sigma-Aldrich) was added into the clear system at room 

temperature and stirred to yield the hydrolyzed sol.  The clear sols from room temperature 

hydrolysis were transferred to a Teflon-lined stainless steel autoclave, sealed, and heated 

for 48 h in a pre-heated oven at 115oC.  After heating, the final sols were quenched in water 

and then collected for further characterizations.  Samples synthesized by microwave-

assisted hydrothermal synthesis were sealed in a Teflon liner, then sealed in a plastic 

autoclave and added to a MARS 5 reaction oven (CEM Corporation, Matthews).  Samples 

were heated to 115oC over a 20 minute period and the temperature held for varying amounts 

of time, usually 6 hours.  The samples were then cooled in the oven for 30 minutes until 

reaching room temperature, after which the sol was sampled to observe crystallinity.  The 

process was repeated until sols were given 38-48 hours of total microwave heating at 

115oC, and then final sols were collected for characterization.  To obtain powdered samples 

for adsorption, electron microscopy, and diffraction studies, the fully-crystallized sols were 

washed repeatedly by centrifugation with redispersion in ultrapure water until pH = 8.  
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Samples were taken for TEM after the final redispersion, and then the suspensions were 

centrifuged once more and dried in a vacuum oven for 24 hr at 70°C.  Samples were then 

ground to a powder and then calcined to remove SDA at 550°C for 12 hr, after which the 

final powder was obtained. 

Characterization 

SAXSess (Anton-Parr) was used to obtain small-angle X-ray scattering patterns from the 

sols after hydrothermal treatment. The sols were placed into a vacuum-tight 1 mm quartz 

capillary. All measurements were carried out at room temperature (25oC). The scattering 

vector q was calculated from the scattering angle 2θ through q=4πλ-1sinθ, with λ = 0.154 

nm for the Cu K-α radiation source. Scattering from an equivalent ultrapure water or 10:4 

water-ethanol mixture was used as a background pattern and subtracted from all sample 

scattering patterns.  Patterns were then de-smeared from the beam profile and fitted using 

the GIFT program.  Pair distance distribution functions (PDDF) were obtained by indirect 

Fourier transformation (IFT) or generalized indirect Fourier transform (GIFT) of the fitted 

data [74].  

The as-synthesized synthesis sols were diluted 1:10 by volume into ultrapure water and 

used for TEM samples.  TEM samples were also prepared from centrifuged-washed 

samples as described above.  Calcined powders were vigorously sonicated in ethanol to 

disperse particles and then used to prepare TEM samples.  Specimens were prepared by 

placing droplets of the diluted sol onto a copper-backed sample grid coated with ultra-thin 

carbon film and holey carbon film (Ted Pella Inc.).  The specimens were dried at room 
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temperature.  TEM imaging was performed on an FEI Tecnai G2 F30 TEM operating at 

300 kV.  All TEM images were captured using a CCD camera.  

Argon (87.3 K) adsorption was performed using a commercially available automatic 

manometric sorption analyzer (Quantachrome Instruments Autosorb iQ MP).  Prior to 

adsorption measurements, the samples were outgassed at 573 K for 16 h under 

turbomolecular pump vacuum.  Full micro and mesopore size distributions were calculated 

from the argon isotherms using the argon on zeolites/silica cylindrical pore adsorption 

branch method [146].  X-ray diffraction (XRD) patterns were acquired using an X’Pert 

PRO MPD X-ray diffractometer (PANalytical) equipped with a Co source. 

4.3 Results and discussion 

SPP synthesis in presence of inorganic cations 

SPP sols with composition 10 SiO2 : 3 TBPOH : x MOH : 100 H2O : 40 EtOH, were M is 

either K or Na and x ranges from 0 to 0.5, were crystallized at 115°C to investigate the 

effect of alkali metal cation on morphology.  Figure 4-1 shows TEM images of SPP formed 

with increasing amounts of KOH added to the synthesis sol.  From the images, it appears 

that the intergrowths are more regular and perpendicular with x = 0.2-0.3, while lower 

concentrations of potassium result in irregularity of nanosheet intergrowth and orientation.  

This evidence is further strengthened when examining argon adsorption isotherms for these 

samples.  When plotted linearly (Figure 4-2A), adsorption for samples with x = 0.2 most 

closely coincide with previously-published isotherms of SPP from Zhang et al. in the range 

of P/Po = 0.2 – 1.0.  The same is true for the lowest-pressure regime corresponding to 

micropore adsorption in the pentasil zeolite channels, where it can be seen that adsorption  
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Figure 4-1.  TEM images of calcined SPP materials crystallized from sols with composition 

10 SiO2 : 3 TBPOH : x KOH : 100 H2O : 40 EtOH.  (A), x = 0.1; (B), x = 0.2; (C), x = 0.3.  

Scale bar = 40 nm.  Images obtained by Dandan Xu. 

for samples with x = 0 and x = 0.2 are coincident with SPP and samples with x = 0.1 or 0.3 

have micropore adsorption that is more akin to ZSM-5, the typical bulk non-mesoporous 

MFI material (Figure 4-2B).  Due to the small crystal size and associated peak broadening, 

however, the differences in morphological quality cannot be distinguished by XRD, where 

all of the samples are undifferentiated from previously-published SPP patterns (Figure 4-

3). 

Samples were also synthesized with addition of NaOH to see if the alkali metal cation 

effect on morphology was specific to potassium.  Figure 4-4 shows TEM images of sols 

with added Na in the range x = 0 to x = 0.5.  When no NaOH is added, smaller crystals 

with an overall round periphery and comprised of nanosheets which are relatively stunted 

form.  With x = 0.1 or 0.2, particles that appear similar in TEM to those obtained by Zhang 

et al. are observed.  These particles have a more overall square periphery and are primarily 

composed of single-unit cell thick nanosheets intergrown at right angles.  The nanosheets 

also appear in higher contrast down the (001) axis of the pentasil unit cells, and this appears  
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Figure 4-2.  Argon adsorption/desorption isotherms plotted on linear (A) and semi-log (B) 

scales for calcined SPP materials crystallized from sols with composition 10 SiO2 : 3 

TBPOH : x KOH : 100 H2O : 40 EtOH, as well as previously-published data for material 

from a sol with composition 10 SiO2 : 3 TBPOH : 100 H2O : 40 EtOH and commercial 

ZSM-5 from Zhang et al.  NLDFT modeling results of isotherm adsorption branch for 

cumulative pore volume (C) and differential pore volume dV(log d) (D) as a function of 

pore width.   

to be due to elongation down this axis.  However, when the addition of NaOH to the sol 

reaches x = 0.3, a sharp transition occurs in the morphology of the resulting crystals 

(Figure 4-4D).  Dense zeolite with prolate ellipsoid shape forms that appears to be 

composed of intergrown crystals with much larger than unit cell thickness.  The trend 

towards densification continues as x is increased to 0.4 and then 0.5, at which point single- 
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crystals of prolate 

shape and with no 

mesoporosity can be 

observed via 

continuous lattice 

fringes throughout the 

crystal (Figure 4-5).  

This densification can 

be observed for the 

sample average with 

argon adsorption.  

Linear plots of isotherms shown in Figure 4-6A demonstrate that with increasing sodium 

content, gas uptake is decreased in the mesopore adsorption region from P/Po = 0.1 to 0.8, 

suggesting that mesopore volume is being decreased.  The type 4 hysteresis observed and 

total gas adsorption for x = 0.1 and 0.2 is most similar to published Ar adsorption data from 

Zhang et al., which agrees with TEM data that these samples are closest to the highest 

quality morphologies reported in that previous study [183].  In the micropore adsorption 

region below 0.01 P/Po expanded in view in Figure 4-6B, samples with x = 0 and x = 0.1 

both are coincident with published adsorption isotherms of SPP from Zhang et al., and 

micropore adsorption increases with increasing sodium content.  This increased adsorption 

is due to thickening of the MFI nanosheets, which results in more internal adsorption sites  

 

Figure 4-3.  X-ray diffraction patterns of calcined SPP materials 

crystallized from sols with composition 10 SiO2 : 3 TBPOH : x 

KOH : 100 H2O : 40 EtOH, where x ranges from 0 to 0.3. 
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Figure 4-4.  TEM images of as-synthesized SPP materials crystallized from sols with 

composition 10 SiO2 : 3 TBPOH : x NaOH : 100 H2O : 40 EtOH.  (A), x = 0; (B), x = 0.1; 

(C), x = 0.2; (D), x = 0.3; (E), x = 0.4; (F), x = 0.5.  Scale bar = 100 nm.  Images obtained by 

Dandan Xu. 
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per unit mass of the material.  

From NLDFT modeling of 

cumulative gas uptake vs. pore 

size (Figure 4-6C) and its 

derivative (Figure 4-6D), it can 

be seen that at x = 0.5, 

mesoporosity is as low as 

commercial ZSM-5, agreeing 

with the TEM observation that 

densification of the crystals is 

complete and non-mesoporous 

zeolite crystals are obtained.  

The prolate spheroidal shape of these crystals at high sodium content is similar to ZSM-

5/ZSM-11 intergrowths synthesized using tetrabutylammonium hydroxide as the structure 

directing agent with Si/cation ratio of 42 [170].  The particles resulting from increased 

sodium addition are likely also a dense intergrowth of MFI and MEL.   

To ensure that the morphological change was in fact due to sodium addition and not 

increased pH, samples with additional TBPOH were synthesized under the same 

conditions.  Argon adsorption (Figure 4-7) and XRD (Figure 4-8) results indicated that 

sols with composition 10 SiO2 : 3 TBPOH : 0 NaOH : 100 H2O : 40 EtOH and 10: 4:  0: 

100: 40 yielded samples of the same morphology, as was previously reported by Zhang et 

 

Figure 4-5.  TEM image of crystals from sol of 

composition 10 SiO2 : 3 TBPOH : 0.5 NaOH : 100 H2O 

: 40 EtOH.  Scale bar = 40 nm.  Image obtained by 

Dandan Xu. 
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al. [114].  Addition of twice as much base as the highest additional amount in the NaOH 

sample series did not lead to the dense morphology, so it is singularly attributable to effect 

of cation concentration. 

 

Figure 4-6.  Argon adsorption/desorption isotherms plotted on linear (A) and semi-log (B) 

scales for calcined SPP materials crystallized from sols with composition 10 SiO2 : 3 

TBPOH : x NaOH : 100 H2O : 40 EtOH.  NLDFT modeling results of isotherm adsorption 

branch for cumulative pore volume (C) and differential pore volume dV(log d) (D) as a 

function of pore width. 
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Figure 4-7.  Argon adsorption/desorption isotherms plotted on linear (top left) and semi-

log (top right) scales for calcined SPP materials crystallized from sols with estimated 

composition 10 SiO2 : x TBPOH : 100 H2O : 40 EtOH, as well as previously-published data 

for material from sol of composition 10 SiO2 : 3 TBPOH : 100 H2O : 40 EtOH and 

commercial ZSM-5 from Zhang et al.  NLDFT modeling results of isotherm adsorption 

branch for cumulative pore volume (bottom left) and differential pore volume dV(log d) 

(bottom right) as a function of pore width. 

The effect of cation on MFI/MEL intergrowths 

The change in morphology of SPP upon addition of alkali metal cation to the synthesis sol 

suggests that the cation plays a significant role in the crystallization of the zeolite.  The 

SPP morphology has been proposed to result from a kinetically-limited crystal growth 

process, whereby diffusion limitations for crystal growth nutrients inside mesopores 

further inhibits crystallization from slowly-growing (010) nanosheet surfaces, and  
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therefore MFI sheets 

elongate along the 

faster-growing (100) 

and (001) axes 

preferentially [114].  

Based on the TEM 

and adsorption data, 

we hypothesized that 

the addition of cation 

increases the rate of 

crystallization of 

either MFI or MEL 

over the opposite phase during crystal growth, leading to a change in morphology.  A 

schematic illustrating how final morphologies could be affected by the relative growth rates 

for each crystal phase is shown in Figure 4-9 for different levels of cation incorporation in 

the sol.  The first case considered was the increase of MEL crystallization rate relative to 

MFI.  Because rotational intergrowths in SPP are anchored at a MEL junction between two 

MFI nanosheets, sodium or potassium acceleration of MEL crystallization would result in 

higher frequency and regularity of branching events.  At the optimized concentration of x 

= 0.1, this higher frequency of branching may increase the severity of nutrient diffusion to 

smaller mesopores within the zeolite.  As a result, crystallization of MFI nanosheets in the  

 

Figure 4-8.  X-ray diffraction patterns of calcined SPP materials 

crystallized from sols with composition 10 SiO2 : x TBPOH : 100 

H2O : 40 EtOH.  Previously-published XRD pattern from Zhang et 

al. for material made from sol with composition x = 3.0 is provided 

for comparison. 
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 (010) direction would be 

hindered and outgrowth of 

the nanosheets along the 

(100) and (001) directions 

would be preferred.  At 

Si/M ratios below 50, 

intergrowths then become 

so frequent that average 

mesopore size approaches 

zero, resulting in the dense 

prolate spheroidal crystals 

observed with TEM which 

are primarily composed of 

MEL.   

A second hypothesis is the 

increase of MFI crystallization rate in the presence of cation.  Because MFI crystallizes in 

an unusual two-dimensional morphology in SPP, any discussion of crystallization rate must 

consider the relative rates of growth for the different crystallographic directions of MFI in 

the presence of concentrated TBP+ and sodium.  MFI nanosheets may form in SPP due to 

extremely hindered growth rates along the (010) direction due to the interaction of the SDA 

and growing crystal, though this has not been directly observed.  Previous modeling studies 

 

Figure 4-9.  Schematic of possible mechanisms by which 

cation (M) addition leads to high-quality SPP morphologies 

at optimal levels and dense intergrowths at higher levels.  In 

the first mechanism (top), increased rate of MEL 

crystallization Rc,MEL with decreasing Si/M ratio leads to 

regular branching events and eventual filling of mesopores.  

In the second mechanism (bottom), increased rate of MFI 

crystallization Rc,MFI leads to opening of mesopores in 

crystals and eventual sheet thickening. 
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found that four TBP+ cations can fit into the MFI unit cell at each channel intersection, but 

may obstruct the pore openings of MFI along the (010) direction [172].  The observation 

of MFI nanosheets at the periphery of SPP particles means that nutrient diffusion 

limitations in mesopores cannot alone explain the growth of MFI nanosheets [114].  We 

proceeded with this assumption to propose a mechanism for morphologies resulting from 

increased rate of MFI crystallization.  In the absence of sodium, MFI growth may not be 

significantly faster than MEL growth, and thus dense intergrowths with relatively equal 

amounts of each framework may form at the center of SPP particles, leading to the low-

quality morphologies observed in TEM.  With addition of sodium, increased rate of 

crystallization along the preferred (100) and (001) directions leads to nanosheet formation.  

Occasional MEL faulting and regular intergrowth of nanosheets leads to mesopores 

throughout the particle and outgrowth of sheets from the particle surface.  At higher 

concentrations of cation, the rate of MFI growth in the hindered (010) direction becomes 

similar or greater than MEL formation and thickening of the nanosheets occurs.  This 

process eventually fills the mesopores and results in the observed prolate spheroidal 

crystals with MFI as the major phase.   

High-resolution TEM imaging of SPP synthesized in presence of cations 

To attempt to identify the crystal phase of the particles, XRD patterns were collected on 

the as-synthesized and calcined samples with varying additions of sodium to the synthesis 

sol (Figure 4-10).  Following calcination, peaks in the range 0 to 25 degrees 2θ increase in 

intensity and resolution due to the further condensation and increasing crystallinity of the 

particles.  With increasing NaOH, the width of XRD peaks in the range 15 to 25 degrees  
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Figure 4-10.  X-ray diffraction patterns of as-synthesized (top) and calcined (bottom) SPP 

materials crystallized from sols with composition 10 SiO2 : 3 TBPOH : x NaOH : 100 H2O 

: 40 EtOH, where x ranges from 0 to 0.5. 

2θ improves due to increase in crystal size, as observed in TEM.  There is no evidence for 

the (110) and (330) peaks in the patterns with increasing sodium content, peaks which exist 

in MEL and are prohibited in the MFI structure as explained by Terasaki et al. [163].  The 
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(10 0 0) peak splitting due to symmetry breaking in MFI has previously been used to 

identify fractions of phases in large MFI/MEL intergrowths crystals [171,184].  However, 

due to significant peak broadening in the collected patterns from these small crystals, such 

analysis cannot be performed accurately.  As an alternative to a sample-wide 

characterization technique, high-resolution TEM (HRTEM) imaging was conducted on 

(001) oriented particles to carefully inspect the crystal structure and morphology upon 

addition of cation.  Figure 4-11 shows (001)-oriented particles from SPP synthesis with x 

= 0, 0.1, and 0.2 in the synthesis sol.  Geometric phase analysis (GPA) was performed on 

the obtained images to aid identification of dense intergrowths in the particles.  Locally 

periodic ordering of the lattice fringes is highlighted by the color heat map overlay on the 

image, with hotter colors corresponding to higher order.  With no cation addition, large 

regions at the center of particles can be seen in which dense zeolite intergrowth or pure-

phase zeolite exists.  GPA analysis indicates these regions are continuous crystal and not 

mesoporous.  However, nanosheets can be seen extending from the ends of particles, 

indicating some SPP-like structure exists.  With Si/M = 100, high-quality SPP can be 

observed, where right-angle MFI nanosheet intergrowths comprise the majority of the 

particle volume.  GPA analysis shows that areas of dense zeolite phase are minimized with 

this composition.  Upon increase of the cation content to Si/M = 50, thickening of the 

zeolite nanosheets is observed.  GPA analysis indicates that these areas are also dense 

zeolite phase, and not adjacent sheets.  Because the zeolite extensions of multiple unit cell  
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Figure 4-11.  HRTEM images (A-C) and geometric phase analysis overlay (D-F) of as-

synthesized SPP materials crystallized from sols with composition 10 SiO2 : 3 TBPOH : x 

NaOH : 100 H2O : 40 EtOH.  (A, D), x = 0; (B, E), x = 0.1; (C, F), x = 0.2.  Scale bar = 20 

nm.  Images obtained by Prashant Kumar. 
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thickness along the (010) direction have sheet-like morphologies and do not contain 

rotational intergrowths, they are most likely MFI. 

The combination of TEM and gas adsorption evidence points to the conclusion that 

addition of alkali metal cation, in particular Na+, leads to higher proportion of MFI phase 

in SPP.  This increased MFI fraction may result from the proposed crystal growth 

mechanism in which the rate of MFI crystallization is much higher than MEL.  Previous 

experimental and computational studies of high-silica MFI formation in the presence of 

sodium indicate that alkali metal cations can accelerate crystallization, possibly by 

assisting in the polymerization and depolymerization of silica oligomers or crystal 

fragments [164,185].  Without any cation addition, MFI growth relative to MEL is not fast 

enough to allow the opening of mesopores within the center of the particle and dense 

pentasil intergrowths are observed.  At the optimized concentration range of Si/M = 50-

100, MFI nanosheet growth in the (100) and (001) directions, coupled with the occasional 

MEL fault, leads to the hierarchical intergrowth structure proposed by Zhang et al.  The 

optimized condition leads to the highly perpendicular, single-unit cell thick “house of 

cards” morphology useful for catalysis applications in which mesopore size control and a 

very low Thiele modulus is desirable.  

Microwave-assisted hydrothermal synthesis 

Interestingly, a different method of hydrothermal synthesis with no trace additives can also 

yield SPP of the highest-quality morphology.  Microwave-assisted hydrothermal synthesis 

(MAHS) uses microwave radiation instead of conventional resistor heating to heat the 

zeolite precursor sol and accelerate crystallization [181,182].  However, SAXS studies of 
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the kinetics of nucleation and growth of SPP sols crystallized with MAHS did not suggest 

that this technique accelerated crystallization appreciably (Figure 4-12).  Nonetheless, the 

MAHS method yielded large, high quality “house of cards” particles, as evident from XRD 

and TEM (Figure 4-13).  Argon adsorption isotherms indicate that samples prepared with 

microwave-assisted hydrothermal synthesis are similar in morphology to highest-quality 

samples obtained by Zhang et al. and with addition of cation in the range of Si/M = 50-100 

(Figure 4-14).  The more uniform heating or extra rotational energy conferred to silica 

species and solvent molecules during microwave synthesis may help the sol overcome 

kinetic or thermodynamic barriers to crystallization into the preferable SPP morphology.  

Further exploration of MAHS SPP is underway, and this method may have other 

applications into forming mesoporous zeolites from other phases known to intergrow. 

 

Figure 4-12.  SAXS patterns (left) and corresponding PDDF (right) from sols with 

composition 10 SiO2 : 3 TBPOH : 100 H2O : 40 EtOH synthesized by microwave-assisted 

hydrothermal synthesis with varying amounts of hydrothermal treatment time.  
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Figure 4-13.  X-ray diffraction pattern (left) and transmission electron microscopy (right) 

image of calcined SPP crystals produced by the microwave-assisted hydrothermal 

synthesis (MAHS) method from sols with composition 10 SiO2 : 3 TBPOH : 100 H2O : 40 

EtOH.  Previously-published XRD pattern from Zhang et al. [114] for material made from 

sol of same composition is provided for comparison.  TEM image obtained by Dandan Xu. 

 

Figure 4-14.  Argon adsorption/desorption isotherms plotted on linear (left) and semi-log 

(right) scales for calcined SPP materials crystallized from sols with estimated composition 

10 SiO2 : 3 TBPOH : 100 H2O : 40 EtOH using microwave-assisted hydrothermal synthesis, 

as well as previously-published data for material from sol of composition 10 SiO2 : 3 

TBPOH : 100 H2O : 40 EtOH and commercial ZSM-5 from Zhang et al.   
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4.4 Conclusions 

In previous studies of MFI/MEL intergrowths using tetrabutylammonium or 

tetrabutylphosphonium cation as the structure directing agent, the most commonly studied 

systems were aluminosilicate ZSM-5/ZSM-11 intergrowths requiring charge balancing of 

the framework aluminum [171] or sols where pH was increased using alkali metal 

hydroxides to dissolve amorphous silica precursors and thereby accelerate crystallization 

[149,175,176].  In most cases, the Si/Na ratio was far lower than the 50-100 range in which 

the SPP morphology is able to form, thereby dense intergrowths were obtained.  Similarly, 

previous reports of zeolite crystals formed from sols with composition 1 SiO2 : 0.3 TBPOH 

: 10-20 H2O with no added sodium or potassium did not yield crystals with high-quality 

SPP morphology prior to the work of Zhang et al [148,157,177].  This study of addition of 

sodium and potassium to the SPP sol was prompted by the discovery in our lab that 

consistent cleaning of Teflon liners used for hydrothermal synthesis with concentrated 

KOH at 150°C yielded the high-quality morphologies, while those cleaned in 25% HF 

solution did not.  This cleaning procedure likely saturated the porous Teflon liners with 

potassium, which leaked out into the synthesis sol at concentrations near Si/K = 100.  

Likely, the use of this cleaning method is why the MFI/MEL intergrowth with high-quality 

SPP morphology was discovered by Zhang et al. [114].   

More experimental and computational efforts are required to understand why this complex 

and desirable MFI/MEL intergrowth forms, now that significant evidence detailing how it 

forms has been presented.  Further fundamental studies in the nucleation and growth of 
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intergrown zeolite systems will expand the palette of synthesis techniques that can be used 

to control and direct the intergrowth process, such as inclusion of inorganic cations.  These 

foundation-level efforts are important progress toward the goal of tailorable zeolite 

morphologies with optimized reaction and transport properties for a given application. 
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Chapter 5: Stannosilicate SPP 

5.1 Introduction 

Alternative commodity chemical and fuel feedstocks from sugars 

The persistence of high oil prices due to lack of new major conventional oil finds in recent 

years has spurred a flurry of research interest in the alternative energy sector.  The organic 

chemical industry developed in concert with petroleum-based energy, and as a result, the 

historical infrastructure of the organic chemical industry is based on fossil fuel feedstocks.  

Prices of commodity chemicals and liquid fuels are inextricably linked to crude oil prices 

until fundamental infrastructure changes are made to the chemical industry.  With less than 

two generations of conventional crude oil remaining for society, development of alternative 

feedstocks for the transformation of the commodity chemical industry infrastructure is of 

great priority for chemists and chemical engineering researchers [186].  Cellulosic biomass 

has been proposed as an alternative feedstock based on its high natural abundance and low 

source cost [187,188].  As opposed to corn ethanol, the production of chemicals from 

cellulosic biomass avoids the use of food supplies as feedstocks [189].  One decade ago, 

the United States Department of Energy released a list of candidate commodity chemicals 

derived from non-petroleum sources that could serve as “building blocks” for an 

infrastructure based on renewable feedstocks [190].  This report has generated considerable 

momentum in research on biomass conversion in the decade since.   

Two major pathways for conversion of the feedstock include thermochemical conversion 

and upgrading, and fermentation to yield sugars which can be catalytically converted 
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[191,192].  One of the conversion reactions of specific interest is the isomerization of 

aldose sugars to ketoses, followed by dehydration to yield 5-(hydroxymethyl)furfural 

(HMF).  HMF has been suggested as a potential sustainable alternative to the important 

plastic monomer terepthalaic acid [191] and as a building block for propanediol and various 

other esters and furan derivatives [190].  HMF can also be converted into EMF via 

etherification with ethanol, and EMF is proposed as a biomass-derived diesel fuel additive 

with better combustion properties than ethanol [193].  Dehydration reactions to yield the 

furans require common Brønsted acid catalysts and ethanol solvent, but the commercial-

scale isomerization of sugars to yield the ketopentose intermediate product requires an 

immobilized biocatalyst which does not integrate well with the following dehydration 

reaction [194].  Novel heterogeneous catalysts with activity for the isomerization of sugars 

are needed for the large-scale implementation of HMF production from biomass as a 

platform technology for a sustainable commodity chemical industry [195]. 

Stannosilicate zeolites 

Heteroatom incorporation into zeolite frameworks has been investigated for diversifying 

the catalytic potential of this class of microporous materials for over thirty years [196].  

Aluminum, a component of zeolites in both natural and synthetic varieties, is the traditional 

catalytically-active framework atom in microporous silicates.  Beyond the atomic 

composition of natural zeolites, nearly all atoms which can form tetrahedral bond structure 

to oxygen have been investigated as heteroatom candidates in synthesized materials, 

including boron [197], titanium [198], iron [199], vanadium, gallium, germanium [196], 

and tin [200].  Generally, the degree of heteroatom incorporation that is possible depends 
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on the size difference between the heteroatom and silicon and the strain induced on the 

framework by different bond angles in the heteroatom tetrahedra [201].  Following the 

success in titanosilicate development as Lewis acid catalysts for a number of important 

industrial reactions [22], interest in synthesizing stannosilicates with comparable or higher 

reactivity or specificity flourished.   

At the turn of the millennium, Corma et al. developed a fluoride route for the synthesis of 

Sn-Beta zeolite, which was found to be a highly active and selective catalyst for Baeyer-

Villiger oxidations [202,203] and the Meerwein-Ponndorf-Verley-Oppenauer (MPVO) 

redox equilibrium [204,205].  Nearly a decade later, the group of Mark Davis discovered 

that the Sn-Beta zeolites prepared by Corma et al. were excellent catalysts for the 

isomerization of sugars in water [206].  As this reaction is a key process which permits 

biomass-derived commodity chemical pathways through the building block HMF, 

significant expansion in the synthesis of stannosilicates and development of applications 

as Lewis acid catalysts in biomass conversion has followed in the past four years [207].  

The Davis group continued investigation into understanding the isomerization reaction 

mechanism [208,209] and development of a “one-pot” biphasic liquid reaction process for 

producing HMF from glucose [210].  The Tsapatsis group extended this process to produce 

the potential fuel additive EMF directly from glucose [193].  The ability of other 

stannosilicates to participate in sugar isomerization reactions was also investigated, and it 

was found that the micropore diameter size of various zeolite frameworks strongly affects 

the catalytic activity for sugars with 3, 5, or 6 carbon atoms [211].  Mesoporous 
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stannosilicates, such as Sn-MCM-41 [212,213] and Sn-SBA-15 [213], have also been 

prepared and the activity compared with Sn-Beta.  The strength of the Lewis acid site was 

found to differ, and was more variable, with mesoporous stannosilicates as compared with 

the hydrophobic Sn-Beta [213].   

The mesoporosity of hierarchical zeolites is interesting for some of the proposed industrial 

applications of stannosilicates due to the different product distributions, but may also lead 

to other application involving larger molecules that are not accessible with Sn-Beta (ref 

about MCM-22).  Recently, multilamellar MFI containing Sn was prepared and applied in 

the B-V oxidation of cyclic ketones [214].  This hierarchical zeolite structure, formed by 

the crystallization of MFI nanosheets using a custom-designed surfactant SDA, is one 

“bottom-up” technique used for the preparation of hierarchical zeolites [112].  A “top-

down” approach, by which 3-dimensionally ordered mesopores of 20 nm size are templated 

in MFI using growth in the presence of silica nanoparticle colloidal crystals [69], has also 

been used to prepare hierarchical stannosilicates [215].  Unfortunately, the additional 

complex preparation steps in the synthesis of hierarchical zeolites with these previously 

demonstrated “bottom-up” and “top-down” synthesis strategies likely renders them cost-

prohibitive for industrial application [114]. 

Due to the attractive properties of hierarchically-structured zeolite catalysts, including 

reduced or eliminated diffusion limitations and the potential for surface reactivity on 

external surface topological features for molecules too large to enter micropores, the 

preparation of stannosilicate SPP was pursued.  The simple and scalable synthesis of SPP 
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suggests that a stannosilicate material may be commercially accessible.  Stannosilicate SPP 

was prepared by three different synthesis methods; direct hydrothermal synthesis in the 

presence of Sn, two-step hydrothermal synthesis, and post-synthesis Sn inclusion using 

solid-state impregnation.  Sn-SPP catalysts were characterized by XRD, Ar physisorption, 

and TEM and applied to the isomerization of sugars with carbon number from 3 to 6.  

Preliminary data presented herein suggests that direct hydrothermal synthesis of Sn-SPP is 

difficult, but post-synthetic inclusion of Sn to SPP materials yields catalysts with sufficient 

conversion and selectivity to warrant further investigation. 

5.2 Experimental 

Synthesis of Sn-SPP with one or two-step hydrothermal treatment 

The silica sols for stannosilicate-SPP synthesis were prepared with the composition 10 

SiO2 : 3 SDAOH : x SnA : y NaOH : 100 H2O : 40 EtOH, where SDA (structure-directing 

agent) was tetrabutylphosphonium hydroxide (TBPOH, 40% by weight, TCI America), A 

are the anions/ligands to the tin source and were either 2 C2H3O2
- (“SnAc”) or 4 Cl- · 5 H2O 

(“SnCl,” Sigma Aldrich).  In these preparations, x ranged from 0 to 0.2, and y ranged from 

0 to 0.1.  The Sn source was dissolved by heating and stirring in the SDA solution at 90°C 

for 20 minutes.  The SDA solution containing tin was then added drop-wise into 

tetraethylorthosilicate (TEOS, 98%, Sigma-Aldrich) with vigorous stirring until the system 

turns clear.  For samples subject to standard one-step hydrothermal treatment, ultrapure 

water (18 MΩ-cm, Milli-Q, Millipore) with or without dissolved KOH or NaOH (Sigma-

Aldrich) was added into the clear system at room temperature and stirred to yield the 

hydrolyzed sol.  No additional water beyond that contained in the SDA solution was added 
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for samples subject to two-step hydrothermal synthesis at this point.  After stirring for 12 

hours, the samples were added to Teflon-lined stainless steel autoclaves (Parr Instrument 

Corp.), sealed, and heated for 1-10 days in an oven at 115oC.  For samples subject to two-

step hydrothermal treatment, sols were quenched in water after 1-2 days of hydrothermal 

treatment, and water was added with or without NaOH to reach the final sol composition.  

The sols were then returned to hydrothermal treatment for 5-10 additional days to 

crystallize the product.  Following crystallization, the final suspensions were quenched in 

water and then collected for further characterizations.  To obtain powdered samples for 

adsorption, electron microscopy, and diffraction studies, the fully-crystallized sols were 

washed repeatedly by centrifugation with redispersion in ultrapure water until pH = 8.  

Samples were taken for TEM after the final redispersion, and then the suspensions were 

centrifuged once more and dried in an oven for 24 hr at 70°C.  Samples were then ground 

to a powder and then calcined to remove SDA at 550°C for 24 hr in static environment or 

12 hr under air flow, after which the final powder was obtained. 

Synthesis of B-Sn-SPP 

To synthesize stannosilicate-SPP via the de-boronation and solid-state Sn incorporation, 

sols with composition 10 SiO2 : 3 SDAOH : x B(OH)3 : 100 H2O : 40 EtOH were prepared 

to calcined powder as described above using one-step hydrothermal synthesis, where x 

ranged from 0.08 to 1.25.  Boric acid was obtained from Sigma Aldrich.  6M HNO3 was 

prepared by dilution of 15M HNO3 (Sigma Aldrich) into ultrapure water.  1.0 g of calcined 

powder was then added to 100 mL of 6M acid, and the vessel was heated to 100°C in a 

silicone oil bath and refluxed with stirring for 12 hours.  The reaction was allowed to cool 
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to room temperature, and then the powder was recovered and washed by repeated 

centrifugation until pH = 6-7, dried at 70°C, and then calcined for 12 hours at 550°C.  

Calcined powders were then mixed with Sn(IV)Cl4·5H2O at 1:4 molar ratio of Sn to B in 

the framework, assuming full incorporation of B into the framework and using the mass of 

silica as a basis.  The solid-state reaction was carried out with vigorous milling of the 

powder mixture by hand in an agate mortar and pestle for 15 minutes.  Following reaction, 

washing by centrifugation was again carried out, and the powder was dried and calcined as 

described above.  The final B-Sn-SPP powders were then collected for further 

characterization and catalysis application. 

Characterization 

The as-synthesized synthesis sols were diluted 1:10 by volume into ultrapure water and 

used for TEM samples.  TEM samples were also prepared from centrifuged-washed 

samples as described above.  Calcined powders were vigorously sonicated in ethanol to 

disperse particles and then used to prepare TEM samples.  Specimens were prepared by 

placing droplets of the diluted sol onto a copper-backed sample grid coated with ultra-thin 

carbon film and holey carbon film (Ted Pella Inc.).  The specimens were dried at room 

temperature.  TEM imaging was performed on an FEI Tecnai G2 F30 TEM operating at 

300 kV.  All TEM images were captured using a CCD camera.  Scanning transmission 

electron microscopy (STEM) images were obtained on an FEI Titan G2 60-300 TEM 

operating at 200 kV.  The probe current used was 20 nA and convergence angle 23 mrad, 

with an approximate probe size of 0.8 Å.  The dwell time was 8 μs, with camera length of 

160 mm and an ADF inner angle of 54 mrad.  Images were post-processed by low-pass 
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filtering with 0.8 A cutoff and linear contrast adjustment.  Energy-dispersive X-ray (EDX) 

spectra were collected with the FEI Titan G2 60-300 SuperX detector operating at 200 kV, 

with probe current of 70 pA, convergence semi-angle of 23 mrad, 55 mrad HAADF inner 

angle, and 60 second integration of the ROI scan area of 29 x 41 nm.   

Argon (87.3 K) adsorption was performed using a commercially available automatic 

manometric sorption analyzer (Quantachrome Instruments Autosorb iQ MP).  Prior to 

adsorption measurements, the samples were outgassed at 573 K for 16 h under 

turbomolecular pump vacuum.  Full micro and mesopore size distributions were calculated 

from the argon isotherms using the argon on zeolites/silica cylindrical pore adsorption 

branch method [146].  X-ray diffraction (XRD) patterns were acquired using an X’Pert 

PRO MPD X-ray diffractometer (PANalytical) equipped with a Co source.  

Sugar isomerization reactions 

Solutions of reactants were prepared by dissolution of dihydroxyacetone, D-xylose, or D-

glucose (Sigma Aldrich) in Milli-Q ultrapure water at 10% weight fraction at room 

temperature.  One 50 μL sample was then taken for HPLC and added to 900 μL of aqueous 

saturated saccharin solution, used as an internal standard.  Stannosilicate-SPP calcined 

powder was then added at 1-10 wt. % to the reactant solution at room temperature in a glass 

vial with septa, sealed, and allowed to stir for 5-10 minutes.  Another sample was taken via 

syringe and filtered by 0.2 μm PTFE membrane syringe filter, and 50 μL was added to 900 

μL internal standard.  Samples were then added to a silicone oil bath under stirring at 500 

r.p.m. and temperature controlled at 90°C.  To collect samples during the reaction, the 

reactor was sampled hot (90°C) or cold, via quenching in ice water bath for 5 minutes.  
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Samples were taken immediately by syringe, filtered, and added to internal standard as 

described above.  After the last time point was complete, reactions were removed from the 

oil bath and cooled in an ice bath with stirring.  Sample sugar concentration was measured 

by high performance liquid chromatography (HPLC) on an Agilent 1200 equipped with an 

autosampler and refractive index detection.  The 87-XC column was used for separation 

and operated with ultrapure water as the mobile phase.  Sample concentration was 

calculated based on relative integrated peak areas to the internal standard (“R-values”).  

Standards of known concentration were passed through the column at the same flow rate 

and temperature as the samples, and a calibration curve of R-values vs. concentration 

obtained.  A linear fit to the calibration curve produced a slope with coefficient of 

determination r > 0.95 which was used to convert sample R-values to concentrations of 

reactant and product. Conversions X were calculated by , where Ci is the initial 

reactant concentration and Cf is the final reactant concentration.  Yields were calculated by 

the formula , where Cp is the final product concentration. 

5.3 Results and discussion 

Direct synthesis of Sn-SPP catalyst 

Traditionally, stannosilicate zeolites have been prepared by direct inclusion of Sn to the 

synthesis sol [200,202].  For the first attempts to synthesize Sn-SPP, this approach was 

taken using a single Sn source, Sn (II) acetate (SnAc).  Addition of Sn to silicalite-1 

precursor sols has been shown to slow down nucleation and growth considerably [200], so 

longer hydrothermal synthesis times were used compared with the pure-silica zeolite.  The 
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parameter space of Si/Sn ratio and synthesis time was initially explored to determine the 

conditions in which a substantial amount of zeolite product could be obtained.  Products 

were obtained as zeolite suspensions at the end of hydrothermal treatment, which was 

followed by washing, drying, and calcination of the powder.  XRD patterns were then 

obtained to determine the crystallinity of the products (Figure 5-1).  All samples show the 

characteristic peaks for SPP materials, but with differences in peak intensities across the 

series.  Two trends are suggested from the relative heights of the XRD peaks obtained.  

First, the degree of crystallinity decreases with increasing Sn content in sols given 5 days 

of hydrothermal treatment.  Second, sols subject to 10 days of hydrothermal time at Si/Sn 

= 50 are much higher in crystallinity than those obtained at 5 days of hydrothermal 

treatment, but not as 

crystalline as those with Si/Sn 

= 100-75.  At high Sn 

loadings, zeolite crystalliza-

tion becomes difficult due to 

framework distortion caused 

by incorporation of much 

larger Sn atoms [214].  The 

XRD results suggest that 

Si/Sn = 50 may be near the 

upper limit for crystallizing 

 

Figure 5-1.  Effect of Sn content and synthesis time.  XRD 

patterns of calcined Sn-SPP samples from sols with 

composition 10 SiO2 : x SnO2 : 3 TBPOH : 100 H2O : 40 

EtOH subject to 5 days or 10 days of hydrothermal 

treatment at 115°C, where x ranged from 0.1 to 0.2. 
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zeolite in sols of this composition, so lower levels of Sn incorporation were selected for 

further study to facilitate robust sample preparation.  Overall, it was determined that 10 

days of heating was substantial for crystallization of the product at higher Sn loadings.  It 

is likely that 5 days is enough for sols with Si/Sn = 100 or greater, as indicated by the lack 

of difference in their XRD patterns at both time points. 

It has been previously shown that XRD alone is insufficient as a characterization tool for 

assessing the hierarchical structure and particle morphology of SPP, largely due to peak 

broadening on account of the small crystal size.  The primary structural characterization 

techniques which serve as a compliment to XRD are gas physisorption and TEM.  Argon 

adsoption isotherms and the associated DFT analyses for Sn-SPP materials synthesized by 

direct addition of Sn to the sol are shown in Figure 5-2.  Comparison isotherms and 

analysis from high-quality pure-silica SPP material and commercial ZSM-5 

(aluminosilicate MFI) from Zhang et al. [114] are also provided.  From the linear plot of 

the isotherm in (A), it is apparent that Sn-SPP materials exhibit higher adsorption in the 

range of P/Po = 0.5-1.0 than pure-silica materials of highest-quality.  The high-pressure 

adsorption values and desorption hysteresis shape is characteristic of pure-silica SPP 

materials from sols presented herein without Sn or additional alkali metal cation.  As 

discussed in Chapter 5, the high-pressure adsorption regime can be used as a “fingerprint” 

for highest-quality SPP morphologies composed of single-unit cell thick nanosheets 

intergrown at right angles throughout the particle.  If both total adsorption at P/Po = 1 and 

hysteresis loop shape are equal to the SPP sample adsorption from Zhang et al., samples  
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Figure 5-2.  Effect of Sn content.  Argon adsorption/desorption isotherms plotted on linear 

(A) and semi-log (B) scales for calcined Sn-SPP materials crystallized from sols with 

composition 10 SiO2 : x SnO2 : 3 TBPOH : 100 H2O : 40 EtOH subject to 10 days of 

hydrothermal treatment.  NLDFT modeling results of isotherm adsorption branch for 

cumulative pore volume (C) and differential pore volume dV(log d) (D) as a function of 

pore width. 

will also appear to be high-quality in TEM.  By extension, samples that have high-pressure 

isotherm sections similar to other SPP materials with non-optimal morphology frequently 

also share that non-optimal morphology.  The similarity of the isotherms at high pressure 

with Si-SPP samples suggests that morphology is unchanged upon addition of Sn to the 

synthesis sol.   
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From Figure 5-2B, it can be seen that low-pressure adsorption (P/Po = 8e-6 – 1e-2), which 

corresponds to the micropore-filling regime, is highly similar to SPP samples for Si/Sn = 

100-75.  This similarity suggests that the crystallinity is equivalent to SPP from Zhang et 

al., which is in agreement with XRD results.  At Si/Sn = 150, the micropore adsorption is 

slightly less than SPP, which also agrees with XRD results suggesting that crystallinity is 

reduced at high Sn incorporation.  All SPP samples have lower micropore adsorption than 

bulk MFI samples (ZSM-5), due to the lower fraction of particle mass with internal 

micropores in the hierarchical zeolite.  Among the samples with varying Si/Sn ratios, there 

appears to be little difference in adsorption beyond the micropore size regime, indicating 

that crystal morphologies and sizes are similar with increasing Sn content. 

NLDFT modeling of cumulative adsorption as a function of pore size indicates that Sn-

SPP samples have slightly less adsorption in the small mesopore regime (2-10 nm) than 

SPP, but greater adsorption from 10-50 nm.  The derivative of cumulative adsorption 

dV(log d) (Figure 5-2D) suggests that SPP mesopores are slightly smaller than Sn-SPP 

mesopores.  The derivative takes its lowest value in Sn-SPP materials from 40-90 nm, 

indicating that there are not many mesopores/macropores of this dimension in the sample.  

The derivative of SPP, however, shows a marked increase at 50 nm, indicating that a large 

number of mesopores in the range 50-70 nm exist in the sample.  Based on previous TEM 

data, these pores are likely the voids between particles, and the size regularity indicates 

that the crystals are of uniform dimension.  The difference between this marked increase 

and the monotonic increase in adsorption for Sn-SPP samples in the macropore range 
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suggests that there may be a broader size distribution for Sn-SPP particles, and they may 

be smaller in size. 

TEM images of as-synthesized samples are shown in Figure 5-3.  The SPP morphology of 

hierarchically-structured intergrown nanosheets is clearly observed, but the particles are 

not of the optimum morphologies obtained with addition of alkali metal cation to the 

synthesis sol.  There is no major difference between particle morphologies and sizes 

between samples with Si/Sn = 100 and 150.    

 

Figure 5-3. TEM images of as-synthesized Sn-SPP crystallized by one-step hydrothermal 

synthesis in a sol with Si/Sn = 100.  Images obtained by Dandan Xu. 
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Figure 5-4.  TEM images of as-synthesized Sn-SPP crystallized by one-step hydrothermal 

synthesis in a sol with Si/Sn = 150.  Images obtained by Dandan Xu. 

Two-step hydrothermal synthesis of Sn-SPP 

A variation on the Sn-SPP synthesis was discovered when, in preparation of samples, the 

additional water (beyond that contained in the TBPOH solution) needed to bring the sol to 

its final composition was not added prior to starting hydrothermal treatment.  After 5 days, 

liners were removed from the oven and no product had crystallized.  The pH of sols was 

13.5, which was higher than SPP precursor sols previously prepared.  The volume of 

sample was measured and found to be less than expected, and the water that should have 

been added was found in a separate container.  The water was then added to the sol to 

reduce the pH to 12.75, and the autoclave added back to hydrothermal treatment for 10 

days, after which the sols did form crystals and the product was collected.  Though no 

significant difference was initially expected, inspection of the samples with TEM (Figure 

5-5) revealed significant morphology differences between samples synthesized using this 

two-step hydrothermal technique and Sn-SPP previously obtained.  Across all explored  
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Figure 5-5.  Effect of Sn content and two-step hydrothermal synthesis.  TEM images of as-

synthesized Sn-SPP samples from sols with composition 10 SiO2 : x SnO2 : 3 TBPOH : 100 

H2O : 40 EtOH subject to two-step hydrothermal treatment for 10 days at 115°C.  (A), x = 

0.07; (B), x = 0.1; (C), x = 0.13; (D), x = 0.2.  Images obtained by Prashant Kumar (A) and 

Dandan Xu (B-D). 

amounts of heteroatom inclusion from Si/Sn = 150 to 50, much smaller particles of zeolite 

intergrowth are obtained.  The density of intergrowths appears to be reduced, and more 

elongated outgrowths of MFI nanosheets are seen connected to the particle centers.  There 
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appears not to be a significant morphological difference based on Sn incorporation in the 

sol.  Evidence from TEM suggests that the mesopore structure of these Sn-SPP particles 

may be significantly different from Sn-SPP and pure-silica SPP, which may lend them 

desirable catalytic properties in applications involving larger reactants or products.   

XRD patterns were collected on both as-synthesized and calcined particles to elucidate the 

effect of two-step hydrothermal synthesis, Si/Sn ratio, synthesis time, and post-synthesis 

heat treatment on crystal structure (Figure 5-6).  Prior to calcination, the major (501) and 

(033) peaks of the pentasil framework between 25° and 30° 2θ appear with greater intensity 

than the (101) and (200) peaks between 8° and 12° 2θ.  The five intermediate peaks 

between the major peaks, which correspond to the (002), (012), (031), (022), and (400) 

reflections in MFI or MEL, are poorly-resolved in small crystals but are of higher intensity 

in the calcined samples.  Overall, the increase in intensity of the lower-angle XRD peaks 

following calcination suggests that removal of the structure directing agent (SDA) and high 

temperature are useful for promoting long-range crystalline order in the SPP samples.  

Similar changes in peak intensity upon calcination have been observed for other MFI/MEL 

intergrowths [184].  Overall, Bragg reflections are stronger for all samples at 5 and 10 days 

of hydrothermal treatment when compared with Sn-SPP prepared by single-step 

hydrothermal synthesis (Figure 5-1).  This high temperature, high pH treatment prior to 

crystallization likely helps promote condensation of the amorphous silica precursor 

particles, decreasing time to crystallization or aiding crystal formation at lower Si/Sn ratios.   
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Figure 5-6.  Effect of Sn content, synthesis time, and calcination.  XRD patterns of as-

synthesized (top) and calcined (bottom) Sn-SPP samples from sols with composition 10 

SiO2 : x SnO2 : 3 TBPOH : 100 H2O : 40 EtOH subject to two-step hydrothermal treatment 

for 5 days or 10 days at 115°C, where x ranged from 0.1 to 0.2. 
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It is also possible that Sn inclusion into 

the amorphous particles is aided by this 

“thermal ageing” process, which may 

promote higher Sn incorporation in the 

final crystals. 

Upon preparation of the calcined 

samples, it was noticed on several 

attempts that incomplete calcination of 

the product was achieved, evident by 

yellow discoloration of the powder.  

Calcination conditions were therefore 

explored in more detail to achieve a 

clean sample for catalysis 

investigations.  Figure 5-7 shows a photograph of samples synthesized by one-step and 

two-step hydrothermal treatment, where samples synthesized by two-step treatment show 

incomplete calcination after 12 hours at 550°C under static atmosphere condition.  XRD 

patterns of the calcined powders (Figure 5-8) reveal that crystallinity of the samples does 

not vary much based on sol composition or Sn source; the samples synthesized by two-step 

method using SnCl as the source have slightly less intense low-angle Bragg reflections, 

suggesting less long-range crystalline order at unit cell dimensions in these samples.  It was  

 

Figure 5-7.  Photograph of calcined Sn-SPP 

powders from sols with composition 10 SiO2 : x 

SnO2 : 3 TBPOH : 100 H2O : 40 EtOH subject to 

one (1xHT) or two-step (2xHT) hydrothermal 

treatment for 10 days at 115°C, where x ranged 

from 0.07 to 0.1. Samples were calcined in static 

atmosphere. 
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concluded, therefore, 

that discoloration 

was due to 

incomplete removal 

of the structure 

directing agent.   

To fully remove the 

structure directing 

agent, calcination 

under air flow was 

explored.  Air flow, 

notably of oxygen, 

over zeolite powders during calcination has been shown to improve the removal of 

structure directing agent over the same span of time when compared with static 

environment conditions.  The improved mass transfer of products of SDA thermal 

degradation away from the powder surface prevents coking of the internal mesopores and 

external particle surface, and delivery of high oxygen concentrations drives the 

decomposition reaction forward.  XRD patterns showing the difference between samples 

calcined under air flow for 12 hours and those calcined under static environmental 

conditions for 24 hours are shown in Figure 5-9.  These times of calcination were selected 

because they led to bleach-white powders, suggesting total removal of the SDA.   

 

Figure 5-8.  Effect of two-step synthesis and Sn source.  XRD 

patterns of calcined Sn-SPP samples from sols with composition 10 

SiO2 : x SnO2 : 3 TBPOH : 100 H2O : 40 EtOH subject to one 

(1xHT) or two-step (2xHT) hydrothermal treatment for 10 days at 

115°C, where x ranged from 0.07 to 0.1.  Samples were calcined in 

static atmosphere. 
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Interestingly, the 

peak intensities of 

samples calcined 

under air flow are 

lower than those 

calcined under static 

conditions, 

suggesting that the 

resulting crystallinity 

is lower with this 

method.  The most 

probable explanation 

for the intensity difference is that samples calcined under air flow were only given 12 hours 

of treatment, as opposed to 24 hours for the static environment samples.  The air flow 

condition sufficiently removes SDA within 12 hours, however, where this time was not 

sufficient for samples in static environment (Figure 5-7).  The additional 12 hours of 

calcination time in static condition likely promoted further crystallization of the zeolite 

framework in addition to SDA removal, leading to more intense Bragg reflections.  The 

morphology following calcination under air flow was investigated with TEM (Figure 5-

10).  The intergrown nanosheet structure is evident in particles, but elongated MFI 

nanosheets are no longer seen extending from the particles.  A considerable amount of  

 

Figure 5-9.  Effect of Sn source and calcination conditions.  XRD 

patterns of as-synthesized and calcined Sn-SPP samples from sols 

with composition 10 SiO2 : 0.07 SnO2 : 3 TBPOH : 100 H2O : 40 

EtOH subject to two-step hydrothermal treatment for 10 days at 

115°C. 
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Figure 5-10.  Effect of calcination.  TEM images of Sn-SPP samples from sols with 

composition 10 SiO2 : 0.07 SnO2 : 3 TBPOH : 100 H2O : 40 EtOH subject to two-step 

hydrothermal treatment for 10 days at 115°C and calcined under air flow.  Left, samples 

synthesized with SnAc as Sn source; right, samples with SnCl.  Images obtained by Dandan 

Xu. 

apparently non-zeolitic material, as evident by lack of observable fringes, is also seen on 

the grids synthesized with SnCl as the Sn source.  To better understand the sample-average 

structure, argon adsorption of the smaller, more open particle morphology resulting from 

two-step hydrothermal synthesis was also investigated (Figure 5-11).  Samples prepared 

with the two-step method and with or without Sn included all show increased high-pressure 

adsorption in the range P/Po = 0.5-1.0 when compared with SPP samples from Zhang et al.  

However, in the micropore adsorption regime from P/Po = 1e-7 – 1e-2, adsorption for all 

SPP samples is equivalent, suggesting equivalent framework crystallinity.  The difference 

in high-pressure adsorption and hysteresis loop shape is attributable to the considerably 

smaller size of SPP prepared by two-step hydrothermal synthesis as compared to SPP with 

optimal morphology.    
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Figure 5-11.  Effect of two-step hydrothermal synthesis and calcination conditions.  Argon 

adsorption/desorption isotherms plotted on linear (top) and semi-log (bottom) scales for 

calcined Sn-SPP materials crystallized from sols with composition 10 SiO2 : x SnO2 : 3 

TBPOH : 100 H2O : 40 EtOH subject to 10 days of hydrothermal treatment and calcined 

under air flow or in a static atmosphere.  Here, x = 0 or 0.7 to compare the effect of Sn on 

the adsorption of samples from two-step synthesis. 
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Adsorption results and comparison to data for Sn-SPP prepared by one-step synthesis 

suggest that the characteristic morphology of samples prepared by two-step hydrothermal 

synthesis is due to the synthesis strategy, and not Sn incorporation.  This is confirmed by 

TEM images of samples prepared using two-step synthesis and no Sn (Figure 5-12). 

The two-step hydrothermal synthesis method appears useful for the preparation of small 

SPP particles with very open hierarchical structure, which may have different performance 

in catalytic applications and possibly application as high-k dielectric materials for the 

semiconductor industry [148]. 

Sn-SPP synthesis in presence of alkali metal cation 

In Chapter 5, it was shown that high quality SPP morphologies consisting of single-unit 

cell zeolite nanosheets intergrown at right angles throughout the particle can be obtained 

only with addition of a small amount of alkali metal cation to the synthesis sol.  The  

 

Figure 5-12.  TEM images of as-synthesized Sn-SPP samples from sols with composition 10 

SiO2 : 0 SnO2 : 3 TBPOH : 100 H2O : 40 EtOH subject to two-step hydrothermal treatment 

for 10 days at 115°C.  Images obtained by Prashant Kumar. 
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addition of cation in the range of Si/M = 50-100 promotes the crystallization of MFI, 

leading to extensional growth of zeolite nanosheets and the opening of mesopores 

throughout the particle.  The result is the high-quality morphologies obtained by Zhang et 

al. [114] in which 90° rotational intergrowth of MFI nanosheets is the primary particle 

morphology observed.  The high-quality SPP resulting from sols of this composition are 

generally of larger crystal size than those obtained without cation addition.  One method 

for preparing stannosilicate SPP with interesting smaller particle morphology was 

developed as the “two-step” hydrothermal synthesis described above.  The addition of 

sodium hydroxide to Sn-SPP synthesis sols at Si/Na = 100 was investigated to see if larger 

particles of Sn-SPP with higher-quality morphology could be obtained similar to the pure-

silica variants.  The effect of cation on the morphology resulting from two-step 

hydrothermal synthesis and the Sn source were also investigated.  TEM was used to assess 

the morphological change in Sn-SPP crystals upon cation addition (Figure 5-13).  Particles 

synthesized by one-step hydrothermal treatment (A, B) are high-quality, as evident by the 

right-angles of nanosheet intergrowth in projections along the (001) axis.  Particle size is 

also increased relative to Sn-SPP samples without cation addition.  For samples from two-

step hydrothermal synthesis (C, D), particle size is also increased compared with samples 

without added sodium, but the characteristic “open structure” of two-step synthesis 

preparations does not result.  The particles appear to be similar to Sn-SPP synthesized by 

the one-step method but without included NaOH.  Argon adsorption was also conducted 

on samples to determine the effect of NaOH on the sample as a whole (Figure 5-14).   
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Samples crystallized from one-step hydrothermal synthesis have adsorption and desorption 

isotherms virtually identical to the high-quality SPP materials prepared by Zhang et al., in 

agreement with TEM observations.  Samples crystallized from two-step synthesis show a 

decrease in high-pressure adsorption in the range P/Po = 0.5 – 1.0, indicative of larger  

 

Figure 5-13.  Effect of NaOH on Sn-SPP morphology.  TEM images of as-synthesized Sn-

SPP samples from sols with composition 10 SiO2 : 0.07 SnO2 : 3 TBPOH : 0.1 NaOH : 100 

H2O : 40 EtOH subject to one-step (A, B) and two-step (C, D) hydrothermal treatment for 

8 days at 115°C.  Images obtained by Dandan Xu. 
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Figure 5-14.  Effect of synthesis strategy and NaOH.  Argon adsorption/desorption 

isotherms plotted on linear (top) and semi-log (bottom) scales for calcined Sn-SPP 

materials crystallized from sols with composition 10 SiO2 : 0.07 SnO2 : 3 TBPOH : 0.1 

NaOH : 100 H2O : 40 EtOH subject to 8 days of hydrothermal treatment. 

crystal sizes and in agreement with TEM results.  Overall, addition of NaOH to Sn-SPP 

synthesis sols at the level of Si/Sn = 100 previously determined to lead to highest-quality 

pure-silica SPP also leads to higher-quality Sn-SPP as determined by the same criteria from 

TEM and Ar adsorption.  These highest-quality morphologies have been shown to exhibit 

no significant morphological changes upon calcination [114], as opposed to Sn-SPP 

synthesized by the two-step hydrothermal method.  Previous studies have indicated that 

adding sodium to Sn-MFI synthesis sols at Si/Na = 3.3 leads to heterogeneous phases which 

prevent the preparation of pure-phase materials [216], but no negative effect on 

morphology is observed here for the much lower sodium loading of Si/Na = 100.   

Therefore, for catalytic applications where preservation of the highly-ordered hierarchical 

structure is of the highest importance, this synthesis route offers a method for obtaining 
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stannosilicate SPP catalysts which meet the performance needs.  Further investigation, 

however, is required to assess the applicability of these materials to sugar isomerization or 

to conclusively demonstrate the inclusion of Sn into the framework.   

B-SPP-Sn catalyst synthesis 

Besides direct addition of Sn to the precursor sols, alternative routes for incorporation of 

Sn into zeolite frameworks have been previously explored in the literature.  Recently, much 

exploration has been conducted in post-synthesis incorporation of Sn.  Li et al. first 

demonstrated the potential of post-synthesis stannation on de-aluminated Beta zeolite using 

SiCl4 vapor treatment, yielding catalysts with high activity for B-V oxidation reactions 

[217].  De-alumination can be accomplished by both steaming [218] or concentrated acid 

treatment of the aluminosilicate [219].  The post-synthesis method is practically more 

appealing than the synthesis of Sn-Beta-F as described by Corma et al. [202], in which 

crystallization takes up to 40 days and is very sensitive to temperature and stirring.  Other 

recent studies have built upon the post-synthesis modification strategy, extending the 

concept to other frameworks such as MFI [220] and demonstrating usefulness in sugar 

isomerization reactions [220–222].  Three techniques which have been successful for post-

synthesis incorporation include high-temperature SnCl4 vapor treatment [217,222], liquid 

phase reaction with Sn salts in alkaline aqueous [220] or isopropanol solvent [221], or 

solid-state impregnation via mechanical grinding [223,224].  In reported applications, the 

catalysts from each post-synthesis strategy performed comparably or exceedingly to the 

Sn-Beta-F catalysts prepared by direct synthesis using Corma’s method, demonstrating the 

flexibility of the approach in preparing good catalysts.   
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An alternative but very similar successful route for post-synthesis Sn incorporation is the 

synthesis of borosilicate zeolites, followed by de-boronation to yield point defects in the 

framework into which heteroatoms can be incorporated [225,226].  In the same group in 

the period table as aluminum, B is easily incorporated into zeolites at low to medium levels 

(Si/B > 4).  In MFI, B can be loaded at up to Si/B = 24, which is when each negatively-

charged BO4
- tetrahedron in the framework is charged balanced by one TPA+ structure-

directing agent cation [227].  Upon mixing of the calcined zeolite in concentrated nitric 

acid, B-O-Si bonds can be hydrolyzed to remove B from the framework, leaving a “silanol 

nest” of Si-OH surrounding a missing tetrahedron center [225].  Various post-synthesis 

processes developed for the stannation of de-aluminated zeolites can then be used to force 

Sn atoms into these point defects in the framework.  The de-boronation method was 

suspected to be preferable to de-alumination for SPP materials, as Al incorporation in SPP 

is limited to Si/Al = 75 by the sodium hydroxide used to charge balance Al in the 

framework.  Addition of higher amounts of Al, and equimolar NaOH, leads to dense 

morphologies instead of hierarchical intergrowths as described in Chapter 5.  Because Si/B 

= 24 can be achieved in MFI borosilicates, the de-boronation route was investigated to 

achieve higher Sn incorporation.  The solid-state impregnation method was used for post-

synthesis processing, as it yields catalysts of similar activity as other methods with greatest 

ease of processing.   

The solid-state Sn incorporation method was investigated to determine if increased loading 

of Sn and improved sample morphologies could be obtained compared with Sn-SPP  
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Figure 5-15.  Effect of B content and synthesis time.  XRD patterns of calcined B-SPP 

samples from sols with composition 10 SiO2 : x B(OH)3 : 3 TBPOH : 100 H2O : 40 EtOH 

subject to 2-4 days of hydrothermal treatment at 115°C, where x ranged from 0.08 to 1.25. 

 

Figure 5-16.  Effect of B content.  TEM images of as-synthesized Sn-SPP samples from sols 

with composition 10 SiO2 : x B(OH)3 : 3 TBPOH : 100 H2O : 40 EtOH subject to 4 days of 

hydrothermal treatment at 115°C.  (A), x = 1.25; (B), x = 0.31; (C), x = 0.08.  Images 

obtained by Dandan Xu. 
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synthesized directly.  B-SPP samples were synthesized with Si/B = 8, 32, and 128 and for 

various amounts of hydrothermal synthesis time from 2 days to 4 days.  Figure 5-15 shows 

XRD patterns of obtained calcined zeolites.  There is very little difference between the 

crystallinities of any of the samples and all are characteristic of SPP samples, indicating 

that the synthesis of the SPP morphology is robust over a wide range of B concentrations 

and that B has very little effect on the crystallization of pentasil zeolite intergrowths.  This 

agrees with literature evidence suggesting that B is easily incorporated into the MFI 

framework [200].  The morphology of resulting B-SPP was investigated by TEM (Figure 

5-16).  Surprisingly, high-quality SPP frameworks were formed with higher B 

incorporation, and the quality of particles by visual assessment decreased with decreasing 

B content.  It is possible that B may play a similar role to Na or K in promoting MFI 

crystallization, leading to particles primarily comprised of single-unit cell thick zeolite 

nanosheets intergrown at right angles, but this has not been explored in detail.  Argon 

adsorption isotherms were collected on samples synthesized with Si/B = 8 with either 2 or 

3 days of hydrothermal synthesis time (Figure 5-17).  Higher adsorption than highest-

quality SPP from Zhang et al. at P/Po = 0.6 – 1.0 suggests that B-SPP particles are smaller, 

which doesn’t agree with TEM evidence.  Observation of the particle size and morphology 

after TEM for samples with Si/B = 8 shows that particle size is broadly distributed for B-

SPP samples, as compared with high-quality SPP (Figure 5-18).  The high-quality 

morphology of samples before calcination also does not survive the heat treatment, 

indicating that the intergrowth structure of B-SPP is likely not stable at temperatures  
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Figure 5-17.  Effect of synthesis time.  Argon adsorption/desorption isotherms plotted on 

linear (A) and semi-log (B) scales for calcined B-SPP materials crystallized from sols with 

composition 10 SiO2 : 1.25 B(OH)3 : 3 TBPOH : 100 H2O : 40 EtOH subject to 2 or 3 days 

of hydrothermal treatment.  NLDFT modeling results of isotherm adsorption branch for 

cumulative pore volume (C) and differential pore volume dV(log d) (D) as a function of 

pore width. 

required for SDA removal.  The morphological change upon calcination, as well as the size 

change is responsible for the difference in high pressure adsorption between B-SPP and 

high-quality SPP.  This is also observable in the NLDFT simulation fitting of adsorption 

isotherms, in which B-SPP have larger mesopore sizes and a wider distribution than SPP 

(Figure 5-17).   
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To prepare samples for Sn incorporation, 

de-boronation of the B-SPP samples was 

completed by refluxing in 6M HNO3 for 

12 hours at 100°C.  Following the de-

boronation, samples were washed, dried, 

and re-calcined, and then SnCl2 was 

added to dried powders and mixed by 

grinding for 15 minutes.  Following 

grinding, samples were again calcined 

and then characterized.  Figure 5-19 

shows XRD patterns from B-SPP with 

Si/B = 8, 32, or 128 then subject to de-

boronation and solid-state Sn incorporation by grinding.  With leaching of B, creation of 

silanol nets in the zeolite framework leads to an expansion of the crystal structure and 

therefore a larger d-spacing between lattice planes.  As a result, the major peaks of SPP 

shift to lower 2θ values.  The peak shift is more pronounced for samples with higher 

original B content due to the higher degree of framework expansion with more B removed.  

Upon grinding with Sn source, the major peaks shift back to higher angles, suggesting 

framework contraction.  For samples with Si/B = 8 and 128, the final peak positions were 

at higher angles than in the original B-SPP prior to leaching, indicating that a more compact 

crystalline structure was formed.  XRD peak shifts to lower angles due to framework  

 

Figure 5-18.  Effect of calcination.  TEM image 

of B-SPP samples from sols with composition 

10 SiO2 : 1.25 B(OH)3 : 3 TBPOH : 100 H2O : 

40 EtOH subject to 4 days of hydrothermal 

treatment at 115°C and calcined for 12 hours 

at 550°C.  Image obtained by Dandan Xu. 
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Figure 5-19.  Effect of B content, B leaching, and solid-state Sn incorporation.  XRD 

patterns of calcined samples from sols with composition 10 SiO2 : x B(OH)3 : 3 TBPOH : 

100 H2O : 40 EtOH subject to 4 days of hydrothermal treatment at 115°C.  (A-C), x = 1.25; 

(D-F), x = 0.31; (G-I), x = 0.08.  Expanded regions highlighting peak shifts due to de-

boronation (“de-B-SPP”) and solid-state Sn incorporation (“B-SPP-Sn”) near the major 

Bragg reflections at 8-11° 2θ (B, E, H) and 26-29° 2θ (C, F, I) are provided.  Black curves, 

B-SPP; red curves, de-B-SPP; blue curves, B-SPP-Sn. 

expansion have been previously observed in de-aluminated zeolites [222].  In the case of 

Si/B = 32, the peaks returned to the same angle as the B-SPP samples.  There were slight 

changes in the peak intensities with each step of treatment, but no clear trend could be 

observed.  The peaks at 8 – 12° 2θ were more intense after Sn incorporation in the sample 

with Si/B = 8, less intense in the sample with Si/B = 32, and roughly equivalent with Si/B 

= 128, where the peaks at 25-30° 2θ were more intense for Si/B = 8 and 128 but roughly  
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equivalent for Si/B = 32.  The 

effect of the grinding process 

on de-B-SPP samples was also 

investigated to determine if 

peak shifts were due to 

processing or Sn incorporation.  

XRD patterns were taken on de-

B-SPP samples subject to 

grinding for 15 minutes with or 

without Sn source and are 

shown in Figure 5-20.  For 

samples at each investigated 

composition, peak shifts resulting from sample grinding without Sn were to higher angles 

than samples ground with Sn.  One explanation for these larger peak shifts at low angles, 

corresponding to the (101) and (200) lattice planes, is dehydration of silanol nest defects 

to yield locally disordered frameworks with slightly smaller unit cell than the de-B-SPP 

samples.  The slightly larger unit cells resulting from grinding of de-B-SPP samples with 

Sn suggests that some Sn has been incorporated into the framework, as Sn is a large 

heteroatom to incorporate into the framework (Shannon ionic radii: 0.55 Å for Sn4+, 0.26 

Å for Si4+) [200].  Overall, the results from XRD suggest that Sn incorporation into the 

framework was successful.   

 

Figure 5-20.  Effect of solid-state processing with or 

without Sn.  XRD patterns of samples with composition 

10 SiO2 : x B(OH)3 : 3 TBPOH : 100 H2O : 40 EtOH 

subject to 4 days of hydrothermal treatment at 115°C, 

de-boronation, and solid-state processing, where x 

ranged from 0.08 to 1.25.  Curved labeled “de-B-SPP-

ground” indicate samples undergoing solid-state 

processing without Sn. 
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To characterize the morphology and crystal size of B-SPP-Sn samples, argon adsorption 

isotherms were collected for samples prepared with each composition and are shown in 

Figure 5-21.  Samples show a comparable micropore adsorption to high-quality SPP, but 

mesopore adsorption in the range P/Po = 1e-3 – 8e-1 is significantly less than SPP for all 

samples.  NLDFT modeling of the adsorption isotherm suggests that mesopore size in the  

 

Figure 5-21.  Effect of B content and solid-state Sn incorporation.  Argon 

adsorption/desorption isotherms plotted on linear (A) and semi-log (B) scales for calcined 

B-SPP materials crystallized from sols with composition 10 SiO2 : x B(OH)3 : 3 TBPOH : 

100 H2O : 40 EtOH subject to 2 or 3 days of hydrothermal treatment, where x ranged from 

0.08 to 1.25.  NLDFT modeling results of isotherm adsorption branch for cumulative pore 

volume (C) and differential pore volume dV(log d) (D) as a function of pore width. 
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Figure 5-22.  Effect of B content and calcination.  TEM images of B-SPP-Sn samples from 

sols with composition 10 SiO2 : x B(OH)3 : 3 TBPOH : 100 H2O : 40 EtOH subject to 4 days 

of hydrothermal treatment at 115°C, followed by de-boronation and solid-state Sn 

incorporation.  (A), x = 1.25; (B), x = 0.31; (C), x = 0.08.  Images obtained by Dandan Xu. 

B-SPP-Sn samples may be larger on average than SPP.  The large increase in cumulative 

volume adsorbed by B-SPP-Sn samples at 30 nm suggests that pore sizes in this range are 

common in this sample, and are likely the voids between individual crystals.  These smaller 

voids suggest a smaller particle size than SPP.  TEM images were collected on B-SPP-Sn 

samples to evaluate sample morphology and are shown in Figure 5-22.  At Si/B = 8, 

samples do not appear as SPP but as nanoparticles composed of clusters of smaller 

crystalline material without a defined shape.  Some zeolite nanosheets are observable at 

Si/B = 32, but nanosheets are not elongated and the orientation of the intergrowth is highly 

disordered.  At Si/B = 128, particles appear as low-quality SPP, with inhomogeneous 

nanosheet orientation and shape.  In addition, most of the sheets protruding from the edges 

of nanoparticles appear very rounded, suggesting amorphization of the peripheral crystal 

structure.  The combination of XRD, argon physisorption, and TEM results indicate 

crystals of B-SPP-Sn resulting from the solid-state Sn incorporation technique likely 

contain Sn, but lack a homogeneous hierarchical structure and regular mesoporosity 
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characteristic of high-quality SPP.  However, the intergrowth crystallinity and 

mesoporosity is retained upon processing, indicating that B-SPP-Sn samples may be useful 

as hierarchically-structured Lewis acid catalysts. 

Catalysis of sugar isomerization 

Zeolites containing framework Sn have been demonstrated as useful Lewis acid catalysts 

for the isomerization of sugars [211].  This application was selected to demonstrate the 

heterogeneous catalytic properties of stannosilicate SPP due to the wealth of recently 

published progress and high interest in this area.  Sn-containing zeolites have previously 

been used as successful catalysts for isomerization of sugars with varying carbon number.  

Dihydroxyacetone (DHA), xylose, and glucose were the most commonly studied reactants 

with carbon numbers of 3, 5, and 6 respectively [211].  In general, the size of the dominant 

cyclic anomer in solution determines which zeolite framework will catalyze the reactions 

with the highest conversion and specificity.  In Sn-MFI zeolites, conversion and selectivity  

 

Figure 5-23.  Sugar isomerization reactions investigated for application of stannosilicate 

SPP zeolite catalysts. 
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of glucose is low due to the kinetic diameter of glucopyranose being greater than the size 

of MFI pore diameters [206].  However, Sn-MFI zeolites have been shown to be effective 

catalysts for sugars of lower carbon number, such as xylose and DHA.  Due to the high 

surface area and mesoporosity of SPP, it was initially unknown for which application the 

stannosilicate version of the material may be most effective.  A summary of the proposed 

reactions investigated for stannosilicate SPP application are shown in Figure 5-23.  In the 

glucose isomerization reaction, the desired product is the ketohexose, fructose, while the 

undesired byproduct is the aldohexose epimer, mannose.  In the xylose and 

dihydroxyacetone reactions, formation of the ketose products xylulose and lactic acid was 

desired.  For initial studies, the reaction conditions used for the investigation of Sn-MFI 

and Sn-Beta-F zeolites by Lew et al. [211] was used, which was 10% w/w zeolite catalyst 

and 10% w/w reactants in ultrapure water, stirred at 90°C for 3 hours.  The reaction was 

sampled both before and after the reaction period, and aliquots were analyzed by HPLC to 

determine the conversion of the reactant and yield of the products by calibrated relative 

peak area to an internal saccharin standard.  Table 5-1 shows the conversion and yield for 

reactants and products, respectively, for the glucose and xylose isomerization reactions 

carried out with Sn-SPP synthesized by one-step hydrothermal treatment as a catalyst.  

Compared with the conversion of glucose by bulk Sn-MFI repored by Lew et al., glucose 

conversion is higher for all samples and much higher for samples prepared with Si/Sn = 

50.  However, the yield of both products mannose and fructose is very low in comparison.  

The near-closure of the mol balance on Sn-MFI, while Sn-SPP catalyzed reactions show  
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Table 5-1.  Conversion and yield for sugar isomerization reactions for 10% w/w Sn-SPP 

catalysts with varying Si/Sn ratio in the synthesis sol prepared by one-step hydrothermal 

synthesis. 

Sn-SPP, 1xHT Si/Sn = 

100 

Si/Sn = 75 Si/Sn = 50 Sn-MFI, Lew 

et al.  

Glucose conversion (mol %) 16 14 31 9 

Fructose yield (mol %) 1.3 0.4 0.5 4 

Mannose yield (mol %) 0.7 0.3 0.3 4 

Xylose conversion (mol %) 32 16 15 40 

Xylulose yield (mol %) 9 11 13 19 

 

no such feature, suggests that the higher glucose conversions achieved may be artifacts due 

to other phenomena in the reactor.  Xylose conversion was not as high as published values 

under the same reaction conditions, but the highest-converting catalyst in this application 

was the Sn-SPP with lowest Sn content, at Si/Sn = 100.  Samples with Si/Sn = 50 had the 

lowest conversion of xylose but the highest yield of xylulose, and nearly close a mol 

balance suggesting minimal byproduct formation.   

One of the main advantages of hierarchically-structured SPP catalysts is the very low 

Thiele modulus of the crystals.  Large mesopores in which free diffusion of reactants and 

products can occur are well-distributed throughout high-quality SPP [114].  Internal 

micropores, which are believed to be the primary catalytic sites due to the spatial 

confinement effect which increases activity at the site [228], are located less than a unit 

cell from the mesopores or catalyst surface.  Diffusion limitations normally encountered 

inside micropores are thereby greatly reduced compared with bulk zeolites, and more 

crystal volume is accessible to reactants.  For many well-stirred batch reactions, the overall  
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rate of product conversion is 

considerably higher in SPP 

catalysts when compared to MFI 

[114].  Due to the relatively higher 

conversion of xylose on Sn-MFI 

compared with glucose, and the 

interest in xylulose as a high-value 

commodity chemical precursor 

where lactic acid is not as valuable, 

the xylose isomerization reaction 

was selected for detailed 

investigation with stannosilicate SPP.  A kinetic study of xylose conversion was carried 

out by sampling the hot reactor every half hour throughout the three hour reaction period, 

then analyzing the sample concentration by HPLC.  A plot of xylose conversion as a 

function of reaction time is shown in Figure 5-24 for reactions with 10% w/w catalyst.  

Immediately, it is apparent that the high xylose conversion obtained initially with catalysts 

of Si/Sn = 100 composition is not obtained for the average of 7 reactions.  Conversion 

reaches 12% within the first half-hour of reaction and slowly increases to 14% by 3 hours, 

but within the experimental error, the conversion is a plateau after the reaction starts.  Due 

to the high standard error in the results, it was suspected that the reactor was not well-

mixed in the reaction conditions used for comparison with Lew et al. [211].  Sn-SPP is a 

 

Figure 5-24.  Xylose conversion vs. time for Sn-SPP 

materials with Si/Sn = 100 prepared by one-step 

hydrothermal treatment and used as catalyst at 10% 

w/w for a 10% w/w sugar isomerization reaction 

carried out at 90°C.  Error bars correspond to the 

standard error about the mean for n = 7 reactions. 
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highly hydrophilic catalyst due to its large external surface area with many Q3 silicon atoms 

and their hydroxyl groups that can hydrogen bond with water.  In the conditions explored 

by Lew et al. for bulk zeolites, the reactor was able to be well-mixed because the lower-

surface area catalyst was easily dispersed in the reactor.  When using Sn-SPP as a catalyst 

in an aqueous environment, the catalyst particles tend to agglomerate and become stuck to 

the reactor walls, leading to a poorly-mixed condition.  The agglomeration of catalyst also 

suggests that sugar adsorption may also have an effect on measured conversions, a physical 

process that is not accounted for in the calculations of conversion and yield. 

Decreasing the catalyst concentration in the reactor and increasing the time of reaction was 

the most logical choice for achieving a well-mixed condition.  Overall rate of reaction will 

decrease with concentration of catalyst for the expected non-zeroth order rate relation, so 

time to achieve similar conversion will be longer.  The lower volume of catalyst in the 

same volume of sample prevents large agglomerates from forming and ensures catalyst 

stays mixed into the solution.  Conversions and yields as a function of reaction time are 

plotted for the xylose conversion reaction with 1% w/w Sn-SPP catalyst in Figure 5-25.  

Xylose concentration and percent of original xylose remaining over the entire 48 hr 

reaction time (A) show a monotonic exponential -decrease with time, indicative of a first-

order reaction in xylose concentration.  Expanding the low-time region, however, 

illustrates the high standard error in xylose concentration.  Before the reaction is heated to 

90°C, there is a 2% increase in xylose concentration as the catalyst adsorbs water from the 

solution.  For a single experiment, there is typically a lot of fluctuation in measured xylose  
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Figure 5-25.  Reaction results for Sn-SPP materials with Si/Sn = 150 used as catalyst at 1% 

w/w for a 10% w/w sugar isomerization reaction carried out at 90°C.  (A), xylose 

concentration and mol % of the original concentration over the entire 48 hr reaction 

period; (B), expanded view of the xylose concentration and remaining mol % in the early 

period of the reaction from 0-8 hr; (C), concentration and yield of xylulose; (D), R-values 

of HPLC peak of primary unidentified byproduct, which are directly proportional to 

species concentration.  Error bars correspond to the standard error about the mean for n 

= 4 reactions. 

concentration at short time of reaction as the catalyst establishes an adsorption equilibrium 

of water and reactant.  A large amount of adsorption likely is to voids between individual 

catalyst nanoparticles, which are aggregated into particles of several tens to hundreds of 

microns in diameter following calcination.  As shown in (C), production of xylulose 

increases rapidly during the initial time of reaction and passes through a maximum at 24 

hours.  The decrease in concentration indicates another reaction is consuming the product 
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xylulose with a slower rate.  As Sn-containing zeolites are also known to catalyze the 

conversion of ketoses to furfurals [193,210], these byproducts may be furan-based 

compounds which were not detected with HPLC due to large residence time in the column.  

The standard error on xylulose production was considerably lower than xylose conversion 

at low reaction times even for much lower concentrations.  This lends more evidence to the 

conclusion that xylose concentration measurements are strongly skewed by uncontrolled 

adsorption phenomena.  Conversely, any adsorption effects on the products are quickly 

equilibrated at the nanoparticle level.  By the end of the 48 hr reaction period, only 2% 

yield of xylulose was obtained, which is considerably lower than first tests.  The high 

catalyst weight fraction used in first tests and the poorly-stirred reaction condition may be 

responsible for the higher yields obtained.  The HPLC peak R-values of another significant, 

but unidentified, byproduct of the isomerization are provided in (D).  The R-values are 

directly proportional to the concentration of this product, but without identification, a 

calibration curve cannot be constructed for the pure compound.  It is known, however, that 

this compound is not lyxose, the aldose epimer of xylose, which elutes at later time from 

the column.  This byproduct is present in the original xylose solution and therefore is 

present in the xylose powder obtained from Sigma.  The concentration of the byproduct 

increases linearly over 48 hours, and based on similar R-values obtained for xylulose peaks, 

is of the same order of magnitude in concentration (i.e. tens of mM).  Concentration 

measurements on the impurity, as opposed to xylose, do not have a large standard error at 

short time points, suggesting that this compound may not adsorb to the catalysts.  It also 
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suggests that xylose adsorption to Sn-SPP is of higher importance than water uptake by the 

catalyst particles in leading to the large variability in measured concentration at short times; 

if variable amount of water adsorption was the primary cause of error in xylose 

concentrations, a similar effect would be expected for the byproduct also present before 

heating the reaction.  Overall, the results from the well-stirred reactions suggest that Sn-

SPP prepared by one-step hydrothermal synthesis is an ineffective catalyst for high 

conversion and selectivity of xylose to xylulose.  The complications associated with xylose 

adsorption to catalysts, which are not accounted for herein, require that adsorption studies 

be performed to isolate the effect if accurate reaction data are to be obtained.  Sn-SPP 

catalysts may find better application in non-aqueous or non-liquid systems where 

adsorption effects do not dominate reactivity. 

The use of Sn-SPP prepared by two-step hydrothermal synthesis as a catalyst for sugar 

isomerization reactions was also explored.  Xylose and dihydroxyacetone (DHA) 

conversion to xylulose and lactic acid, respectively, were carried out using 10% w/w Sn-

SPP catalyst using the reaction conditions of Lew et al. [211] for initial assessment of 

reactivity (Table 5-2).  Xylose conversions comparable to previously published results for 

Sn-MFI were initially obtained, which was very promising.  DHA conversion and LA yield 

were both very low compared to Sn-MFI, however, so this reaction of less potential 

commercial interest was not investigated further.  Upon regeneration of the catalyst by 

washing and calcination, xylose conversion as a function of time was measured for the 

reaction with 10% w/w catalyst (Figure 5-26).  Similar to Sn-SPP produced by one-step  
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Table 5-2.  Conversion and yield for sugar isomerization reactions for 10% w/w Sn-SPP 

catalysts with varying Si/Sn ratio in the synthesis sol prepared by two-step hydrothermal 

synthesis. 

Sn-SPP, 2xHT Si/Sn = 

100 

Si/Sn = 75 Si/Sn = 50 Sn-MFI, Lew et 

al. 

Xylose conversion (mol %) 39 38 38 40 

Dihydroxyacetone 

conversion (mol %) 

 

25 21 31 98 

Lactic acid yield (mol %) 15 14 22 65 

 

synthesis, large variability in concentration measurements was likely caused by adsorption 

effects and poor mixing.  However, for catalysts synthesized with lower Si/Sn = 150 in the 

sol compared with Si/Sn = 100, conversion increases after 3 hours.  Overall, the final 

conversion of 18% when using regenerated catalysts is less than half of conversion 

achieved with fresh catalyst.  Complete regeneration of zeolite catalysts with calcination is 

usually a robust process and is widely implemented in industry, so it is possible that Sn 

leaching from the framework with reaction is occurring.   

Xylose isomerization reactions with 1% w/w catalyst and well-stirred condition were 

conducted in an attempt to accurately measure kinetics.  Three different catalysts were 

compared: Sn-SPP prepared by two-step hydrothermal synthesis with Si/Sn = 150 and 

different Sn sources, and SPP prepared by two-step hydrothermal synthesis without Sn.  

Figure 5-27A shows xylose concentration and percent of remaining xylose as a function 

of reaction time over 96 hours.  Xylose concentration drops quickly in the first 8 hours of 

reaction and then is consumed slower.  Large errors are again observed for all catalysts at 

short reaction times in (B), even for catalyst without any active heteroatoms.  The xylose  
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 “consumption” by SPP particles is 

equal within the error to catalysts 

containing Sn, agreeing with 

previous conclusions that 

adsorption effects are too large to 

allow accurate measurement of 

reactivity.  At long reaction times, 

there is a small difference between 

Sn-SPP and SPP.  However, the 

production of xylulose is dependent 

on Sn in the catalysts as seen in (C).  

Xylulose yield at all sampled times is equivalent for both Sn-SPP catalysts and is also equal 

to Sn-SPP prepared by one-step hydrothermal synthesis with Si/Sn = 100, but no significant 

amount of xylulose is formed without Sn in the catalyst.  If Sn is successfully incorporated 

into Sn-SPP, it would be expected that xylulose yield, which can be measured accurately, 

would be higher with higher Sn content in the samples prepared by one-step synthesis.  The 

result suggests that Sn incorporation into the catalyst may not be successful at all, and that 

catalytic activity may be dominated by extra-framework Sn.  If SnO2 in the sample is 

serving as the catalytic site, it would be expected that higher concentration of Sn source in 

the synthesis sols may lead to formation of larger particles, in which surface area (and thus 

number of catalytic sites) per unit mass would only increase proportional to 3/r for 

 
Figure 5-26.  Xylose conversion vs. time for 

regenerated Sn-SPP materials with Si/Sn = 100 

prepared by two-step hydrothermal treatment and 

used as catalyst at 10% w/w for a 10% w/w sugar 

isomerization reaction carried out at 90°C.  Error 

bars correspond to the standard error about the 

mean for n = 3 reactions.     
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spherical particles of constant density.  If the particles are significantly large, the number 

of potential active sites added with an extra 0.003 mol of Sn source per mol of SiO2 in the 

synthesis sol may be undetectable, where if all the Sn was incorporated into the framework, 

the reactivity difference should be detectable as it is for other stannosilicate zeolites [229].   

The use of B-SPP-Sn catalysts prepared by de-boronation and solid-state incorporation was  

 

Figure 5-27.  Reaction results for Sn-SPP materials with Si/Sn = 150 and different Sn 

sources, and pure-silica SPP, prepared by two-step hydrothermal synthesis and used as 

catalyst at 1% w/w for a 10% w/w sugar isomerization reaction carried out at 90°C.  (A), 

xylose concentration and mol % of the original concentration over the entire 96 hr reaction 

period; (B), expanded view of the xylose concentration and remaining mol % in the early 

period of the reaction from 0-8 hr; (C), concentration and yield of xylulose; (D), R-values 

of HPLC peak of primary unidentified byproduct, which are directly proportional to 

species concentration.  Error bars correspond to the standard error about the mean for n 

= 3 reactions, except for 48 hours where only 2 data points were obtained. 
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also briefly investigated.  Glucose and xylose isomerization reactant and product 

concentrations after 3 hours of reaction time at 90°C, and using 10% w/w catalyst, are 

shown in Table 5-3.  As discussed previously, the major anomer of glucose in water is too 

large to enter MFI pores, and therefore glucose conversion and isomer product yield is low.  

The conversion of xylose is comparable to Sn-SPP prepared by direct incorporation of Sn 

in the zeolite sols, and lower than Sn-MFI, but the yield of xylulose is higher.  Yields also 

increase with increasing amount of B in the synthesis sol, and therefore the amount of Sn 

added during solid state incorporation.  As also mentioned, reactions with 10% w/w 

catalyst are not well-stirred, so reactions with 1% w/w catalyst should be performed in the 

future to accurately measure xylose conversion and xylulose yield.  The amount of xylose 

adsorption has not been characterized and will have to be separated to assess the 

conversion, but more accurate yield measurements in reactions with 1% w/w catalyst may 

indicate a higher reactivity than Sn-SPP materials.  B-SPP-Sn materials, though resulting  

Table 5-3.  Conversion and yield for sugar isomerization reactions for B-SPP-Sn catalysts 

with varying Si/B ratio in the synthesis sol prepared by de-boronation and solid-state Sn 

incorporation. 

B-SPP-Sn Si/B = 8 Si/B = 32 Si/B = 

128 

Sn-MFI, Lew et al. 

[211] 

Glucose conversion (mol %) 7.2 0.5 6.13 9 

Fructose yield (mol %) 2.1 1.2 0.6 4 

Mannose yield (mol %) 1.0 0.5 0.5 4 

Xylose conversion (mol %) 34 20 11 40 

Xylulose yield (mol %) 13 15 8 19 
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in generally poor SPP morphologies, may be good candidates for isomerization of 3 and 5-

carbon sugars.  The hierarchically-structured catalysts are expected to demonstrate 

improved kinetics over Sn-MFI, if at the least due to the reduced crystal size.  Future studies 

will be directed to improve and optimize the application of B-SPP-Sn catalysts to sugar 

isomerization reactions. 

High-resolution STEM imaging of Sn-SPP 

Studies to employ Sn-SPP catalysts prepared by one-step or two-step hydrothermal 

synthesis in the isomerization of xylose yielded results from which two major conclusions 

were drawn.  The high variance in measured xylose concentrations, regardless of the 

presence of Sn, demonstrates that adsorption effects dominate the interaction of xylose  

with SPP material in the reactor.  The 

lack of difference in xylulose yield 

between catalysts prepared with 

different Si/Sn ratio suggested that Sn 

may not be incorporated into the 

framework as was assumed.  TEM 

images of Sn-SPP prepared using the 

one-step method showed the presence of 

large particles with morphology very 

different from SPP (Figure 5-28).  

Though not commonly seen in imaging, 

these particles may be SnO2 which 

 

Figure 5-28.  TEM image of Sn-SPP sample 

crystallized from sol with Si/Sn = 150 using 

one-step hydrothermal treatment, with large 

SnO2 particle present.  Image obtained by 

Dandan Xu. 
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precipitated during hydrothermal synthesis.  If so, particles at this size crystallized from 

sols with Si/Sn = 150 and even with low frequency would contain the vast majority of Sn 

in the sample, indicating that SnO4 tetrahedra do not easily incorporate into SPP particles 

during crystal growth.  To determine if large particles observed are SnO2, STEM imaging 

was conducted on Sn-SPP samples synthesized by the two-step hydrothermal method and 

Si/Sn = 150.  In STEM, the annular dark field detector signal due to scattering from 

elements in the sample is directly proportional to atomic number, and therefore larger 

elements scatter more electrons.  SnO2 appears significantly brighten in STEM than SiO2 

and is easily detectable as a result.  Figure 5-29 shows a particle similar to that of Figure 

5-28 particle in the Sn-SPP sample prepared by two-step synthesis, and EDX spectra 

collected confirms that the bright particles observed in STEM are SnO2.  Figure 5-30 

shows low and high-magnification STEM images of the Sn-SPP crystals in the same  

 

Figure 5-29.  STEM image and corresponding EDX spectra from the highlighted overlay 

region of large SnO2 particle present in Sn-SPP crystallized from sol with Si/Sn = 150 using 

two-step hydrothermal treatment.  Image and spectra obtained by Andrew Wagner. 
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Figure 5-30.  STEM image of Sn-SPP crystals synthesized with Si/Sn = 150 using two-step 

hydrothermal treatment.  Small circular bright regions are SnO2 nanoparticles.  Images 

obtained by Andrew Wagner. 

sample.  Small bright regions are observable with dimension of about 2 nm, and the 

frequency is approximately 1 per SPP crystal.  Lattice fringes are apparent in the small 

bright particles at higher magnification.  Based on the composition of the synthesis sol and 

the comparable brightness to large SnO2 particles, these particles are undoubtedly SnO2 as 

well.  These particles occur with higher frequency in the sample, and lend further evidence 

to the conclusion that extra-framework Sn is a large fraction of the Sn present in the sample.  

Currently, no strong conclusion for why Sn does not incorporate well into the SPP 

morphology is available.  The total conversion of silica to SPP crystals after 48 hours of 

hydrothermal treatment at 115°C is approximately 50%, and similar conversions are 

achieved for Sn-SPP prepared by one-step hydrothermal synthesis 55 ± 3% even with 

considerably longer heating time.  Conversions for two-step synthesis crystals are slightly 

lower at 51 ± 3%.  These low conversions suggest that SPP growth stops due to equilibrium 
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of nanoparticle dissolution and crystal growth.  If conversion does not proceed to complete 

crystallization, Sn may prefer to crystallize as an oxide in the high-pH sol rather than 

incorporate into the single-unit cell MFI nanosheets, where significant lattice distortion 

would result.  Direct synthesis of stannosilicate SPP may be difficult without the inclusion 

of a hereto unknown additional component to the sol which promotes Sn incorporation into 

the zeolite. 

5.4 Conclusion 

Stannosilicate SPP zeolite was prepared using three different synthesis techniques: direct 

inclusion of Sn source to the precursor sol during nucleation and growth of the crystals 

using two heating strategies, and post-synthesis inclusion of Sn via solid-state grinding in 

de-boronated SPP.  Materials prepared by one-step hydrothermal synthesis, in which Sn 

source is added to a standard SPP synthesis sol, yielded crystalline SPP with morphology 

and size similar to SPP of “sub-optimal” morphology usually obtained from the pure-silica 

synthesis.  A two-step hydrothermal synthesis technique was discovered accidentally and 

was reproduced.  This technique involved high-pH and high-temperature aging of the sol 

prior to crystallization, followed by dilution to lower pH and induce crystallization.  

Crystals from two-step hydrothermal synthesis were considerably smaller and with larger 

mesopores than SPP prepared by the one-step synthesis, but no difference in crystallinity 

was detectable.  However, samples prepared by two-step synthesis significantly change 

morphology upon calcination, whereas regular SPP and Sn-SPP samples do not.  They also 

require a longer calcination time to fully-remove the organic structure directing agent from 
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the micropore junctions in the zeolite and thereby activate the catalyst.  The catalysts were 

applied to the isomerization of sugars with varying carbon number.  Sn-SPP prepared by 

both direct incorporation techniques catalyzed low conversion of sugars and non-specific 

product yield when compared with Sn-MFI.  Furthermore, the material was not pure-phase, 

as evident from the presence of SnO2 nanoparticles in the catalyst observed by STEM.  Due 

to the low reactivity of Sn-SPP in xylose isomerizations and the heterogeneity of catalytic 

sites which likely exist in the samples, the material is not useful for scientific study of this 

proposed application.  Further efforts to promote framework incorporation of Sn into SPP 

zeolites are needed to prepare useful pure-phase catalysts using this method.  B-SPP-Sn 

samples prepared by solid-state inclusion of Sn after crystallization and acid treatment of 

the borosilicate SPP were not of the highest quality, and indicate the processing conditions 

affect both crystallinity and mesopore structure in the hierarchical catalysts.  However, the 

conversion and yield of xylose isomerization reactions were similar, but lower, than Sn-

MFI.  More exploration is needed to optimize B-SPP-Sn catalyst synthesis and processing.  

Other methods of post-synthetic inclusion of Sn can be explored, such as the metal chloride 

vapor reaction at high temperature with de-boronated SPP, and may yield better catalysts.  

These catalysts may find application in DHA or xylose isomerization or other reactions, 

such as MVPO reduction of hydroxymethylfurfural [205] or Baeyer-Villiger oxidation of 

cyclic ketones [202]. 
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Chapter 6: Fluoride-mediated crystallization of hierarchical 

zeolites 

6.1 Introduction 

Multilamellar-MFI 

The synthesis of zeolites with tailored morphologies for desired applications is a current 

major research thrust in inorganic materials science and chemistry.  One of the major 

limitations of zeolite crystals in catalysis and separation applications is the limited 

diffusivity of chemical species within the micropores of zeolite crystals [28].  To overcome 

these limitations, the synthesis of hierarchically-structured zeolites containing both 

micropores and mesopores has been of considerable interest in the last 20 years [29].  

Hierarchically-structured catalysts are more desirable than zeolites containing large pores 

and channels, as these materials have shown to become very thermally and chemically 

unstable with increasing ring size [230].  Early attempts to include mesopores in zeolites 

focused on “top-down” approaches, by which post-synthesis processing of the obtained 

crystals was performed to etch mesopores via desilication or dealumination [108,109].  

However, greater control on mesopore size and arrangement was desired for fine-tuning 

the behavior of crystals in various applications, as well developing a set of materials from 

which a fundamental understanding of chemical and physical rate processes in 

hierarchically-structured porous materials could be developed.  Therefore, “bottom-up” 

approaches focused on inter- or intracrystalline mesopore inclusion during zeolite synthesis 

were pursued [28] .  Generation of intercrystalline mesopores can be achieved by reducing 
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the size of zeolite crystals to the colloidal nanoparticle domain [231].  Intracrystalline 

mesopores were first produced using hard templating methods [28], and continual effort in 

that technique culminated with the development of 3-DOM zeolites exhibiting the highest 

degree of mesopore size control and arrangement in an array with hexagonal symmetry 

[69,110,111].  Soft templating approaches using a combination of microporogen and 

mesoporogen structure-directing agents in combination have also yielded hierarchically-

structured zeolites with structures similar to the MCM-41 class of materials [232,233].  

However, the convergence of two main research thrusts several years ago resulted in the 

synthesis of a remarkable material showing great promise in achieving high-performance 

nanothin zeolite membranes.  Research into discovering other layered zeolites, such as 

MCM-22 [234] and the concept of dual-templating were married in the design of 

multilamellar-MFI (ML-MFI), a new type of mesoporous layered zeolite with MFI crystal 

structure [112].  Composed of nanosheets of zeolite with 1.5 unit cell thickness [32], a 

remarkable feature of ML-MFI is that the straight-channel micropores of MFI run 

perpendicular to the nanothin dimension of the zeolite.  Ryoo and others have since 

extended the dual-templating approach using complex multiquarternary ammonium SDAs 

to generate many other hierarchical zeolites with fascinating morphologies, ranging from 

hexagonally-ordered phases [235] and unilamellar-MFI [236] to particles with complex 

90° rotation of nanosheet orientations [237].     

Prior to the synthesis of ML-MFI, techniques used for exfoliation of the layered zeolite 

precursors were established for the MCM-22, yielding the first two-dimensional zeolite 
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ITQ-2 [238].  Different delamination techniques were then developed to preserve the 

crystallinity during exfoliation processing [239].  Varoon et al. successfully translated the 

delamination process using polymer melt compounding to the ML-MFI material, yielding 

dispersible zeolite “nanosheets” that could be used to fabricate MFI membranes with sub-

100 nm thickness [32,115].  The filter-coating method in which the nanothin layers of 

zeolite can be assembled on a substrate is simple and scalable, and the gains available in 

membrane technology due to the synthesis of ML-MFI are substantial [106].  Nano-thin 

zeolite membranes would pave the way for the commercialization of zeolites as separation 

materials in non-adsorption processes, which so far has been hindered due to the extremely 

high cost of fabrication of membrane modules.  By reducing the required amount of 

material needed to make membranes and increasing the flux and separation factor, more 

expensive exfoliated zeolite nanosheet materials can be used to fabricate membranes and 

still maintain cost competitiveness [33].  The higher the aspect ratio of dispersable zeolite 

nanosheets, the thinner a seed layer that can be achieved while maintaining full coverage 

of the support, thereby preventing leaks [115].   

Fluoride synthesis of zeolites 

The traditional crystallization route for zeolites is completed in a highly basic medium.  

Hydroxide ions can break the Si-O-Si bonds in the amorphous silica precursors, 

solubilizing the silica and allowing bond breaking and formation required for the 

equilibrium crystal structure to be reached [22].  However, an alternative route to zeolite 

crystallization as discovered two decades ago which occurs in acidic media [240].  

Addition of HF to the synthesis sol in limited amounts results in “mineralization” of the 
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silica to SiF6 species, which can then diffuse and re-crystallize in the sol [241].  The 

synthesis of MFI-type zeolites in fluoride media results in very large single crystals 

containing nearly no framework defects [242,243].  However, crystallization is slow in 

acidic conditions, and is believed to be due to delayed nucleation based on the large size 

of crystals obtained [244].  The ability of fluorine to be included in the framework within 

small cages of MFI [245,246] is believed to aid the formation of defect-free crystals.   

With the long history of demonstrated success in making large, low-defect single crystals 

of MFI using the fluoride route, the synthesized of ML-MFI in acidic condition was 

pursued.  The synthesis recipe for ML-MFI in basic pH gels was adapted and many 

attempts at synthesis of the desired material, containing large single-crystalline sheets of 

pure-silica MFI without defects, were undertaken.  Interestingly, crystals formed using the 

same SDA/SiO2/H2O ratios, using the exact same SDA preparation, but with different pH 

conditions have extremely different morphologies and crystal structures.  The first 

demonstration of the crystallization of one-dimensional zeolite nanoparticles may be 

presented herein, but more characterization of the obtained material is required to stake 

such a claim. 

6.2 Experimental 

Synthesis of C22-6-6(OH)2 structure-directing agent (SDA) 

C22-6-6(Br)2 was synthesized as described by Choi et al. [112] by Limin Ren, Han Zhang, 

or Xianghai Guo in the Tsapatsis Group.  The as-obtained dried C22-6-6(Br)2 was dissolved 

in MilliQ ultrapure water (Millipore) at 0.2 M concentration, or approximately 15% w/w, 

by stirring and heating to 70°C.  For samples 9 and 10, ion exchange to yield the hydroxide 
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form of the SDA was performed by stirring with excess Amberlyst A26 OH (Dow 

Chemical, Midland) exchange resin for 12 hours at room temperature, followed by 

filtration of the suspension to remove resin pellets.  For samples 11-13, ion exchange was 

performed by stirring with two-fold molar excess of AgO powder for 4 days at room 

temperature.  The liquids were then centrifuged at 5,000 x g for 45 minutes, followed by 

50,000 x g for 1.5 hr to remove AgO particles, with the clear colorless supernatant 

containing SDA recovered and the process repeated once.  SDA solutions were then 

condensed using a Rotovapor (Büchi) in a water bath at 60°C with rapid rotation and de-

pressurized to just above the boiling point until a viscous fluid was obtained.  Measurement 

of the hydroxide ion concentration was then performed by titration of the solution using 

0.1 N HCl, with phenolphthalein as indicator.  The SDA solution was diluted with ultrapure 

water to yield a 12% w/w solution as determined by hydroxide ion concentration assuming 

2 ions per SDA molecule, which was then used for gels with z = 4000 as described below.  

Additional water was then used to bring z = 8000 as desired.  The concentrated C22-6-6(OH)2 

solutions were then used after long storage (samples 9, 10) or immediately after preparation 

(samples 11-13).   

Synthesis of F-ML-MFI 

The silica sols for F-ML-MFI synthesis were prepared with the composition 100 SiO2 : 15 

C22-6-6(OH)2 : x HF : y NH4F : z H2O : 400 EtOH.  In these preparations, x ranged from 5 

to 50, y ranged from 0 to 33.5, and z was either 4000 or 8000.  Ammonium fluoride was 

dissolved in the SDA solution prepared as described above, and then the solution was added 

drop-wise into tetraethylorthosilicate (TEOS, 98%, Sigma-Aldrich) with vigorous stirring.  
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After several minutes, the hydrolysis reaction was complete and the solution gelled.  HF 

was then added to yield the final composition, and the dense gel was mixed vigorously for 

10 minutes.  The samples were added to Teflon-lined stainless steel autoclaves (Parr 

Instrument Corp.), sealed, and heated for 20-75 days in an oven with rotation at 150oC.  

Autoclaves were quenched and a sample of the gel retrieved at several time points to 

monitor crystallization.  Upon completion of crystallization, the autoclaves were quenched 

in water and the gels collected for further characterization.  To obtain powdered samples 

for adsorption, electron microscopy, and diffraction studies, the gels were washed 

repeatedly by centrifugation with redispersion in ultrapure water until pH = 7.  Samples 

were taken for TEM after the final redispersion, and then the suspensions were centrifuged 

once more and dried in an oven for 24 hr at 70°C.  Samples were then ground to a powder, 

and some samples were then calcined to remove SDA at 550°C for 12 hr in static 

environment, after which the final powder was obtained. 

Characterization 

TEM samples were prepared from centrifuged-washed samples by 5-10 fold dilution into 

water.  Calcined powders were vigorously sonicated in ethanol to disperse particles and 

then used to prepare TEM samples.  Specimens were prepared by placing droplets of the 

diluted sol onto a copper-backed sample grid coated with ultra-thin carbon film and holey 

carbon film (Ted Pella Inc.).  The specimens were dried at room temperature.  SEM 

samples were prepared by dusting of dried powders on adhesive carbon tape mounted on a 

specimen holder, followed by 100 Å Pt coating in a Denton DV-502A high vacuum 

deposition system.  SEM imaging was performed on a JEOL 6700 operating at 10 kV 
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accelerating voltage.  TEM imaging was performed on an FEI Tecnai G2 F30 TEM 

operating at 300 kV.  All TEM images were captured using a CCD camera.  Argon (87.3 

K) adsorption was performed using a commercially available automatic manometric 

sorption analyzer (Quantachrome Instruments Autosorb iQ MP).  Prior to adsorption 

measurements, the samples were outgassed at 573 K for 16 h under turbomolecular pump 

vacuum.  Full micro and mesopore size distributions were calculated from the argon 

isotherms using the argon on zeolites/silica cylindrical pore adsorption branch method 

[146].  X-ray diffraction (XRD) patterns were acquired using an X’Pert PRO MPD X-ray 

diffractometer (PANalytical) equipped with a Co source.  

6.3 Results and discussion 

Initial attempts at crystallization 

The composition of gels used to prepare ML-MFI via the hydroxide crystallization route 

were used as a starting point.  However, the bromide form of the SDA was used in first 

attempts to avoid titration of the hydroxide form of the SDA using hazardous HF.  

Ammonium fluoride was used as the predominant fluoride source for similar reasons, but 

HF was added in smaller quantities to lower pH below 6.5.  Total fluoride was in near-

equimolar amounts as SDA in the synthesis gels with the same SiO2/H2O ratio as 

compositions used to prepare ML-MFI.  Table 6-1 shows the compositions, estimated or 

measured pH, duration of hydrothermal treatment at 150°C, and product resulting from 

these initial synthesis attempts.  For gels with no added acid or base, pH was estimated to 

be 6.5 based on pH measurements on zeolite sols with similar composition [247].  

Reproducible measurement of gel pH using an Ag electrode was difficult, as damage to the 
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electrode occurred.  Due to the slower crystallization of zeolites in the acidic fluoride 

condition, as well as the longer crystallization times for ML-MFI compared with silicalite-

1, samples were given 20 days of hydrothermal treatment initially.  These gels yielded no 

crystalline product.  It was suspected that either the pH was too high or the density of the 

gel too high to facilitate nucleation and growth, so gels with added HF and/or H2O were 

prepared.  Following 24 days of hydrothermal treatment, these gels also did not yield any 

crystalline material.  Two further factors were suspected for the lack of crystalline yield.  

The presence of bromide ions may also delay crystallization in this system.  Similarly, the 

samples may simply need longer hydrothermal synthesis times to yield crystalline product.  

Subsequent synthesis attempts were undertaken to identify the cause for crystallization 

difficulties and yield crystalline products. 

Table 6-1.  Composition, synthesis conditions, and product resulting from initial attempts 

at crystallization of F-ML-MFI using C22-6-6(Br)2 as the SDA.  *Measured by Ag electrode. 

Number Sol composition SDA+/F- pH 
Hydrothermal 

time (days) 

Calcined 

mass (mg) 
Product quality 

1 
100 SiO2 : 15 C22-6-6Br2 : 15 

NH4F : 4000 H2O : 400 EtOH 
1 6.5 20 427 Silica gel 

2 
100 SiO2 : 15 C22-6-6Br2 : 7.5 

NH4F : 4000 H2O : 400 EtOH 
2 6.5 20 439 Silica gel 

3 

100 SiO2 : 15 C22-6-6Br2 : 10 

NH4F : 5 HF : 4000 H2O : 400 

EtOH 

1 5.3* 24 < 200 Silica gel 

4 

100 SiO2 : 15 C22-6-6Br2 : 5 

NH4F : 10 HF : 4000 H2O : 400 

EtOH 

1 3.6* 24 274 Silica gel 

5 

100 SiO2 : 15 C22-6-6Br2 : 10 

NH4F : 5 HF : 8000 H2O : 400 

EtOH 

1 4.6* 24 972 (wet) Silica gel 

6 

100 SiO2 : 15 C22-6-6Br2 : 5 

NH4F : 10 HF : 8000 H2O : 400 

EtOH 

1 2.6* 24 324 Silica gel 
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Crystallization of F-MFI 

Synthesis of F-ML-MFI for much longer time was attempted to crystallize a product.  A 

summary of the sample compositions and products is provided in Table 6-2.  Gels were 

prepared with two different acidic pH levels estimated by the composition of the gel and 

comparison with the F-MFI system [242].  In this synthesis, the Si/H2O level was kept at 

the same as the conditions of Choi et al. [112], but the amount of fluoride was increased to 

promote the solubilization of amorphous silica gel and hopefully expedite crystal 

formation.  Samples were also given 70 days of hydrothermal treatment, so that 

crystallization would occur if possible.  After 70 days of treatment, samples were taken 

from the synthesis gel and dried on Si wafers.  XRD patterns were then collected to 

determine the crystallinity of the products (Figure 6-1).  Strong reflections at the 

characteristic positions of MFI from 8° – 12° and 27° – 30° 2θ are observed for samples 9 

and 10, but not for samples 7 and 8.  Interestingly a large low-angle peak at 5° is observed  

Table 6-2.  Composition, synthesis conditions, and product resulting from attempts at 

crystallization of F-ML-MFI using C22-6-6(Br)2 and C22-6-6(OH)2 as the SDA. 

Number Sol composition SDA+/F- pH 
Hydrothermal 

time (days) 

Calcined 

mass 

(mg) 

Product quality 

7 

100 SiO2 : 15 C22-6-6Br2 : 50 

NH4F : 0 HF : 4000 H2O : 

400 EtOH 

0.3 6.5 75 
- 

Amorphous dry powder 

8 

100 SiO2 : 15 C22-6-6Br2 : 

47.5 NH4F : 3.5 HF : 4000 

H2O : 400 EtOH 

0.3 5.5 75 
- 

Amorphous dry powder 

9 

100 SiO2 : 15 C22-6-6(OH)2 : 

20 NH4F : 30 HF : 4000 

H2O : 400 EtOH 

0.3 6.5 75 315 Highly crystalline 

10 

100 SiO2 : 15 C22-6-6(OH)2 : 

16.5 NH4F : 33.5 HF : 4000 

H2O : 400 EtOH 

0.3 5.5 75 303 Highly crystalline 
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for sample 9, and this 

peak is coincident with 

the structure factor peaks 

observed for ML- 

MFI [113].  In samples 7 

and 8, a large amorphous 

silica peak is observed at 

26° and a sharper 

reflection at 22°, 

however the latter is not 

quartz and is likely an artifact of mounting the corrosive acid fluoride samples on the Si 

wafer.  Coatings were thick enough that the large Si (100) peak at 39° does not appear in 

samples.  The high crystallinity in samples 9 and 10 and the potential for low-angle 

structure factor peaks indicative of lamellae prompted the end of the hydrothermal 

treatment for all samples at 75 days, followed by washing and drying of the recovered 

solids.  Figure 6-2 shows XRD patterns of the obtained powders.  Immediately, it can be 

seen that samples 7 and 8 did not crystallize, as was suggested by the XRD patterns 

collected on gels sampled from the autoclaves.  As these samples as many previous 

attempts failed to crystallize in the presence of bromine anions, it is believed that these 

large cations cause a significant barrier to crystallization.  It was therefore concluded that 

the bromide form of the SDA should not be used in subsequent syntheses.  On the contrary,  

 

Figure 6-1.  XRD patterns of synthesis gels recovered from F-

ML-MFI after 70 days of hydrothermal treatment. 
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the large, intense 

reflections of highly-

crystalline MFI were 

observed for samples 9 

and 10 prepared using the 

hydroxide form of the 

SDA.  Due to the low 

peak width, it was 

suspected that crystals 

obtained would be of 

highly desirable large size.  SEM was conducted on the as-synthesized crystals to observe 

sample morphology (Figure 6-3).  Crystals with sizes on the order of tens of microns are 

obtained, much larger than the nanoparticles of ML-MFI obtained in basic condition [112].  

Many of these crystals also exhibit the “coffin” morphology of MFI crystals synthesized 

by the fluoride route.  A number of smaller nanoparticles are also present, and with higher 

quantity in sample 10.  These are likely amorphous silica particles remaining due to 

incomplete conversion of the precursor during hydrothermal treatment, but they may also 

be zeolite particles with a different phase.  From SEM, however, it doesn’t appear that there 

is a layered structure to the crystals.  The layered morphology may simply be obscured by 

the Pt coating used to prepare samples, however, so another technique for identifying a 

layered structure was required.  SAXS is particularly well-suited to the identification of  

 

Figure 6-2.  XRD patterns of as-synthesized F-ML-MFI after 

75 days of hydrothermal treatment. 
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Figure 6-3.  SEM images of as-synthesized F-ML-MFI after 70 days of hydrothermal 

treatment.  (A, B), sample 9; (C, D), sample 10.  Images obtained by Neel Rangnekar. 

periodic phases in materials with repeating length scale on the order of nanometers.  In 

XRD, the periodic arrangement of atoms over angstroms in a crystal leads to reflection of 

X-rays obeying the Bragg condition.  A similar effect occurs in SAXS with continuous 

electron density distributions that have a structure factor, or a periodic tessellation in space.  

The scattering intensity obtained in SAXS is proportional to properties of the sample by 

the relation , where q is the momentum transfer vector given 

by Bragg’s Law  is the incident intensity,

 

 is the form factor of the 

continuous electron density distribution with defined maximum dimension, and  is the 
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structure factor of that electron density distribution [101].  The cross-section form factor 

of lamellae can be accounted for with some spatial considerations [248], but a global 

maxima in the SAXS profile is indicative of strong structure factor effects [155].  To detect 

the structure of lamellae in the F-ML-MFI system, SAXS patterns were collected on as-

synthesized powder samples and compared with ML-MFI (Figure 6-4).  In the ML-MFI 

sample with confirmed layered structure (as observed by SEM and TEM – not shown), 

structure factor peaks (100), (200), and (300) corresponding to the distances between 

lamellae are observed at 0.9/nm, 1.8/nm, and 2.7/nm.  The second-order peak is  

 

Figure 6-4.  SAXS patterns obtained on powder F-ML-MFI samples and ML-MFI sample 

synthesized by Neel Rangnekar. 
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considerably weaker due to extinction effects from the surfactant layer being twice as thick 

as the nanosheets [113].  The peak at 4/nm observed in all samples is due to the Kapton 

film (DuPont) used as a window material for holding the powder within the sample cell.  

The Bragg reflections due to the MFI framework crystal structure are observed in ML-MFI 

and F-ML-MFI samples 9 and 10.  However, the structure factor peaks of ML-MFI are not 

observed in the F-ML-MFI crystals.  This indicates that the F-MFI morphology observed 

in SEM is indicative of the crystal structure of the nanoparticles.  Crystallization under 

these conditions occurs, but not of the multilamellar zeolite morphology.  The most likely 

explanation for the bulk MFI morphology is the degradation of the SDA, either prior to 

application in synthesis when it is stored in the hydroxide form, or during the acidic 

hydrothermal treatment.  The cleavage of the carbon-nitrogen bond connecting the 22-

carbon tail to the diquarternary ammonium dC6 SDA would preclude the formation of 

layered structures based on the mechanism of layer formation in lamellar micelles as 

proposed by Ryoo’s group [112,113].  Special care should be taken to use the C22-6-6(OH)2 

solutions immediately following ion exchange, and the potential degradation of the SDA 

in the presence of HF should be assessed. 

Unexpected 1-dimensional microporous silicates 

The F-MFI samples crystallized in fluoride media using hydroxide form of the SDA 

suggest that these sol compositions may yield F-ML-MFI, as long as undegraded C22-6-

6(OH)2 used freshly after ion exchange is employed as the structure-directing agent.  

Similar compositions to those yielding F-MFI in previous attempts were prepared using  
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Table 6-3.  Composition, synthesis conditions, and product resulting from attempts at 

crystallization of F-ML-MFI with C22-6-6(OH)2 as the structure directing agent. 

Number Sol composition SDA+/F- pH 
Hydrothermal 

time (days) 
Product quality 

11 

100 SiO2 : 15 C22-6-6(OH)2 : 20 

NH4F : 30 HF : 4000 H2O : 400 

EtOH 

0.3 6.5 70 Nanofibers 

12 

100 SiO2 : 15 C22-6-6(OH)2 : 16.5 

NH4F : 33.5 HF : 4000 H2O : 400 

EtOH 

0.3 5.5 70 Nanofibers 

13 
100 SiO2 : 15 C22-6-6(OH)2 : 0 NH4F 

: 0 HF : 4000 H2O : 400 EtOH 
∞ 12 70 ML-MFI 

 

C22-6-6(OH)2 which was ion-exchanged immediately preceding hydrothermal treatment.  

The sample compositions and products obtained are detailed in Table 6-3.  Two samples 

were prepared with the same composition as samples 9 and 10 from the previous study, 

and a third (13) was added as a control on the ability of the surfactant SDA to direct the 

crystallization of the lamellar phase in the basic condition, where it is known to occur.  

Following 35 days of hydrothermal treatment, samples from the synthesis gels were 

analyzed by XRD (Figure 6-5).  Strong reflections between 25° and 28° 2θ are observed 

for samples prepared in acidic condition, while the basic condition control sample was only 

weakly crystallized at 12 days.  Some indication of low-angle structure factor peaks of 

lamellae are seen in sample 11, as well as the lower-angle Bragg reflections of MFI.  

Samples were allowed 10 more days of hydrothermal treatment and then analyzed again.  

Reflection intensity for samples 11 and 12 was slightly reduced at high angles and low-

angle MFI peaks can be observed for all samples.  Curiously, the position of high-angle 

MFI reflections in the ML-MFI sample (13) are not the same as the major reflections of F-

ML-MFI samples, indicating that the samples have a different crystal structure.  The low-
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angle structure factor peak of ML-MFI is also evident only in the control sample.  Figure 

6-6 shows XRD patterns of powders obtained as samples from the synthesis and purified  

by washing and drying.  The wide-angle peaks of F-ML-MFI samples shift to slightly lower  

angles, indicating crystal 

structure expansion upon drying.  

All samples exhibit the 

characteristic (101) and (200) 

major Bragg reflections of MFI 

between 8° and 12°.  The 

structure factor peak of ML-MFI 

is weaker upon washing, but is 

retained, indicating a lamellar 

structure still exists.  The 

synthesis of samples 11 and 12 

was allowed to proceed to the 

long hydrothermal synthesis 

durations see if a change in 

patterns was obtained.  Figure 6-

7 shows XRD patterns obtained 

from F-ML-MFI samples 11 and 

12 following 70 days of  

 

Figure 6-5.  XRD patterns of synthesis gels recovered 

from F-ML-MFI after 35 days of hydrothermal 

treatment (top) and 45 days (bottom) for samples with 

acidic composition, and 12 days (top) and 25 days 

(bottom) for samples with basic composition. 
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Figure 6-6.  XRD patterns of as-synthesized F-ML-MFI after 45 days of hydrothermal 

treatment for samples with acidic composition and 25 days for samples with basic 

composition. 

 
Figure 6-7.  XRD patterns of as-synthesized and calcined F-ML-MFI after 70 days of 

hydrothermal treatment. 
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hydrothermal treatment.  The patterns appear mostly unchanged from 45 days, and do not 

resemble the very well-resolved XRD peaks of samples 9 and 10.  The data indicates that 

the long synthesis times used previously to crystallize F-MFI are not responsible for the 

bulk zeolite phases obtained, and that the decomposition of SDA was the likely cause.  

Following calcination, peaks do not shift in position but (101) and (200) peaks do increase 

in intensity, suggesting a stronger periodic ordering of atoms at the unit cell level.  Peaks 

at 15° and 18° also increase in intensity, but they are broad, asymmetrical, and do not match 

with normal reflections of MFI.   

TEM imaging was performed on as-synthesized F-ML-MFI samples to determine the  

 

Figure 6-8.  TEM images of as-synthesized F-ML-MFI samples after 45 days of 

hydrothermal treatment.  (A, B), sample 13; (C, D), sample 11; (E, F), sample 12.  Images 

obtained by Han Zhang. 
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morphology obtained after 45 days of hydrothermal treatment (Figure 6-8).  The control 

ML-MFI sample 13 crystallized in basic conditions shows the characteristic lamella of the 

morphology (A), and MFI nanosheets can be seen to extend out from the surface of 

particles (B).  The morphology obtained in samples prepared with the same SDA and 

temperature in acidic conditions is markedly different.  Both samples 11 (C, D) and 12 (E, 

F) show particles with a net-like appearance.  Higher magnification images reveal that the 

particles are highly elongated rods or tubes, with diameter of 15 nm and length from 

hundreds of nanometers to micrometers.  These particles are present throughout the sample 

in a pure phase.  It was hypothesized that the samples were chrysotile, also known 

commonly as white asbestos.  Naturally-occurring chrysotile has a curvilinear unit cell 

composed of layers of silica tetrahedra and magnesium hydroxide octahedra and grows as 

nanotubes with similar morphology to F-ML-MFI samples [249].  However, the XRD 

patterns of chrysotile and the samples herein are considerably different.  Due to the 

similarity in XRD patterns and morphologies obtained in samples 11 and 12, it was 

concluded that there was no significant different in samples obtained from gels at pH 5.5 

and 6.5. 

Because the structure-directing agent employed has a section (commonly known as dC6) 

which is known to crystallize microporous materials, and because the (101) and (200) 

peaks of the control ML-MFI are coincident with samples 11 and 12, it was hypothesized 

that the sample has a structure similar to MFI.  Structure directing agents containing 

tetrapropylammonium cations, and their related diquarternary derivatives, are known to be  
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Figure 6-9.  Argon adsorption isotherms of F-ML-MFI prepared with 45 days of 

hydrothermal treatment.  Linear scale (left) and logarithmic scale (right) for the relative 

pressure axis are provided to highlight total adsorption and micropore adsorption regions, 

respectively.  Isotherms of SPP and commercial ZSM-5 provided for comparison [114]. 

highly specific for the MFI zeolite framework [25], but MFI has never been observed to 

crystallize in rod-like morphologies.  Argon adsorption isotherms were performed on the 

as-synthesized and calcined samples following 45 days of hydrothermal treatment and 

compared with isotherms from SPP and ZSM-5 previously discussed in Chapters 4-6 

(Figure 6-9).  Prior to calcination, F-ML-MFI samples show no microporosity, which is 

more clearly evident in the log-scale plot (left).  However, following calcination, 

microporous adsorption is observed in the low-pressure regime from P/Po = 1e-7 – 1e-2.  

The adsorption is higher than ZSM-5 and SPP for lowest pressures, but is overtaken at P/Po 

= 5e-6.  This suggests that small micropores exist in F-ML-MFI samples, but that the total 

micropore volume is not as high as MFI crystals with more conventional morphologies.  In 

the high-pressure adsorption region, more total adsorption is seen for F-ML-MFI than SPP, 

likely due to the low density of samples as observable in TEM (Figure 6-8C, E).  The 

microporous silicate nanorods obtained by hydrothermal treatment of gels with the desired 
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composition also indicates that only C22-6-6(OH)2 solution prepared fresh by ion exchange 

from the solid bromide form can be used for synthesis, and suggests that the SDA does not 

degrade in this acidic condition. 

Hypotheses on nucleation and growth 

Until further investigations are undertaken, it is difficult to conclude that the microporous 

one-dimensional structures are rods or tubes.  It is also yet to be determined whether or not 

they are zeolites, consisting of a periodic arrangement of micropores.  One possibility for 

how the morphology results can be deduced from the previous literature on ML-MFI.  Ryoo 

and coworkers proposed that ML-MFI forms the ordered lamellar crystal morphology 

through a solution-mediated surfactant re-assembly process during hydrothermal treatment 

[113].  They provided XRD and TEM evidence that the synthesis gel initially exists as a 2-

dimensional hexagonal array of cylindrical surfactant micelles.  The packing parameter g 

for these micelles, which is a function of head group cross-sectional area ao, surfactant tail 

length lc, and volume V given by g = V/aolc, is proposed to be between 1/3 and 1/2 based 

on the large size of the diquarternary head group.  Upon heating, increase in the 

hydrocarbon tail volume V increases g above ½ such that a lamellar surfactant phase is 

formed.  Initially, this surfactant phase is rather disordered, and can be trapped to yield 

unilamellar MFI (UL-MFI) when shorter surfactant tail SDA is used [236].  If MFI 

nanosheets can be formed in the gels with smaller lc, and these sheets do not reorganize to 

form ML-MFI with long heating time, it suggests that the reorganization and crystallization 

processes by which ML-MFI extends in the (100) and (001) directions occur over similar 

time scales.  Thus, in the F-ML-MFI system, it would be expected that the significantly 
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decreased rate of nucleation in the presence of fluoride would result in the reorganization 

process to surfactant multilamellae occurring far in advance of the onset of crystal growth.  

This, in turn, would suggest that ML-MFI should be easily formed instead of UL-MFI in 

the acid medium.  However, a much different case is observed.  Na et al. disclose another 

interesting discovery in a follow-up study, in which reducing the pH of the synthesis sol 

yielded UL-MFI in shorter synthesis time [236].  They attribute this to the suppression of 

the lamellar reorganization at lower pH.    In the fluoride system, the one-dimensional 

morphology that forms suggests that upon heating, the surfactant cannot re-assemble into 

the lamellar phase prior to onset of crystallization and remains trapped in a hexagonal 

phase.  This agrees with Na’s proposal that lower pH suppresses the transition, even if the 

mechanism for this suppression is unknown.   

In order for a one-dimensional morphology to result, the hexagonally-ordered cylindrical 

micelle structure must persist in the sample throughout nucleation and growth.  The 

polymerization of silica requires a hydrophilic environment where it can undergo 

hydrolysis and condensation reactions in the presence of hydroxide or fluoride ions.  If the 

structure of the surfactant phase is the one proposed by Ryoo and coworkers, of a water-

dominant system in which surfactant tails are enclosed and diquarternary ammonium head 

groups point outward into the solvent, MFI would be expected to crystallize as nanotubes 

around the surfactant micelles as shown in the left of Figure 6-10.  It is possible that growth 

along the (010) direction of MFI, which is also along the radial direction of the micelles, 

would become frustrated due to the curvature induced in the (100) or (001) directions of  
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the unit cell.  However, 

any conformation of the 

MFI structure to a 

cylindrical topology 

would be expected to 

yield a highly defective 

crystal, and therefore it is 

unlikely that (010) 

surface defects during outward growth from the micelle would prevent further 

crystallization or polymerization.  The final morphology would likely be a highly defective, 

if not amorphous, silica structure with MFI-like silica connectivity and MCM-41 like 

morphology.  In this scenario, however, it is also possible that faster growth in the non-

distorted (100) and (001) directions could consume all silica before significant growth in 

the (010) direction normal to the micelles occurs, which would lead to long nanotubes. 

Another potential explanation for the crystallization of a one-dimensional morphology 

would be the formation of rods due to micelle inversion during crystallization (Figure 6-

10, right).  In a system with H2O/SiO2 = 40, it is not expected that micelle inversion could 

occur due to a high thermodynamic barrier.  However, all TEM observation thus far 

suggests that particle density and crystallinity is constant throughout the cross-section, as 

evident by clear lattice fringes and relatively unchanging contrast.  Nanotubes appear much 

darker at the edges of the particles due to the hollow core in TEM [249].  The definitive 

 

Figure 6-10.  Schematic of two possible cylindrical micelle 

packing structures of C22-6-6
2+ cations which may lead to 

nanotube (left) or nanorod (right) microporous silicates. 
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observation of crystalline nanorods in the sample, consisting of a dense crystalline silica 

interior with MFI-like structure, would require a serious consideration of how this micellar 

inversion could occur in the gels.  Microtomy of samples embedded in polymer resin and 

imaging by TEM will be conducted in upcoming investigations to determine whether the 

samples are nanotubes or nanorods. 

6.4 Conclusion 

The synthesis of multilamellar MFI by the acidic fluoride route was attempted with the 

goal of obtaining low-defect, high-aspect ratio nanosheets.  The bromide form of the SDA 

was found to lead only to amorphous silica gel as a product.  Synthesis attempts with low-

quality C22-6-6(OH)2 as the SDA, which had degraded when stored at room temperature, led 

to bulk MFI crystals with characteristic morphology of those synthesized in fluoride media.  

The use of C22-6-6(OH)2 which was freshly ion-exchanged yielded high-aspect ratio one-

dimensional materials, which was highly unexpected.  The particles are crystalline, pure-

phase, and microporous, and represent the first known zeolite-like materials to grow into a 

“one-dimensional” morphology.  The microporosity and small cross-sections of crystals, 

which retain their structure upon calcination without post-treatments such as pillaring 

[113], suggests these 1-dimensional microporous silicates may be very interesting 

materials for separation and reaction processes.  Further effort is required to characterize 

the structure of the micropores to determine if the structure is zeolitic, to understand the 

range of synthesis conditions in which this morphology is obtainable, and to attempt the 

synthesis of an aluminosilicate version for catalysis applications.  Other conditions might 
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be found, such as higher Si/F or Si/SDA ratios, in which crystallization of the desired 

multilamellar morphology is achieved, permitting application of the high-quality exfoliated 

zeolite nanosheets in ultrathin zeolite membranes. 
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Chapter 7: Concluding Remarks 

Nanostructured materials are being developed and applied at a rapid pace in a variety of 

chemical processes, from traditional unit operations such as stirred reactors and adsorption 

beds to more cutting-edge technologies, such as nanobiology and solar photovoltaics.  

Truly, it is a fascinating time to be a chemical engineer with any interest in materials 

science.  A professional betrothal that began many years ago, and reflected in Neal 

Amundson’s desire to join the Chemical Engineering and Mines and Metallurgy 

departments at the University of Minnesota under one roof, had provided key 

breakthroughs in applied chemical technologies that have improved the productivity of 

industry and the livelihood of those who participate in the modern industrial economy.  One 

of the oldest fields of nanostructured materials science – zeolites – has always had a close 

relationship with chemical engineering since the first synthetic zeolites were applied to 

petroleum refining processes.  In the decades since, silica in its many forms has proven to 

be a mainstay active material for the chemical industry, largely due to its chemical and 

thermal durability, complex but accessible surface chemistry, and diversity of crystalline 

and amorphous polymorphs.  By reducing the dimensions of silica solids down to the 

nanoscale, the fraction of surface area per unit mass increases substantially, and with it the 

interesting heterogeneous chemistry is enhanced.  Similarly, introduction of internal pore 

structures to silica increases the specific surface area.   

In this dissertation, several methods for synthesizing porous silica structures and silicates 

with hierarchical porosity are introduced.  These structures are formed with dimensions on 
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the nanoscale, spanning from the 5.5 angstrom micropores of MFI zeolite to the 50 nm 

voids inside ultraporous mesostructured (UMN) silica and intercrystalline spacing between 

SPP particles.  In many cases, materials with tunable porosity on two different length scales 

are obtained.  These nanomaterials demonstrate very high specific surface areas and, in 

some cases, reduced diffusion limitations for interacting chemical species within the pore 

structures.  Both of these properties afford the materials considerable power-per-gram in 

traditional unit operations where heterogeneous solid-liquid or solid-gas chemistry 

provides reactivity or separation for the interacting species.  Lower amounts of processing 

solid and smaller unit operations can be designed as a result of the improved mass transfer 

properties.  In these applications, hierarchically-structured nanomaterials provide 

considerable capital cost savings.  Tailoring the diameters of these pores, and the networks 

that connect them, will allow for application-specific design of heterogeneous sorbents and 

catalysts.  This level of customizability and reduced cost for traditional chemical 

processing may allow other technologies, such as bio-based feedstocks and materials 

recycling processes, to be more cost-competitive with existing technologies.  In concert 

with the traditional unit operations, conversion to renewable and recyclable chemical 

feedstocks and product streams can help ensure the sustainability of chemical engineering 

in the decades ahead.  As the petroleum industry is the bedrock for all other industries on 

which the majority of chemical engineers make their livelihood, it is imperative that 

researchers and leaders of the discipline explore other process technologies that ensure our 

survival as the conventional oil age comes to a close.  Ever the “Renaissance material,” 
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silica will continue to be one of the most important solids for these established and 

upcoming processes in the foreseeable future.   

Exploring the potential for hierarchically-structured porous silicates in other applications, 

including biology, medicine, and energy generation, must also remain a key priority of 

those working in the field.  Though these “unit operations” do not yet exist in the traditional 

sense of the word yet, the principles of thermodynamics, transport, and chemical kinetics 

that form the backbone of chemical engineering still apply to all these systems and are 

imperative to their design and development.  While hierarchically-porous nanoparticles 

exhibit many desirable properties for the second and third of these pillars, it may be 

discoveries in the less-intuitive first pillar which help to drive the field forward in both the 

synthesis and application of these materials.  Especially in the case of self-pillared pentasil 

zeolite, understanding the thermodynamics of the crystallization process may lead to a 

better understanding of how this particular zeolite intergrowth forms.  That understanding 

could then be applied to engineer other zeolite intergrowth systems with hierarchically 

porous structures.  The thermodynamics of colloidal suspensions and their chemical and 

physical interactions with dissolved species in the continuous phase is still in its infancy, 

but discoveries made in pursuit of new materials will inevitably occur and continue to lay 

the foundation bricks for this field.  However, as “necessity is the mother of invention,” it 

likely will be the drive of application-motivated engineering researchers that sets the pace 

of scientific progress. 
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